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Abstract
We present a new approach to ecosystem nutrient cycle simulations. Nutrient conversion and
fluxes between ecosystem compartments are driven by highly complex biogeochemical and hydro-
logical processes. Nutrient cycles in soils supply vegetation and crop growth, affect groundwater
and surface water eutrophication, and release greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Simulating
nutrient cycles is regarded a grand challenge due to the multi-scale properties and involved multi-
physics of the considered ecosystems. Common approaches are restricted on several levels, often
suffering from limited temporal and spatial extent, resolution or accuracy, model simplifications,
or inability to use high performance computing effectively.
In order to cope with their inherent complexity, we consider nutrient cycle simulations as a mul-
tiphysics problem by means of a coupling of dedicated biogeochemical and hydrological models.
We formulate the model coupling problem in an abstract multiphysics setup to manage the com-
plexity. We propose a new variant of operator splitting schemes for the time propagation of the
coupled models. Our scheme employs local model propagators such that accuracy is maintained
on the global level. Furthermore, the scheme features an inherent parallelism on the coupling
level which is independent of possible parallelizations of the models. We present advances in a
software technique which facilitates the model coupling on high performance computing plat-
forms. Our development allows for dynamically changing the parallel configuration of models
and their data distribution during runtime. We validate our approach to nutrient cycle simula-
tions by means of numerical experiments using a greenhouse gas emission scenario and a nitrate
leaching scenario. The results show the benefits of the proposed scheme in terms of an improved
coverage of indirect and local effects. Furthermore, we present performance tests showing the
superior parallel efficiency of our methodology over common approaches, which is due to its
parallelism with respect to the coupling strategy.
Zusammenfassung
Wir präsentieren einen neuen Ansatz für die numerische Simulation von Nährstoffkreisläufen.
Hochkomplexe biogeochemische und hydrologische Prozesse bestimmen die Umsetzung von Nähr-
stoffen und Flüsse zwischen Bestandteilen von Ökosystemen. Kreisläufe in Böden versorgen Vege-
tation mit Nährstoffen, tragen zur Eutrophisierung von Gewässern bei, und lassen Treibhausgase
in die Atmosphäre entweichen. Ihre numerische Simulation ist aufgrund der Multi-Skalen- und
Multi-Physik-Eigenschaften der betrachteten Ökosysteme eine große Herausforderung. Übliche
Vorgehensweisen sind oft auf mehreren Ebenen Einschränkungen unterworfen, etwa durch be-
schränkte zeitliche oder räumliche Ausdehnung der Simulation, durch beschränkte Auflösung
oder Genauigkeit, durch Vereinfachungen der Modelle, oder durch mangelnde Eignung zur effek-
tiven Nutzung von Hochleitsungsrechnern.
Wir betrachten die Simulation von Nährstoffkreisläufen im Sinne einer Kopplung von dedizierten
biogeochemischen und hydrologischen Modellen. Um die Komplexität zu bewältigen, führen wir
die Kopplung der Modelle in eine abstrakte Formulierung über. Wir schlagen eine Variante von
Operator-Splitting-Methoden vor, mit deren Hilfe konsistente und konvergente Zeitschrittver-
fahren für das gekoppelte System definiert werden können. Darüber hinaus präsentieren wir eine
Weiterentwicklungen einer Kopplungssoftware, mit deren Hilfe Multiphysikprobleme effizient auf
Hochleistungsrechnern implementiert werden können. Wir zeigen die Stichhaltigkeit unserer
Vorgehensweise anhand eines Szenarios mit Treibhausgasemissionen und eines Szenarios mit Ni-
tratausspülungen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen die Vorteile unseres Ansatzes, mit dessen Hilfe lokale
und indirekte Effekte in Nährstoffkreisläufen wesentlich genauer erfasst werden können als mit
üblichen Vorgehensweisen.
v

Mathematical contributions
We consider a coupling of dedicated biogeochemical and hydrological models for nutrient cycle
simulations. For the time propagation of the coupled models, we propose the use of composed
one step schemes which employ local model propagators to form time integration schemes for
the global system. The main mathematical contributions are the proofs of first order in time
consistency and convergence for the composed one step schemes. The proofs use assumptions on
continuity, boundedness and Lipschitz conditions. A family of ordinary differential equations
which relates the single models to the global system allows to convey the proof techniques
known from one step methods to the composed schemes. We complement the theorems with
numerical experiments in a natural convection scenario showing the expected first order in time
convergence. Furthermore, we present developments of advanced parallel communication routines
for the OpenPALM software coupler tool to implement the composed one step schemes in model
coupling applications. This enables the effective use of high performance computing for the
considered nutrient cycle simulations.
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1 Introduction
Major global concerns such as alimentation of the world population, freshwater quality, and
climate change are affected by ecological processes related to the nutrient cycle. Nutrients are
those chemical elements and compounds which are essential for the growth of living organisms.
Among the most important nutrients are carbon and nitrogen. Nutrient cycles in soils are par-
ticularly important for agriculture, for water quality management, and for climate. They supply
vegetation and crop growth, affect groundwater and surface water eutrophication, and release
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, methane or nitrous oxide into the atmosphere. Un-
derstanding nutrient cycles is thus crucial for assessing nutrient budgets, improving agricultural
land management practices, maintaining water quality, and mitigating greenhouse gas emissions
from soils.
Nutrient cycles involve highly complex biological, geochemical and hydrological processes. Mi-
crobial activity, soil and vegetation properties, plant uptake, land management, water availability
and transport are among the primary drivers of nutrient conversion and fluxes between ecosys-
tem compartments. It is often a difficult task to quantify their impact on nutrient cycles due to
the complexity of ecosystems. Moreover, intricate interactions between the involved processes
give rise to indirect and local effects which can contribute significantly to nutrient cycles, but are
even harder to capture and predict. Measurement techniques like closed chambers, fast boxes,
or eddy covariance techniques are limited both in the temporal and in the spatial scale. Indirect
effects can occur with such temporal and spatial extent that it is practically impossible to mea-
sure and trace them back to their origin. Furthermore, capturing local effects like emission hot
spots and hot moments requires a high temporal and spatial measurement resolution. This may
lead to prohibitive costs for equipment and effort for operation. Therefore, predicting ecosystem
feedback on changes in land use or climate, and evaluating mitigation strategies for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and water eutrophication can not solely rely on measurements, which
are not always feasible for the needed time and space scales.
The ecosystem research community has responded to this issue with the development of numerical
simulation models. The genesis of terrestrial nutrient cycle simulations dates back to the 1980s,
when the foundations of process-oriented biogeochemical models were laid. Seeking to capture
the complex ecosystem dynamics, biogeochemical models have evolved to a state where many rel-
evant processes are incorporated. Today, the “DeNitrification / DeComposition”(DNDC) model
system is widely adopted for carbon and nitrogen cycle simulations. However, biogeochemi-
cal models are typically one-dimensional in space, representing a single soil column. Lateral
fluxes are ignored in such models, although they contribute significantly to nutrient cycles. In
particular, topographical effects on hydrology and lateral transport of nutrients are neglected.
Furthermore, many biogeochemical models lack of a precise resolution of aerobic and anaerobic
soil conditions, and transitions between them, which are also largely affected by hydrology. This
limits the accuracy of simulations severely since oxygen availability has an essential impact on
biogeochemical processes. Overall, the ecosystem research community realized that hydrological
processes need to be incorporated into biogeochemical simulations in a much more profound way
as it has been done so far.
Efforts to overcome these shortcomings mainly aim in two directions. On the one hand, hydrolog-
ical models are extended with simplified biogeochemical process descriptions. On the other hand,
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biogeochemical models are coupled in a one-way fashion to a hydrological model which serves as
a transport module. However, the common approaches to improve nutrient cycle simulations are
facing major challenges:
1. The issue of different temporal and spatial scales.
Models need to resolve short-term and localized events at the site scale occurring within
days, hours or even minutes to capture hot spots and hot moments. But they also need to
account for long-term and large-scale processes on the landscape scale over years or even
decades to assess nutrient budgets and indirect effects.
2. The issue of different modeling approaches and numerical treatment.
Hydrological models are often given in terms of partial differential equations, e.g. by means
of the Richards equation for subsurface flow and kinematic wave equations for overland
flow. The hydrological model domain is usually three-dimensional, with fully coupled
model equations for all space dimensions. In contrast, the one-dimensional biogeochemical
models are typically given in terms of functional relations of nutrient availability, microbial
activity and other factors. Domains with lateral extent are covered by placing several
independent model instances next to each other. Therefore, the models demand for different
numerical treatment. In particular, the definition of biogeochemical models has usually not
a continuous, but a discrete character in the first place, both with respect to space in terms
of soil layers and with respect to time in terms of predefined time steps.
3. The issue of different demands for computational resources.
The biogeochemical model computations for one time step usually require only moderate
computing resources due to their site-oriented nature and plain mathematical structure.
Moreover, the parallelization is straight forward since the model instances can be calculated
independently from each other. In contrast, hydrological model computations can be much
more demanding, and harder to parallelize, due to their fully coupled three-dimensional
nature. Also the time step sizes often need to be much smaller for hydrological models
than for biogeochemical ones, thus requiring more steps to be computed.
4. The issue of software complexity and reuse.
Already the biogeochemical and hydrological simulation codes by themselves are often com-
plex software packages. Incorporating one model into the other, or coupling them, results
in additional complexity. Refactoring existing, or even developing new software for nutri-
ent cycle simulations might require prohibitive effort and costs. It is thus a desire to reuse
existing simulation codes with as little modifications as possible. However, there are often
no interfaces available to facilitate interaction and data exchange, since biogeochemical and
hydrological models have mainly been developed in separate communities.
Biogeochemistry and hydrology simulations are already complex matters on their own, and it is
even more challenging to combine them properly. The road to further progress in nutrient cycle
simulations is blocked by the sketched issues.
1.1 A new approach to nutrient cycle simulations
As we outlined above, difficulties are encountered on multiple levels. Therefore, a new approach is
needed to respond to the severe challenges in nutrient cycle simulations. First of all, we acknowl-
edge the fact that well-established models and simulation codes are available for biogeochemistry
as well as for hydrology as the starting position of our work. It is desirable to reuse existing
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codes for both scientific and practical reasons. In this thesis we present a new methodology for
combining existing biogeochemical and hydrological models with minimal code modifications to
improve nutrient cycle simulations. The key novelty is a model coupling technique which main-
tains the capabilities, the accuracy, and the computational performance of the models which
are used as building blocks of the overall system. The basis of our approach is an abstraction
of the model coupling for nutrient cycle simulations to a more general multiphysics setup. On
this basis, we develop the tools to address all four issues mentioned above, both on the mathe-
matical level and on the implementation level. The abstraction of nutrient cycle simulations to
general multiphysics setups is the key to reduce the complexity. We present a new variant of
operator splitting methods for the time propagation of coupled models on that abstract multi-
physics level. Furthermore, we present new software developments to facilitate model coupling
and interaction. The proposed software coupling technique is the key tool to implement our new
operator splitting variant for parallel platforms and high performance computing systems. This
is crucial to meet the demand for computational resources of complex applications. Finally, we
demonstrate the feasibility of our approach to nutrient cycle simulations by means of numerical
experiments on a greenhouse gas emission scenario, and on a nutrient leaching scenario. In the
following subsections, we introduce further details of our approach and highlight the main thesis
contributions.
1.1.1 Abstraction to a general multiphysics setup
The core idea of our approach is to couple dedicated models for the biogeochemical and for the
hydrological processes. The desire to include all relevant phenomena in numerical simulations
is clearly not new, but rather natural. Indeed, “simulations that couple multiple physical phe-
nomena are as old as simulations themselves” [52, p. 1]. Our approach is however new in that
it can significantly improve the accuracy and the computational efficiency of nutrient cycle sim-
ulations, and it enables to capture local and indirect effects. Furthermore, our model coupling
technique is applicable to general multiphysics problems, not only to nutrient cycle simulations.
This is a benefit of our measure to manage the complexity of nutrient cycle simulations by using
an abstraction to a general multiphysics model coupling setup. The term multiphysics denotes
systems which consist of more than one physical component or quantity governed by its own
principle for evolution or equilibrium. In our case, these are the biogeochemical and the hy-
drological processes. The classical approach to multiphysics is to form a system of equations
which incorporates all considered phenomena. Such systems may in general involve algebraic
equations, ordinary differential equations (ODE), as well as partial differential equations (PDE).
Solving the multiphysics system as a whole is called a “monolithic” scheme. Other types of
coupling and solution schemes exists, which can be described using the terminology of Keyes et.
al. (2011). They introduce the notion of “strong”, “weak”, “tight” and “loose” coupling in the
following sense [52, p. 73]. The attribution of strong versus weak coupling refers to the physics
represented by the models. A coupling is called strong or weak if the physics of the models have
a strong or weak influence on each other. On the mathematical level, strongly coupled models
may lead to stiff problems. In contrast, the attribution of tight versus loose coupling refers to
numerical or algorithmic aspects of multiphysics simulations. Tight coupling schemes attempt to
keep the state variables synchronized across models at all times, whereas loose coupling schemes
allow for non-synchronous model states. A typical example of a loose coupling is the shift of one
model by one time step against another model.
Our abstraction from nutrient cycle simulations to a general multiphysics setup consists in the
assumption that models are given in terms of a functional representation. We focus on the case
of time-dependent models which can be represented by a function describing their temporal vari-
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ation. Such functional representation may result from models with purely temporal variability,
or from spatially discretized PDE, possibly using the method of lines [94]. This abstract setup
opens a broad scope for multiphysics applications. It includes all kinds of models defined by
ODE, and all kinds of models defined by PDE as long as they are accessible in a spatially dis-
cretized form. The latter requirement is mostly not a limitation, since numerical simulations of
models defined by PDE usually involve a spatial discretization. The generality on the coupling
level is the key for addressing the four issues we identified above. Based on this generic principle,
the properties of the solvers used for the separate models can usually be leveraged in a conver-
gent and efficient scheme for the global problem. Furthermore, it allows to effectively use high
performance computing even if individual models demand for different computational resources,
and it allows to reuse existing simulation codes in the coupling.
1.1.2 Composed one step schemes
As indicated above, we assume in our abstract view on multiphysics that models are given in
terms of a functional representation describing their temporal variation, i.e. models are given as
the right hand side functions of ODE. We already pointed out that this may also include models
with spatial variation, e.g. PDE in spatially discretized form. As part of our novel model coupling
technique we propose the notion of “composed one step schemes” for propagating the coupled
models in time. The characteristic properties of our composed one step schemes are that they
represent one step methods on a global time grid, and that the global solution for a given time
step is composed of individual model contributions. The concept of composed one step schemes is
derived from classical operator splitting methods. We present two variants of composed one step
schemes which we call “consecutive” and “concurrent” operator splitting, respectively. In the
consecutive variant, the individual model contributions are computed one after another, while
the concurrent variant features an inherent parallelism among models. Both variants allow for
internal parallelization in the individual model implementations. On top of that, the concurrent
variant offers an additional level of parallelism which is independent of possible internal model
parallelism.
We already published the notion of consecutive and concurrent operator splitting schemes in our
previous works [108, 107]. However, their rigorous definition is an original thesis contribution.
The consecutive operator splitting is equivalent to the well-known Lie(-Trotter) splitting [89] in
our setup, whereas there is no classical operator splitting counterpart for the concurrent scheme.
The major thesis contributions on composed one step schemes are our proofs of first order in
time consistency and discrete stability, and thus convergence, of both the consecutive and the
concurrent variant. By these proofs, we re-establish the known first order convergence of the
Lie(-Trotter) splitting in our setup, and we show the first order convergence of our new concurrent
variant. Our proofs rely solely on the basic assumptions of continuity, boundedness and Lipschitz
conditions of the functional model representations without requiring any further knowledge of
possible internal mathematical structure of the models.
We supplement our theoretical convergence results with numerical experiments. We investigate
the numerical convergence of our composed one step schemes in a natural convection scenario
comprising a fluid dynamics model and a temperature model. The results show the expected
first order in time convergence in different flow regimes.
1.1.3 Dynamic OpenPALM distributors
We address multiphysics on the mathematical level by means of a composed one step scheme.
On the software level, the issue of different demand for computational resources, and the issue
4
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of software complexity and reuse require dedicated techniques for efficiently implementing multi-
physics systems. Assuming the proposed modeling, the coupling of existing biogeochemical and
hydrological models implies important modifications of the underlying model codes. We employ
a dedicated software coupler tool named OpenPALM to realize our multiphysics approach to
nutrient cycle simulations. OpenPALM is a general purpose software coupler tool which serves
as the link between the coupled models. It controls the execution of the models and manages
data transfer between them. A core feature of OpenPALM is its ability to support two levels of
parallelism, both on the coupling level and on the model level. OpenPALM’s coupling level par-
allelism allows to execute multiple models at the same time. This feature on the implementation
side is the exact pendant of the concurrent operator splitting parallelism on the mathematical
side. OpenPALM’s model level parallelism allows to manage data transfer between models which
are internally parallelized. The coupler is able to transfer distributed data between parallelized
models, including the case of differing data distributions on the two end points of a transfer.
OpenPALM maintains the integrity of global data objects by properly arranging the transfer of
corresponding local object parts between models. This feature is essential for allocating adequate
computational resources to the biogeochemical and hydrological models in order to meet their
different demands.
In OpenPALM such data transfer between parallelized models is however restricted to the case
where the data distribution is known a priori. It has to be specified in a configuration which is
processed during the compilation of the multiphysics application. Moreover, the data distribu-
tion cannot be changed during runtime of the application. A further restriction is that only data
objects of a priori known and fixed size can be transferred in parallel. These restrictions have
major implications on the usage of OpenPALM. The size of data objects is often not determined
a priori, but during runtime in the setup phase of an application. For instance, vector sizes may
depend on various factors like mesh size or discretization parameters, which are only known at
runtime. Also the distribution of data among the processes of parallelized models is often deter-
mined at runtime, e.g. through a domain decomposition. OpenPALM must however be supplied
with data sizes and distributions prior to application startup. The usual way to determine them
is to perform oﬄine test runs of the separated models using the exact same input data, pa-
rameters and parallelization as later in the multiphysics model coupling, and to note down the
resulting data sizes and distributions. This may result in substantial overhead for setting up the
OpenPALM configuration. Furthermore, the configuration is then fixed throughout the whole
simulation. This restriction prevents from common practices like refinement or load balancing
which would require to change data sizes and distributions during runtime. The usual way using
OpenPALM is to shut down the application, determine the new configuration with oﬄine tests,
and then restart the application with the new configuration.
We present a new development in the framework of OpenPALM which allows to overcome these
restrictions by means of “dynamic distributors”. These distributors drop the problematic re-
quirement of specifying data sizes and distributions a priori, and thus remove the restrictions
described above. This new feature allows to change the size of data objects as well as their
distribution during runtime of the application. This eases the usage of OpenPALM greatly since
neither the preliminary oﬄine testing is needed anymore, nor the shutdown, reconfigure, restart
procedure. Instead it is possible to temporize the configuration of the transfer mechanism until
data sizes and distributions are known after the setup phase of applications, and also to change
the configuration any time during runtime without interrupting the execution. Based on our de-
velopment OpenPALM thus fully supports the usual course of scientific computing applications
where vector and matrix sizes and their distribution are not determined a priori, but only at
runtime in a setup phase, and where data sizes and distributions may change during runtime
due to refinement or rebalancing.
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1.1.4 Ecosystem scenarios
With the adequate mathematical methods and software tools in hand, we demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our approach to nutrient cycle simulations by coupling dedicated biogeochemical
and hydrological models. We present a greenhouse gas emission scenario and a nutrient leach-
ing scenario, where indirect and local effects contribute significantly to nutrient cycles in both
cases. In order to capture these effects, simulations need to resolve the biogeochemical and the
hydrological processes accurately enough. We show that our model coupling approach can sub-
stantially improve the ability to cover indirect and local effects compared to common nutrient
cycle simulation techniques. Furthermore, we exemplify the parallelization and efficient use of
high performance computing for the simulations even though the individual models exhibit dif-
ferent demand for computational resources. This allows for sufficiently small time steps on an
hourly or even sub-hourly basis, while at the same time considering ample simulation times of
multiple years or even decades. The proper combination of our composed one step schemes with
our dynamic distributors feature is an enabling technique for nutrient cycle simulations, and for
multiphysics model coupling in general.
1.2 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 is dedicated to the derivation of the composed one step schemes. To lay a basis
for the derivation, we briefly recall some basic results from the classical theory of ordinary
differential equations and their numerical treatment. The main emphasis in Chap. 2 is the
definition of the composed one step schemes and proofs of their first order in time consistency,
discrete stability and convergence. Chapter 3 presents numerical experiments on the convergence
of the composed one step schemes using a natural convection scenario. We investigate the
numerical accuracy of our first order composed one step schemes and compare with a second
order in time monolithic scheme. The expected convergence orders are accurately achieved
even for large time step sizes in a wide range of flow regimes. Chapter 4 is devoted to the
development of the dynamic distributors, i.e. the advanced parallel communication capabilities
of OpenPALM. We introduce the concepts and functionalities of OpenPALM as a general purpose
dynamic parallel software coupler tool. We add further details on the previously existing parallel
communication routines which we use as the baseline for our developments. We complete the
chapter with the presentation of our new dynamic parallel communication features. Chapter 5
presents the multiphysics ecosystem nutrient cycle simulations. We demonstrate the use of our
composed one step schemes in conjunction with our new OpenPALM dynamic distributors data
transfer feature for coupling a biogeochemistry model and a hydrology model. We introduce the
basic processes which affect nutrient cycles in soils and the corresponding modeling approaches.
To overcome the limitations of traditional modeling approaches in assessing indirect and local
effects, we present our approach of coupling dedicated models for biogeochemical and hydrological
processes. We reuse existing model implementations and realize the coupling and data exchange
with OpenPALM, which allows to allocate high performance computing resources adequately for
both models to balance their different computational demands. We demonstrate the feasibility
of our approach by means of numerical experiments comprising a nitrous oxide emission scenario
and a nitrate leaching scenario, and we present parallel performance tests. Chapter 6 concludes
this thesis with a summary of the main results and perspective remarks.
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2 Abstract multiphysics setup and
composed one step schemes
This chapter introduces the mathematical basis of our approach to nutrient cycle simulations.
We consider a coupling of dedicated biogeochemical and hydrological models in a multiphysics
application. Coupling dedicated models allows to address the issues identified in the introduction
in several respects. Models and their numerical treatment may be tailored to adequately match
the needed temporal and spatial scales, and existing model implementations may be reused in
the coupling. A coupling methodology is then needed which yields a well-defined global system,
and which at the same time maintains the properties of the models and their solvers on the local
level. Moreover, the coupling methodology is desired to allow to allocate suitable computational
resources to the models, and to deal with software complexity.
As we outlined in the introduction, we accept a bottom up view considering existing models as
the starting point of our work. The specific modeling and implementation of the biogeochemical
and hydrological processes which we use for nutrient cycle simulations are discussed in Chapter
5. By reusing existing models and codes, we intend to leverage the capabilities on the model
level as described above. We complement this bottom up view with a top down view on the
coupling level. In the top down view, we propose a coupling methodology to form a consistent
global multiphysics system using existing models as building blocks. We assume the availability
of models in an abstract mathematical formulation which serves as the interface between bottom
up model view and top down coupling view.
2.1 Abstract multiphysics problem formulation
We consider the following very basic multiphysics situation: two models interact by simulta-
neously affecting a common quantity y. This might include spatially and temporally variable
quantities, model interfaces, boundary values, or other quantities. In nutrient cycle simulations,
the common quantity may include soil water content or nutrient concentrations. From the bot-
tom up view, models might be given in terms of equations involving y, or in terms of software
which implements actions on y. We assume that the common quantity is time dependent, i.e.
y = y(t), which suits our ecosystem models as well as any model with temporal variability in
general. In particular, models given in terms of ODE comply with this assumption. Note that
possible space dependency of y is not explicitly considered on the coupling level in our approach.
Instead, we assume that any possible space dependency of y is treated on the model level, and
only the time dependency is exposed to the coupling level. This does mostly not prevent from
considering models with space dependence, e.g. models given in terms of PDE, provided that
only time dependence is exposed. Space dependence may be treated by means of a discretization,
e.g. using the method of lines for PDE.
Our abstraction from the processes related to nutrient cycles to a general setup consists in the
assumption that models are given in terms of functions describing the temporal variation y˙ of
the common quantity. For two models, the individual model action is formulated as y˙ = f(t, y)
and y˙ = g(t, y), respectively. Insofar, the functions f and g represent the effects of the individual
9
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models on the common quantity y. The coupled multiphysics system can then be stated in the
form of the following initial value problem
y˙ = f(t, y) + g(t, y) , t ∈ I ,
y(0) = y0 ,
(2.1)
where I = [0, T ] with some final time T > 0 is the time interval under consideration, and y0 is a
given initial value of the common quantity. The setup can obviously be extended to any number
of models acting on the same common quantity y. Also systems of the form(
y˙1
y˙2
)
=
(
fˆ(t, y1, y2)
gˆ(t, y1, y2)
)
, (2.2)
can be reformulated in the sense of (2.1) using
y = (y1, y2)
> , f(t, y) =
(
fˆ(t, y1, y2)
0
)
, g(t, y) =
(
0
gˆ(t, y1, y2)
)
.
Equation (2.1) is the abstract global problem formulation which we use in our approach to multi-
physics model coupling. It is the interface between the bottom up model view and the top down
coupling view. It abstracts from the specific models at hand to a formulation which is reduced
to the role of the common quantity y as the mathematical medium of the coupling.
The ODE form of the abstract setup describes the temporal evolution of the common quantity y
under the simultaneous influence of both models. One might in principal consider any numerical
method for solving (2.1), such as one step or multi step methods, Galerkin methods, extrapola-
tion methods, splitting methods, or others. The application of an ODE solver to the combined
right-hand-side function f + g is a standard approach and results in a monolithic scheme. How-
ever, embracing f + g in a monolithic scheme is opposed to our approach of coupling dedicated
models. On the conceptual side, a monolithic scheme treats both models with the same solver
which can result in exactly those issues identified in the introduction. On the practical side, the
individual models represented by f and g might only be separately accessible, e.g. if they are
implemented in separate codes and applications.
We adopt the idea of splitting methods [89], or operator splitting, for our approach to model
coupling. Splitting methods, such as the well-known Lie(-Trotter) splitting or the Strang split-
ting, treat the constituents of the coupling separately by means of individual model propagators
and combine the split solutions to yield a global solution. We use this idea to establish our own
notion of coupled model propagators, which we call composed one step schemes. Our aim is
to compose global propagators from one step methods on the model level. The composed one
step schemes yield numerical solutions of the global multiphysics problem on a global time grid.
Naturally, the global time steps are synchronization points for the models. Note that this does
not prevent individual models from computing local sub-steps, possibly using other types of time
stepping schemes such as multistep methods, as long as the models are synchronized at the global
time steps. We propose two variants of composed one step schemes which we call consecutive
and concurrent, respectively. The consecutive variant resembles the Lie(-Trotter) scheme in our
setup, while the concurrent variant is dissimilar from the known splitting schemes. Both schemes
are first order in time consistent and convergent.
In the first section, we recall some basic results from the classical theory of ODE which are rele-
vant for the proofs of consistency and convergence of the proposed schemes. The second section
recalls the basic definition of one step methods, and the concepts of consistency, discrete stability
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and convergence. The last section is devoted to the presentation of splitting and composition
schemes, our proposed schemes for coupled models, and the proofs on their consistency, discrete
stability and convergence.
2.2 Classical theory of ordinary diﬀerential equations
In this section, we outline some results form the classical theory on the existence, regularity,
uniqueness and stability of solutions for systems of ordinary differential equations. To state the
results which are relevant for the derivation of the composed one step schemes in Sec. 2.4.1, we
use a first order ODE of the form
y˙(t) = f(t, y(t)) , t ∈ I (2.3)
with an independent variable t ∈ I ⊂ R, a right-hand-side function f(t, y) = (f1(t, y), ..., fd(t, y))>,
and the unknown function y(t) =
(
y1(t), ..., yd(t)
)>. The independent variable is often associ-
ated with time and, unless otherwise indicated, we chose without loss of generality the interval
I = [0, T ] with some T > 0. We assume that f is defined on
D = I × Ω ⊂ R× Rd
with some set Ω ⊂ Rd. For a given initial value y0 ∈ Ω, we seek a solution of (2.3) according to
the following definition [84, p. 13].
Definition 2.1 (Initial Value Problem)
The problem of finding a continuously differentiable function y : I −→ Rd which satisfies
Graph(y) =
{
(t, y(t)) , t ∈ I} ⊂ D , (2.4a)
y˙(t) = f(t, y(t)) , t ∈ I , (2.4b)
y(0) = y0 , (2.4c)
is called an initial value problem (IVP) with problem data f , D = I × Ω, and y0.
In the following, we use the notation for the p-Norms (1 ≤ p <∞) and the maximum norm
‖y‖p =
( d∑
i=1
|yi|p
)1/p
, ‖y‖∞ = max
1≤i≤d
|yi| , y ∈ Rd ,
and for the Euclidean norm and the scalar product
‖y‖ = ‖y‖2 , (x, y) =
d∑
i=1
xiyi , x, y ∈ Rd .
We first state the classical existence theorem by Peano. The Peano theorem assumes continuity
of the right-hand-side function f of the initial value problem and guaranties the existence of a
local solution.
Theorem 2.1 (Local Existence Theorem by Peano)
Let f : D −→ Rd be continuous on
D =
{
(t, y) ∈ R× Rd : |t| ≤ α, ‖y − y0‖ ≤ β
}
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where α, β > 0 are constants. Then there is a solution y of the initial value problem (2.4) on the
interval I = [−T, T ] with
T = min
{
α,
β
M
}
, M = max
{
‖f(t, x)‖ : (t, x) ∈ D
}
.
Proofs based on the uniform convergence of equidistant Euler polygons to a solution can be found
in [84, p. 14] and [37, p. 42].
Remark:
The constant M = max
{
‖f(t, x)‖ : (t, x) ∈ D
}
in Theorem 2.1 surely exists, since f is assumed
to be continuous and therefore attains its maximum on the compact set D. In the case ofM = 0,
i.e. f ≡ 0, we have the obvious solution y ≡ y0 on I = [−α, α].
The next two theorems give statements on the continuation of local solutions.
Theorem 2.2 (Continuation Theorem)
Let f be continuous on a closed set D = J × Ω ⊂ R× Rd containing the point (0, y0), and let y
be a solution of the initial value problem (2.4) on some interval I = [−T, T ] ⊂ J . Then the local
solution y can be continued up to the boundary of D.
Proofs can be found in [84, p. 17] and [37, p. 40].
Theorem 2.3 (Global Existence Theorem)
Let f be continuous on R×Rd, and let y be a solution of the initial value problem (2.4) on some
interval I. If there is a continuous function β : R −→ R such that
‖y(t)‖ ≤ β(t) , t ∈ I ,
then y can be continued to a global solution on R.
A proof can be found in [84, p. 18].
The following theorem guaranties the regularity of the solution depending on the regularity of
the right-hand-side function of the initial value problem.
Theorem 2.4 (Regularity Theorem)
Let y be a solution of the initial value problem (2.4) on some interval I. If f ∈ Cm(D) for some
m ≥ 1, then y ∈ Cm+1(I).
A proof can be found in [84, p. 19].
The theorems on the existence of solutions stated above only assumed continuity of f . How-
ever, to address stability and uniqueness of a solution, the additional assumption of a Lipschitz
condition is necessary.
Definition 2.2 (Lipschitz Condition)
(1) The function f : D −→ Rd satisfies a Lipschitz condition on its domain D ⊂ R×Rd, if there
is a positive and continuous function L : R −→ R with
‖f(t, x1)− f(t, x2)‖ ≤ L(t)‖x1 − x2‖ , (t, x1), (t, x2) ∈ D .
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In this case, L is called the Lipschitz constant.
(2) The function f : D −→ Rd satisfies a local Lipschitz condition on its domain D ⊂ R×Rd, if
f satisfies a Lipschitz condition on any bounded subset of D. In this case, the Lipschitz constants
may depend on the subsets.
Remark:
Note that a Lipschitz condition implies continuity of f with respect to the second argument,
since
‖f(t, x1)− f(t, x2)‖ ≤ L(t)‖x1 − x2‖ → 0 (x1 → x2) .
On the other hand, continuity does in general not imply a Lipschitz condition. As a counter
example, consider the function f(t, x) = f(x) =
√
x for x ∈ [0, 1], which is continuous. With the
sequence xn := 1n (n ∈ N) we have xn → 0 (n → ∞) ,|xn − 0| = 1n and |f(xn) − f(0)| =
√
1
n .
Thus for any fixed L > 0
|f(xn)− f(0)| > L|xn − 0| ⇐⇒ n > L2 ,
therefore no Lipschitz condition holds.
The following theorem guarantees the stability of solutions under the assumption of a Lipschitz
condition.
Theorem 2.5 (Local Stability Theorem)
Let f, g be continuous on D = I × Ω ⊂ R× Rd, and let two initial value problems be given as
u˙ = f(t, u) , t ∈ I , u(0) = u0 , (2.5a)
v˙ = g(t, v) , t ∈ I , v(0) = v0 . (2.5b)
Furthermore, let f satisfy a Lipschitz condition on D with a Lipschitz constant L(t) and L :=
supt∈I L(t) <∞. Then for any solution u of (2.5a) and any solution v of (2.5b) holds
‖u(t)− v(t)‖ ≤ eLt
[
‖u0 − v0‖+
∫ t
0
(s) ds
]
, t ∈ I ,
where (s) = supx∈Ω ‖f(s, x)− g(s, x)‖.
A proof based on the Gronwall Lemma can be found in [84, p. 23].
A direct consequence of the stability is the uniqueness of the solution.
Theorem 2.6 (Local Uniqueness Theorem)
Let f be continuous and satisfy a Lipschitz condition. Then there is a unique local solution y of
the initial value problem (2.4).
A proof can be found in [84, p. 24].
We finally state a theorem on global existence and uniqueness.
Theorem 2.7 (Global Existence and Uniqueness Theorem)
Let f be continuous on D = R× Rd and satisfy
‖f(t, x)‖ ≤ α(t)‖x‖+ β(t) , (t, x) ∈ D
with non-negative continuous functions α, β : R −→ R. Then there is a global solution y of the
initial value problem (2.4) on R. Furthermore, if f satisfies a Lipschitz condition, then the global
solution is unique.
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A proof based on the generalized Gronwall Lemma can be found in [84, p. 26].
We close this section with the existence theorem by Picard-Lindelöf, which can be proved in-
dependently from the Peano theorem. In contrast to the Peano theorem, the Picard-Lindelöf
theorem assumes not only continuity, but also a Lipschitz condition on f . Therefore, it guaranties
existence and uniqueness of the solution.
Theorem 2.8 (Existence Theorem by Picard-Lindelöf)
Let f : D −→ Rd be continuous and satisfy a local Lipschitz condition. Then, for any (t0, y0) ∈ D,
there is a T > 0 and a local solution y : [t0 − T, t0 + T ] −→ Rd of the initial value problem (2.4)
Moreover, this local solution is unique.
A proof based on the Banach Fixed Point Theorem can be found in [84, p. 27].
2.3 One step methods
In practice it is often not possible to construct analytical solutions to initial value problems.
This might be the result of failing to meet the requirements of the known construction meth-
ods like the separation of variables [37, p. 14] or the variation of constants [37, p. 18], lack
of knowledge of a construction method which suits the problem at hand, or even incomplete
information on the problem data, e.g. if the function f is not entirely known but only given as a
computer program. Nevertheless, in many situations where no analytical solution is known, one
can compute approximations to the solution by means of numerical methods for solving ordinary
differential equations. In this section, we briefly recall the concept of one step methods. These
methods are based on a discretization of the time interval I = [0, T ] into a grid of N + 1 distinct
instants of time 0 = t0 < t1 < ... < tN = T with time step sizes hn = tn − tn−1 (n = 1, ..., N)
and h := max1≤n≤N hn. Starting from the given initial value y0, these methods successively
compute approximations y1 ≈ y(t1), y2 ≈ y(t2), ..., yN ≈ y(tN ) to the solution y of the initial
value problem (2.4). Therefore they are also called time stepping schemes. We call a family of
vectors yh = (yn)0≤n≤N (yn ∈ Rd) a grid function on the time grid Ih = {t0, ..., tN}.
One step methods use the approximation yn−1 from the last time instance tn−1 to compute the
approximation yn for the next time instance tn. One step methods can be stated as
yn = yn−1 + hnF (hn, tn−1, yn, yn−1) , n = 1, ..., N (2.6)
or equivalently by means of the difference operator LFh as
(LFh y
h)n :=
yn − yn−1
hn
− F (hn, tn−1, yn, yn−1) = 0 , n = 1, ..., N (2.7)
where F is the defining function of the method. Since a one step method is entirely characterized
by means of its defining function F , we may call it “method F” for short. To illustrate the role
of F , we give some examples of well-known one step methods which are widely used in practice:
• explicit or forward Euler method, also known as Euler polygon method [37, p. 36]:
yn = yn−1 + hnf(tn−1, yn−1) , (2.8)
i.e. F (hn, tn−1, yn, yn−1) = f(tn−1, yn−1)
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• implicit or backward Euler method [37, p. 204]:
yn = yn−1 + hnf(tn, yn) , (2.9)
i.e. F (hn, tn−1, yn, yn−1) = f(tn, yn)
• Trapezoidal rule [84, p. 140]:
yn = yn−1 +
hn
2
[
f(tn−1, yn−1) + f(tn, yn)
]
, (2.10)
i.e. F (hn, tn−1, yn, yn−1) = 12
[
f(tn−1, yn−1) + f(tn, yn)
]
• general s-stage Runge Kutta methods [38, p. 40]:
gi = yn−1 + hn
s∑
j=1
aijf(tn−1 + cjhn, gj) , i = 1, ..., s (2.11a)
yn = yn−1 + hn
s∑
j=1
bjf(tn−1 + cjhn, gj) (2.11b)
i.e. F (hn, tn−1, yn, yn−1) =
s∑
j=1
bjf(tn−1 + cjhn, gj), where the gi (i = 1, ..., s) are deter-
mined through (2.11a). The parameters aij , bj and cj (i, j = 1, ..., s) define the specific
method at hand. The method is explicit in case of aij = 0 for i ≤ j, otherwise implicit.
Runge-Kutta methods can be represented in a Butcher table as
c A
b
,
where A = (aij)1≤i,j≤s is the coefficient matrix and c = (c1, . . . , cs)> and b = (b1, . . . , bs)
are the coefficient vectors. Note that the one step methods stated above represent Runge-
Kutta methods with the following Butcher tables:
0 0
1
1 1
1
0 0 0
1 0 1
1/2 1/2
explicit Euler implicit Euler trapezoidal rule
2.3.1 Consistency, discrete stability and convergence
We briefly outline the concepts of consistency, stability and convergence. First we recall the
definition of consistency, which formulates the relation of a one step method with the solution
of the initial value problem.
Definition 2.3 (Consistency)
Let y be a solution of the initial value problem (2.4). The local discretization error, or truncation
error, of a one step method (2.6) is defined as
τhn :=
y(tn)− y(tn−1)
hn
− F (hn, tn−1, y(tn), y(tn−1)) , n = 1, ..., N . (2.12)
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The one step method is called consistent with the initial value problem if
max
tn∈I
‖τhn‖ → 0 (h→ 0) ,
and it is called consistent with order p > 0 if for sufficiently smooth y
max
tn∈I
‖τhn‖ = O(hp) .
Definition 2.4 (Lipschitz Continuity of One Step Methods)
A one step method is called Lipschitz continuous, if its defining function F satisfies a uniform
Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant L > 0 such that
‖F (h, t, x, y)− F (h, t, x¯, y¯)‖ ≤ L
(
‖x− x¯‖+ ‖y − y¯‖
)
for all t ∈ I and x, x¯, y, y¯ ∈ Ω.
Theorem 2.9 (Discrete Stability Theorem for One Step Methods)
Let F be a Lipschitz continuous one step method with Lipschitz constant L according to Definition
2.4, and let yh = (yn)0≤n≤N and zh = (yn)0≤n≤N be grid functions. Then for h < 12L
‖yn − zn‖ ≤ eκLtn
(
‖y0 − z0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖(Lhyh − Lhzh)i‖
)
, 0 ≤ n ≤ N (2.13)
with the constant κ = 4 for implicit methods. For explicit methods, the constant is κ = 1 and
the condition on the step size can be omitted.
A proof can be found in [84, p. 52].
Definition 2.5 (Convergence)
A one step method is called convergent, if for any initial value problem (2.4)
max
tn∈I
‖yn − y(tn)‖ → 0 (h→ 0) ,
where y is the solution of the initial value problem and yh =
(
yn
)
0≤n≤N is the approximation
computed by the one step method.
In case of one step methods, convergence is a direct consequence of consistency and discrete
stability, as stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.10 (Convergence Theorem for One Step Methods)
Let F be a Lipschitz continuous one step method with Lipschitz constant L according to Definition
2.4, and let F be consistent with the initial value problem (2.4). If ‖y0− y(0)‖ → 0, then the one
step method is convergent
max
tn∈I
‖yn − y(tn)‖ → 0 (h→ 0) ,
and for sufficiently small step sizes h < 12L the a priori error estimate
‖yn − y(tn)‖ ≤ e4Ltn
(
‖y0 − y(0)‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖τhi ‖
)
, 0 ≤ n ≤ N ,
holds. The condition on the step size can be omitted for explicit methods.
Proof. Since Lhyh = 0 and Lhy = τh, the claim follows directly from the Discrete Stability
Theorem 2.9 [84, p. 54].
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2.4 Operator splitting methods and composed one step
schemes
Now we turn our attention back to the abstract multiphysics problem stated in (2.1). In this
section, we derive the composed one step schemes which we propose for the time integration of
the coupled models using the idea of operator splitting methods. The literature defines the term
“splitting” or “splitting method” for a given initial value problem y˙ = X(y), y(0) = y0 by means
of the following three steps [89, p. 343]:
1. choosing a set of vector fields Xi such that X =
∑
i
Xi;
2. integrating either exactly or approximately each Xi;
3. combining these solutions to yield an integrator for X.
The third step mentions the complement of splitting, namely combining the split parts to form a
solution or approximation to the original problem. Combining the split parts is usually denoted
a composition method in the literature. As an example, writing the exact solution by means of
the flow ϕ(t) = exp(tX), the composition
ϕˆ(t) = exp(tX1) exp(tX2)... exp(tXn) (2.14)
is first order accurate, i.e. ϕˆ(t) = ϕ(t) +O(t2).
The analysis of splitting methods is often studied by means of a classification of dynamical
systems, in particular for flows of X which belong to some group of diffeomorphisms. Three
main categories were identified [88]: dynamical systems, where the flow lies in a semi-group, in
a symmetric space, or in a group. There is a rich literature on the analysis of splitting methods.
In particular splittings have been studied which preserve certain properties of the system, like
Hamiltonian systems [86, 10, 95], Poisson systems [85], volume-preserving systems [30, 66, 31],
conformal volume-preserving systems, conformal Hamiltonian systems [65], contact systems [31],
foliate systems with integrals [67, 46], general foliate systems [71], systems with symmetries [25],
systems with reversing symmetries [58, 68], polynomial vector fields [19, 96], or trigonometric
vector fields [82].
Widely known composition methods for flows X = A + B include the first order Lie(-Trotter)
method
ϕLT(t) = exp(tA) exp(tB) ,
which is the example (2.14), and the second order Strang method [100]
ϕS(t) = exp(
t
2
A) exp(tB) exp(
t
2
A) .
The prevalent composition methods present in the literature are derived from the general non-
symmetric composition
ϕ = eamtAebmtB ...ea1tAeb1tBea0tA ,
also called exponential operator splitting [48, 63], which is denoted an m-stage method with coef-
ficients a0, ..., am, b1, ..., bm. The choice of the number of stages and of the coefficients determines
the convergence properties of the methods. Order conditions have been derived which ensure
that methods have certain order p. The main methodologies for determining order conditions are
direct methods based on [101] and [110], expansions by means of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
formula [39], extensions of the rooted tree approach known from the analysis of Runge-Kutta
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methods [74], and symmetrized products of non-commutating operators [103].
A typical field of application for splitting methods is the numerical solution of partial differential
equations, where the differential operators are split with respect to the spatial variables. Known
splitting methods of this type include the alternating direction implicit (ADI) or Peaceman-
Rachford scheme [79], which is a modification of the Crank-Nicolson scheme, and generalizations
thereof like the Douglas-Rachford scheme [26], or fractional θ-schemes [21], which are based on
the idea by Glowinski and Periaux [35].
2.4.1 Composed one step schemes
Analogously to splitting methods which are based on approximations to the flow ϕ(t) = exp(tX)
of the vector field X as outlined above, we propose integration schemes for coupled models based
on the numerical flow of one step methods. We use the following notation for numerical flows of
one step methods.
Definition 2.6
For the initial value problem (2.4), let yn−1 be a given approximation to the solution at the time
instant tn−1, and let F be the defining function of a one step method as outlined in Sec. 2.3. We
denote by ΦF the numerical flow of the one step method F , i.e. the function that maps a tuple
(f, tn, tn−1, yn−1) to the approximation yn at time instant tn which results from the application
of the one step method according to
ΦF : (f, tn, tn−1, yn−1) 7→ yn such that yn = yn−1 + hnF (hn, tn−1, yn, yn−1) . (2.15)
Remarks:
• For explicit one step methods, the numerical flow ΦF is clearly well-defined, since computing
the approximation for the next time step requires only function evaluations with known
arguments from the previous time step.
• However, the application of an implicit one step method possibly requires to solve a non-
linear algebraic system of equations. In this case, ΦF represents the implicitly defined
function for yn in (2.6), which is the system of equations resulting from the application
of the method. Obviously, ΦF is well-defined if and only if (2.6) is well-defined. This is
surely the case if the problem data complies with the assumptions of the Implicit Function
Theorem. In turn, this holds true if the system of equations resulting from the implicit
method fulfills the assumptions of the Convergence Theorem for the Newton iteration, since
these imply the assumptions from the Implicit Function Theorem. Precise statements of
the Implicit Function Theorem and of the Convergence Theorem for the Newton iteration
can be found in the Appendix of this chapter.
Let one step methods F and G with corresponding numerical flows ΦF and ΦG according to
Definition 2.6 be given. Our idea is to address the initial value problem (2.1) by means of an
operator splitting scheme, where F and G are used to treat the constituents f and g of the right-
hand-side individually. We compose time stepping schemes for solving the coupled problem (2.1)
while keeping the access of F to f separate from the access of G to g.
Definition 2.7 (Composed One Step Schemes)
Let one step methods F and G with corresponding numerical flows ΦF and ΦG according to
Definition 2.6 be given. The composed one step schemes ΦF◦G and ΦF+G for (2.1) are defined
18
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by
ΦF◦G(f, g, tn, tn−1, yn−1) := ΦF
(
f, tn, tn−1,ΦG(g, tn, tn−1, yn−1)
)
, (2.16)
ΦF+G(f, g, tn, tn−1, yn−1) := ΦF (f, tn, tn−1, yn−1) + ΦG(g, tn, tn−1, yn−1)− yn−1 . (2.17)
We call ΦF◦G a consecutive operator splitting scheme because ΦF is applied to the result of ΦG.
In contrast, we call ΦF+G a concurrent operator splitting scheme because ΦF and ΦG are applied
independently and their individual results are combined to form the global result.
Remarks:
• Note that the consecutive scheme ΦF◦G represents the application of the Lie(-Trotter)
splitting by consecutively executing the one step method G, then F .
• In contrast, the concurrent scheme ΦF+G is different from the operator splitting schemes
outlined above, which all share the consecutive nature.
• Both ΦF◦G and ΦF+G obviously represent numerical flows of one step methods, since
yF◦Gn = Φ
F◦G(f, g, tn, tn−1, yn−1)⇐⇒
{
vn = yn−1 + hnG(hn, tn−1, vn, yn−1)
yF◦Gn = yn−1 + hnF (hn, tn−1, y
F◦G
n , vn)
}
,
thus yF◦Gn = yn−1 + hnF
(
hn, tn−1, yn, yn−1 + hnG(hn, tn−1, vn, yn−1)
)
, and
yF+Gn = Φ
F+G(f, g, tn, tn−1, yn−1)⇐⇒

un = yn−1 + hnF (hn, tn−1, un, yn−1)
vn = yn−1 + hnG(hn, tn−1, vn, yn−1)
yF+Gn = un + vn − yn−1
 ,
thus yF+Gn = yn−1 + hn
[
F (hn, tn−1, un, yn−1) +G(hn, tn−1, vn, yn−1)
]
.
We now prove theorems on the consistency, discrete stability and convergence of the composed
one step schemes. We surely expect the consecutive scheme to be of order 1 since it resembles
the Lie(-Trotter) splitting in our setup. However, our proofs emphasize the role of the one step
methods used in the composition. Furthermore, we show that also the new concurrent scheme
is of order 1.
For later reference, we state two families of initial value problems based on a solution y of the
initial value problem (2.1). For ν ∈ [0, 1], we define
u˙(ν) = f(t, u(ν)) (νT ≤ t ≤ T ) ,
u(ν)(νT ) = y(νT ) ,
(2.18)
and
v˙(ν) = g(t, v(ν)) (νT ≤ t ≤ T ) ,
v(ν)(νT ) = y(νT ) .
(2.19)
These families of initial value problems can be seen as attaching to any point on the trajectory
y of the coupled system (2.1) trajectories of the separate models.
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Theorem 2.11 (Consistency Theorem for the Consecutive Operator Splitting Scheme)
In the initial value problem (2.1), let f and g be continuous and satisfy a Lipschitz condition,
and let Mg := sup∈I,x∈Ω ‖g(, x)‖ < ∞. Let F be a consistent one step method for (2.18)
and Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant LF . Moreover, let G be a one step method.
Then the consecutive operator splitting scheme ΦF◦G as defined in (2.16) is consistent for (2.1).
Moreover, if F is consistent of order one or higher, then ΦF◦G is consistent of order one.
Proof. Since f and g are assumed to be continuous and to satisfy a Lipschitz condition, according
to Theorem 2.6 the initial value problems (2.1) and (2.19) have unique solutions y and v(ν) for
all ν ∈ [0, 1], respectively. The truncation error of ΦF◦G with respect to (2.1) is
τhn (F ◦G) =
1
hn
[
y(tn)− y(tn−1)
]
− F (hn, tn−1, y(tn), v(νn−1)(tn))
= τhn (F ) + F (hn, tn−1, y(tn), y(tn−1))− F (hn, tn−1, y(tn), v(νn−1)(tn)) ,
where τhn (F ) is the truncation error of F with respect to (2.18) for ν = νn−1 := tn−1/T . Using
v(νn−1)(tn) = y(tn−1) +
∫ tn
tn−1
g(s, v(νn−1)(s)) ds ,
due to the Lipschitz condition we have
‖τhn (F ◦G)‖ ≤ ‖τhn (F )‖+ ‖F (hn, tn−1, y(tn), y(tn−1))− F (hn, tn−1, y(tn), v(νn−1)(tn))‖
≤ ‖τhn (F )‖+ LF ‖y(tn−1)− v(νn−1)(tn)‖
≤ ‖τhn (F )‖+ LF
∫ tn
tn−1
‖g(s, v(νn−1)(s))‖ ds
≤ ‖τhn (F )‖+ hnLFMg .
Since F is assumed to be consistent for (2.18), the consecutive operator splitting scheme ΦF◦G is
consistent for (2.1), and even consistent of order one if F is consistent of order one or higher.
Theorem 2.12 (Consistency Theorem for the Concurrent Operator Splitting Scheme)
In the initial value problem (2.1), let f and g be continuous and satisfy a global Lipschitz condition
with Lipschitz constants Lf and Lg, respectively. Moreover, let Mf := sup∈I,x∈Ω ‖f(, x)‖ <∞
and Mg := sup∈I,x∈Ω ‖g(, x)‖ <∞. Let F and G be consistent one step methods for (2.18) and
(2.19), respectively. Then the concurrent operator splitting scheme ΦF+G as defined in (2.17)
is consistent for (2.1). Moreover, if both F and G are consistent of order one or higher, then
ΦF+G is consistent of order one.
Proof. Since f and g are assumed to be continuous and to satisfy a global Lipschitz condition,
according to Theorem 2.6 the initial value problems (2.1), (2.18) and (2.19) have unique solutions
y, u(ν) and v(ν) for all ν ∈ [0, 1], respectively. Using
u(νn−1)(tn) = y(tn−1) +
∫ tn
tn−1
f(s, u(νn−1)(s)) ds ,
v(νn−1)(tn) = y(tn−1) +
∫ tn
tn−1
g(s, v(νn−1)(s)) ds ,
y(tn) = y(tn−1) +
∫ tn
tn−1
f(s, y(s)) + g(s, y(s)) ds ,
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the truncation error of ΦF+G with respect to (2.1) is
τhn (F +G) =
1
hn
[
y(tn)− y(tn−1)
]
− F (hn, tn−1, u(νn−1)(tn), y(tn−1))−G(hn, tn−1, v(νn−1)(tn), y(tn−1))
=
1
hn
[
u(νn−1)(tn)− y(tn−1)
]
− F (hn, tn−1, u(νn−1)(tn), y(tn−1))
+
1
hn
[
v(νn−1)(tn)− y(tn−1)
]
−G(hn, tn−1, v(νn−1)(tn), y(tn−1))
+
1
hn
[
y(tn) + y(tn−1)− u(νn−1)(tn)− v(νn−1)(tn)
]
= τhn (F ) + τ
h
n (G)
+
1
hn
∫ tn
tn−1
f(s, y(s))− f(s, u(νn−1)(s)) + g(s, y(s))− g(s, v(νn−1)(s)) ds ,
where τhn (F ) and τhn (G) are the truncation errors of F and G with respect to (2.18) and (2.19)
for ν = νn−1 := tn−1/T , respectively. Due to the Lipschitz condition and owing to the Local
Stability Theorem 2.5 we have∥∥∥ 1
hn
∫ tn
tn−1
f(s, y(s))− f(s, u(νn−1)(s)) + g(s, y(s))− g(s, v(νn−1)(s)) ds
∥∥∥
≤ Lf
hn
∫ tn
tn−1
‖y(s)− u(νn−1)(s)‖ ds+ Lg
hn
∫ tn
tn−1
‖y(s)− v(νn−1)(s)‖ ds
≤ Lfe
Lfhn
hn
∫ tn
tn−1
∫ s
tn−1
sup
x∈Ω
‖g(, x)‖ dds+ Lge
Lghn
hn
∫ tn
tn−1
∫ s
tn−1
sup
x∈Ω
‖f(, x)‖ dds
≤ LfhneLfhnMg + LghneLghnMf = O(hn) .
Thus we have ‖τhn (F +G)‖ ≤ ‖τhn (F )‖+ ‖τhn (G)‖+O(hn). Since by assumption F is consistent
for (2.18) and G is consistent for (2.19), the concurrent operator splitting scheme ΦF+G is
consistent for (2.1), and even consistent of order one if both F and G are consistent of order one
or higher.
Theorem 2.13 (Discrete Stability Theorem for the Consecutive Operator Splitting Scheme)
Let F and G be Lipschitz continuous one step methods according to Definition 2.4 with Lip-
schitz constants LF and LG, respectively, and L := max{LF , LG}. Let yh = (yn)0≤n≤N ,
zh = (yn)0≤n≤N , uh = (un)0≤n≤N and vh = (vn)0≤n≤N be grid functions. Then there exist
constants κ, λ, µ and η such that for h < 12L
‖yn − zn‖ ≤ exp
(
κLF tn + λLFLG
n∑
i=1
h2i )
){
µ‖y0 − z0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖(LF◦Gh yh − LF◦Gh zh)i‖
+ ηLF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖(LGh uh − LGh vh)i‖
}
,
(2.20)
where, according to (2.7), LGh is the difference operator of G, and LF◦Gh is the difference operator
of ΦF◦G as defined in (2.16). Depending on whether F and G are explicit or implicit one step
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methods, the constants κ, λ, µ and η are given in Table 2.1. In case if both F and G are explicit
one step methods, the step size restriction can be omitted.
G explicit G implicit
F explicit κ = 1, λ = 1, µ = 1, η = 1 κ = 2, λ = 2, µ = 1, η = 2
F implicit κ = 4, λ = 2, µ = 2, η = 1 κ = 8, λ = 0, µ = 2, η = 2
Table 2.1: Values of the constants κ, λ and µ in the Theorems 2.13 and 2.15.
Proof. This proof follows [84, p. 52]. Applying the difference operators LGh and LF◦Gh to the grid
functions yields
(LGh u
h)n =
1
hn
(un − yn−1)−G(hn, tn−1, un, yn−1) , (2.21)
(LGh v
h)n =
1
hn
(vn − zn−1)−G(hn, tn−1, vn, zn−1) , (2.22)
(LF◦Gh y
h)n =
1
hn
(yn − yn−1)− F (hn, tn−1, yn, un) , (2.23)
(LF◦Gh z
h)n =
1
hn
(zn − zn−1)− F (hn, tn−1, zn, vn) . (2.24)
Case 1: F is an explicit one step method. Subtraction of (2.23) and (2.24) yields
‖en‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+ hn‖F (hn, tn−1, yn, un)− F (hn, tn−1, zn, vn)‖+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖
≤ ‖en−1‖+ hnLF ‖un − vn‖+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖ ,
(2.25)
where en := yn − zn and F◦Gn := (LF◦Gh yh − LF◦Gh zh)n.
Case 1a: G is also an explicit one step method. Then subtraction of (2.21) and (2.22) yields
‖un − vn‖ ≤ ‖yn−1 − zn−1‖+ hn‖G(hn, tn−1, un, yn−1)−G(hn, tn−1, vn, zn−1)‖+ hn‖Gn ‖
≤ ‖en−1‖+ hnLG‖en−1‖+ hn‖Gn ‖ , (2.26)
where Gn := (LGh uh − LGh vh)n. Using (2.26) in (2.25) yields
‖en‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+ hnLF (1 + hnLG)‖en−1‖+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖+ h2nLF ‖Gn ‖ .
Applying this formalism recursively we get
‖en‖ ≤ ‖e0‖+
n−1∑
i=0
hi+1LF (1 + hi+1LG)‖ei‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖ .
The Discrete Gronwall Lemma yields
‖en‖ ≤ exp
(
LF tn + LFLG
n∑
i=1
h2i
){
‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
,
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which holds without restriction on the time step size h.
Case 1b: G is an implicit one step method. Then subtraction of (2.21) and (2.22) yields
‖un − vn‖ ≤ ‖yn−1 − zn−1‖+ hn‖G(hn, tn−1, un, yn−1)−G(hn, tn−1, vn, zn−1)‖+ hn‖Gn ‖
≤ ‖en−1‖+ hnLG
(
‖un − vn‖+ ‖en−1‖
)
+ hn‖Gn ‖ ,
and for h < 12L
‖un − vn‖ ≤ 1 + hnLG
1− hnLG ‖en−1‖+
hn
1− hnLG ‖
G
n ‖ . (2.27)
Using (2.27) in (2.25) yields
‖en‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+ hnLF 1 + hnLG
1− hnLG ‖en−1‖+ hn‖
F◦G
n ‖+
h2nLF
1− hnLG ‖
G
n ‖ .
Applying this formalism recursively we get
‖en‖ ≤ ‖e0‖+
n−1∑
i=0
hi+1LF
1 + hi+1LG
1− hi+1LG ‖ei‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+
n∑
i=1
h2iLF
1− hiLG ‖
G
i ‖ .
The Discrete Gronwall Lemma yields with 11−hLG < 2
‖en‖ ≤ exp
(
2LF tn + 2LFLG
n∑
i=1
h2i
){
‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+ 2LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
.
Case 2: F is an implicit one step method. Subtraction of (2.23) and (2.24) yields
‖en‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+ hn‖F (hn, tn−1, yn, un)− F (hn, tn−1, zn, vn)‖+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖
≤ ‖en−1‖+ hnLF
(
‖en‖+ ‖un − vn‖
)
+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖ .
(2.28)
Case 2a: G is an explicit method. Using (2.26) in (2.28) yields
‖en‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+ hnLF
(
‖en‖+ ‖en−1‖+ hnLG‖en−1‖+ hn‖Gn ‖
)
+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖ .
With h < 12L and h0 := 0 we get
(1− hnLF )‖en‖ ≤ (1 + hnLF + h2nLFLG)‖en−1‖+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖+ h2nLF ‖Gn ‖
= (1− hn−1LF )‖en−1‖+ (hn + hn−1)LF + h
2
nLFLG
1− hn−1LF (1− hn−1LF )‖en−1‖
+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖+ h2nLF ‖Gn ‖ ,
and setting w := (1− hnLF )en results in
‖wn‖ ≤ ‖wn−1‖+ (hn + hn−1)LF + h
2
nLFLG
1− hn−1LF ‖wn−1‖+ hn‖
F◦G
n ‖+ h2nLF ‖Gn ‖ .
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Applying this formalism recursively we get
‖wn‖ ≤ ‖w0‖+
n−1∑
i=0
(hi+1 + hi)LF + h
2
i+1LFLG
1− hiLF ‖wi‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖ .
The Discrete Gronwall Lemma yields
‖en‖ ≤ 1
1− hnLF exp
(
n−1∑
i=0
(hi+1 + hi)LF + h
2
i+1LFLG
1− hiLF
){
‖w0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
.
For 0 < h < 12L we have
1
1−hLF ≤ e
hLF
1−hLF and 11−hLF < 2, therefore
‖en‖ ≤ exp
(
hnLF
1− hnLF
)
exp
(
n−1∑
i=0
(hi+1 + hi)LF + h
2
i+1LFLG
1− hiLF
)
×
{
2‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
≤ exp
(
4LF tn + 2LFLG
n∑
i=1
h2i
){
2‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
.
Case 2b: G is also an implicit method. Using (2.27) in (2.28) yields
‖en‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+ hnLF
(
‖en‖+ 1 + hnLG
1− hnLG ‖en−1‖+
hn
1− hnLG ‖
G
n ‖
)
+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖ .
With h < 12L and h0 := 0 we get
(1− hnLF )‖en‖ ≤
(
1 + hnLF
1 + hnLG
1− hnLG
)
‖en−1‖+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖+
h2nLF
1− hnLG ‖
G
n ‖
= (1− hn−1LF )‖en−1‖+
hn−1LF + hnLF 1+hnLG1−hnLG
1− hn−1LF (1− hn−1LF )‖en−1‖
+ hn‖F◦Gn ‖+
h2nLF
1− hnLG ‖
G
n ‖ ,
and setting w := (1− hnLF )en results in
‖wn‖ ≤ ‖wn−1‖+
hn−1LF + hnLF 1+hnLG1−hnLG
1− hn−1LF ‖wn−1‖+ hn‖
F◦G
n ‖+
h2nLF
1− hnLG ‖
G
n ‖ .
Applying this formalism recursively we get
‖wn‖ ≤ ‖w0‖+
n−1∑
i=0
hiLF + hi+1LF
1+hi+1LG
1−hi+1LG
1− hiLF ‖wi‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+
n∑
i=1
h2iLF
1− hiLG ‖
G
i ‖ .
The Discrete Gronwall Lemma yields
‖en‖ ≤ 1
1− hnLF exp
(
n−1∑
i=0
hiLF + hi+1LF
1+hi+1LG
1−hi+1LG
1− hiLF
){
‖w0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+
n∑
i=1
h2iLF
1− hiLG ‖
G
i ‖
}
.
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For 0 < h < 12L we have
1
1−hLF ≤ e
hLF
1−hLF , 11−hLF < 2,
1
1−hLG < 2 and
1+hLG
1−hLG < 3, therefore
‖en‖ ≤ exp
(
hnLF
1− hnLF
)
exp
(
n−1∑
i=0
hiLF + hi+1LF
1+hi+1LG
1−hi+1LG
1− hiLF
)
×
{
2‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+ 2LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
≤ exp
(
8LF tn
){
2‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F◦Gi ‖+ 2LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
.
Theorem 2.14 (Discrete Stability Theorem for the Concurrent Operator Splitting Scheme)
Let F and G be Lipschitz continuous one step methods according to Definition 2.4 with Lip-
schitz constants LF and LG, respectively, and L := max{LF , LG}. Let yh = (yn)0≤n≤N , zh =
(yn)0≤n≤N , uhy = (uy,n)0≤n≤N , uhz = (uz,n)0≤n≤N , vhy = (vy,n)0≤n≤N and vhz = (vz,n)0≤n≤N be
grid functions. Then there exist constants κ, λ, µ and η such that for h < 12L
‖yn − zn‖ ≤ exp
(
κLtn + λL
2
n∑
i=1
h2i
){
‖y0 − z0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖(LF+Gh yh − LF+Gh zh)i‖
+ µLF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖LFh uhy − LFh uhz )j‖
+ ηLG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖LGh vhy − LGh vhz )j‖
}
,
(2.29)
where, according to (2.7), LFh and LGh are the difference operators of F and G, respectively, and
LF+Gh is the difference operator of ΦF+G as defined in (2.17). Depending on whether F and G
are explicit or implicit one step methods, the constants κ, λ, µ and η are given in Table 2.2. In
case if both F and G are explicit one step methods, the step size restriction can be omitted.
G explicit G implicit
F explicit κ = 4, λ = 2, µ = 1, η = 1 κ = 5, λ = 3, µ = 1, η = 2
F implicit κ = 5, λ = 3, µ = 2, η = 1 κ = 6, λ = 4, µ = 2, η = 2
Table 2.2: Values of the constants κ, λ, µ and η in the Theorems 2.14 and 2.16.
Proof. This proof follows [84, p. 52]. Applying the difference operatorsLFh , LGh and L
F+G
h to the
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grid functions we have
(LFh u
h
y)n =
1
hn
(uy,n − yn−1)− F (hn, tn−1, uy,n, yn−1) , (2.30)
(LFh u
h
z )n =
1
hn
(uz,n − zn−1)− F (hn, tn−1, uz,n, zn−1) , (2.31)
(LGh v
h
y )n =
1
hn
(vy,n − yn−1)− F (hn, tn−1, vy,n, yn−1) , (2.32)
(LGh v
h
z )n =
1
hn
(vz,n − zn−1)− F (hn, tn−1, vz,n, zn−1) , (2.33)
(LF+Gh y
h)n =
1
hn
(yn − yn−1)− F (hn, tn−1, uy,n, yn−1)−G(hn, tn−1, vy,n, yn−1) , (2.34)
(LF+Gh z
h)n =
1
hn
(zn − zn−1)− F (hn, tn−1, uz,n, zn−1)−G(hn, tn−1, vz,n, zn−1) . (2.35)
Both F and G are assumed to be Lipschitz continuous, therefore∥∥∥F (hn, tn−1, uy,n, yn−1)− F (hn, tn−1, uz,n, zn−1)
+G(hn, tn−1, vy,n, yn−1)−G(hn, tn−1, vz,n, zn−1)
∥∥∥
≤ (LF + LG)‖yn−1 − zn−1‖+ LF ‖uy,n − uz,n‖+ LG‖vy,n − vz,n‖
≤ 2L‖en−1‖+ LF ‖eun‖+ LG‖evn‖ ,
where en := yn − zn, eun := uy,n − uz,n and evn := vy,n − vz,n. Subtraction of (2.34) and (2.35)
yields
‖en‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+ 2hnL‖en−1‖+ hnLF ‖eun‖+ hnLG‖evn‖+ hn‖F+Gn ‖ , (2.36)
where F+Gn := (LF+Gh yh − LF+Gh zh)n.
Case 1: Both F and G are explicit one step methods. Subtraction of (2.30) and (2.31), and
subtraction of (2.32) and (2.33) yield
‖eun‖ ≤ (1 + hnL)‖en−1‖+ hn‖Fn ‖ , (2.37)
‖evn‖ ≤ (1 + hnL)‖en−1‖+ hn‖Gn ‖ , (2.38)
where Fn := (LFh uhy − LFh uhz )n and Gn := (LFh vhy − LFh vhz )n. Using (2.37) and (2.38) in (2.36) we
get
‖en‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+ (4hnL+ 2h2nL2)‖en−1‖+ hn‖F+Gn ‖+ h2nLF ‖Fn ‖+ h2nLG‖Gn ‖ .
Applying this formalism recursively we get
‖en‖ ≤ ‖e0‖+
n−1∑
i=0
(4hi+1L+ 2h
2
i+1L
2)‖ei‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F+Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Fi ‖+ LG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖ .
Using the Discrete Gronwall Lemma we infer
‖en‖ ≤ exp
(
n−1∑
i=0
4hi+1L+ 2h
2
i+1L
2
){
‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F+Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Fi ‖+ LG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
= exp
(
4Ltn + 2L
2
n∑
i=1
h2i
){
‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F+Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Fi ‖+ LG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
,
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which holds without restriction on the time step size.
Case 2: Exactly one of the methods F and G is implicit, and the other method is explicit. Since
the concurrent operator splitting scheme is symmetric with respect to F and G, it is sufficient
to prove only the case if is F explicit and G is implicit. Then subtraction of (2.32) and (2.33)
yields
‖evn‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+ hnL(‖evn‖+ ‖en−1‖) + hn‖Gn ‖ .
With h < 12L and h0 := 0 we get
‖evn‖ ≤
1 + hnL
1− hnL‖en−1‖+
hn
1− hnL‖
G
n ‖ . (2.39)
Using (2.37) and (2.39) in (2.36) we get
‖en‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+
(
3hnL+hnL
1 + hnL
1− hnL+h
2
nL
2
)
‖en−1‖+hn‖F+Gn ‖+h2nLF ‖Fn ‖+
h2nLG
1− hnL‖
G
n ‖ .
Applying this formalism recursively and using 11−hL < 2 we get
‖en‖ ≤ ‖e0‖+
n−1∑
i=0
(5hi+1L+ 3h
2
i+1L
2)‖ei‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F+Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Fi ‖+ 2LG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖ .
Using the Discrete Gronwall Lemma we infer
‖en‖ ≤ exp
(
n−1∑
i=0
5hi+1L+ 3h
2
i+1L
2
){
‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F+Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Fi ‖+ 2LG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
= exp
(
5Ltn + 3L
2
n∑
i=1
h2i
){
‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F+Gi ‖+ LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Fi ‖+ 2LG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
.
Case 3: Both F and G are implicit one step methods. Then subtraction of (2.30) and (2.31)
yields
‖eun‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+ hnL(‖eun‖+ ‖en−1‖) + hn‖Fn ‖ .
With h < 12L and h0 := 0 we get
‖eun‖ ≤
1 + hnL
1− hnL‖en−1‖+
hn
1− hnL‖
F
n ‖ . (2.40)
Using (2.40) and (2.39) in (2.36) we get
‖en‖ ≤ ‖en−1‖+
(
2hnL+ 2hnL
1 + hnL
1− hnL
)
‖en−1‖+ hn‖F+Gn ‖+
h2nLF
1− hnL‖
F
n ‖+
h2nLG
1− hnL‖
G
n ‖ .
Applying this formalism recursively and using 11−hL < 2 we get
‖en‖ ≤ ‖e0‖+
n−1∑
i=0
(6hi+1L+ 4h
2
i+1L
2)‖ei‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F+Gi ‖+ 2LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Fi ‖+ 2LG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖ .
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Using the Discrete Gronwall Lemma we infer
‖en‖ ≤ exp
(
n−1∑
i=0
6hi+1L+ 4h
2
i+1L
2
){
‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F+Gi ‖+ 2LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Fi ‖+ 2LG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
= exp
(
6Ltn + 4L
2
n∑
i=1
h2i
){
‖e0‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖F+Gi ‖+ 2LF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Fi ‖+ 2LG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖Gi ‖
}
.
Theorem 2.15 (Convergence Theorem for the Consecutive Operator Splitting Scheme)
In the initial value problem (2.1), let f and g be continuous and satisfy a Lipschitz condition,
and let Mg = sup∈I,x∈Ω ‖g(, x)‖ < ∞. Let F and G be consistent and Lipschitz continuous
one step methods according to Definition 2.4 with Lipschitz constants LF and LG, respectively.
Let y be the solution of (2.1), and yh = (yn)0≤n≤N be the discrete solution computed by means
of the consecutive operator splitting scheme ΦF◦G as defined in (2.16). Moreover, let v be the
solution of (2.19) with ν = 0 and vh = (vn)0≤n≤N the approximation computed by means of
G. If ‖y0 − y(0)‖ → 0 and ‖v0 − v(0)‖ → 0, then the consecutive operator splitting scheme is
convergent, and there exist constants κ, λ and µ such that for sufficiently small h
‖yn − y(tn)‖ ≤ exp
(
κLF tn + λLFLG
n∑
i=1
h2i )
){
µ‖y0 − y(0)‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖τF◦Gi ‖
+ ηLF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖τGi ‖
}
,
(2.41)
where τF+G = LF◦Gh y and τG = LGh v. Depending on whether F and G are explicit or implicit
one step methods, the constants κ, λ, µ and η are given in Table 2.1.
Proof. We have LF◦Gh yh = 0 and LGh vh = 0. Theorem 2.13 holds by the assumptions, therefore
using zh = y and uh = v directly yields (2.41). Also Thm. 2.11 holds by the assumptions,
therefore ΦF◦G is consistent and thus ‖τF◦Gn ‖ → 0 (h → 0) for n = 1, ..., N . Furthermore, since
G is itself assumed to be consistent, we have ‖τGn ‖ → 0 (h→ 0) for n = 1, ..., N . This completes
the proof of the convergence of ΦF◦G.
Theorem 2.16 (Convergence Theorem for the Concurrent Operator Splitting Scheme)
In the initial value problem (2.1), let f and g be continuous and satisfy a global Lipschitz condition
with Lipschitz constants Lf and Lg, respectively. Moreover, let Mf = sup∈I,x∈Ω ‖f(, x)‖ <∞
and Mg = sup∈I,x∈Ω ‖g(, x)‖ < ∞. Let F and G be consistent and Lipschitz continuous one
step methods according to Definition 2.4 with Lipschitz constants LF and LG, respectively, and
L = max{LF , LG}. Let y be the solution of (2.1), and yh = (yn)0≤n≤N be the discrete solution
computed by means of the concurrent operator splitting scheme ΦF+G as defined in (2.17). More-
over, let u be the solution of (2.18) with ν = 0 and uh = (un)0≤n≤N the approximation computed
by means of F , and v be the solution of (2.18) with ν = 0 and vh = (vn)0≤n≤N the approximation
computed by means of G. If ‖y0 − y(0)‖ → 0, ‖u0 − u(0)‖ → 0 and ‖v0 − v(0)‖ → 0, then the
concurrent operator splitting scheme is convergent, and there exist constants κ, λ, µ and η such
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that for sufficiently small h
‖yn − y(tn)‖ ≤ exp
(
κLtn + λL
2
n∑
i=1
h2i
){
‖y0 − y(0)‖+
n∑
i=1
hi‖τF+Gi ‖
+ µLF
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖τFi ‖
+ ηLG
n∑
i=1
h2i ‖τGi ‖
}
,
(2.42)
where τF+G = LF+Gh y, τF = LFh u and τG = LGh v. Depending on whether F and G are explicit
or implicit one step methods, the constants κ, λ, µ and η are given in Table 2.2.
Proof. We have LF+Gh yh = 0, LFh uh = 0 and LGh vh = 0. Theorem 2.14 holds by the assumptions,
therefore using zh = y, uhy = uh, uhz = u, vhy = vh and vhz = v directly yields (2.42). Also Theorem
2.12 holds by the assumptions, therefore ΦF+G is consistent and thus ‖τF+Gn ‖ → 0 (h → 0) for
n = 1, ..., N . Furthermore, since F and G are themselves assumed to be consistent, we have
‖τFn ‖ → 0 (h → 0) and ‖τGn ‖ → 0 (h → 0) for n = 1, ..., N . This completes the proof of the
convergence of ΦF+G.
Remarks:
• The definition of the composed one step schemes can easily be generalized to treat initial
value problems
y˙ =
k∑
i=1
fi(t, y) , y(0) = y0
with any number k ≥ 1 of constituents. Given one step methods F1, ..., Fk, the consecutive
and the concurrent operator splitting schemes read
ΦF1◦...◦Fk(f1, ..., fk, tn, tn−1, yn−1) = ΦF1(f1, tn, tn−1, ...ΦFk(fk, tn, tn−1, yn−1)...) ,
ΦF1+...+Fk(f1, ..., fk, tn, tn−1, yn−1) =
k∑
i=1
ΦFi(fi, tn, tn−1, yn−1)− (k − 1)yn−1 .
Also our theorems on consistency, discrete stability and convergence of the composed one
step methods generalize accordingly. Additional summands appear in the proofs of Theo-
rems 2.11 and 2.12, and in the estimates (2.20), (2.29), (2.41) and (2.42). For the consecu-
tive operator splitting scheme, higher order terms up to hk appear, while for the concurrent
operator splitting all additional terms are of order 2. Nevertheless, the statements of the
theorems hold unchanged.
• As already mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, also systems of the form(
x˙
y˙
)
=
(
f(t, x, y)
g(t, x, y)
)
(2.43)
can be treated with our composed one step schemes. Let one step methods F for f , G for
g and corresponding numerical flows ΦF , ΦG be given. We define
fˆ(t, x, y) =
(
f(t, x, y)
0
)
, gˆ(t, x, y) =
(
0
g(t, x, y)
)
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and numerical flows
ΦˆF (fˆ , tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1) =
(
ΦF (f, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1)
yn−1
)
,
ΦˆG(gˆ, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1) =
(
xn−1
ΦG(g, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1)
)
.
The consecutive operator splitting scheme then reads(
xn
yn
)
= ΦˆF◦G(fˆ , gˆ, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1)
= ΦˆF (fˆ , tn, tn−1, xn−1, ΦˆG(gˆ, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1))
=
(
ΦF (f, tn, tn−1, xn−1,ΦG(g, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1))
ΦG(g, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1)
)
,
(2.44)
and the concurrent operator splitting scheme reads(
xn
yn
)
= ΦˆF+G(fˆ , gˆ, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1)
= ΦˆF (fˆ , tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1) + ΦˆG(gˆ, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1)−
(
xn−1
yn−1
)
=
(
ΦF (f, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1)
ΦG(g, tn, tn−1, xn−1, yn−1)
)
.
(2.45)
Theorems 2.12-2.16 hold unchanged for (2.43). Only in Theorem 2.11 an assumption needs
to be added that, in addition to the method F , also G must be consistent and Lipschitz
continuous.
• We did not investigate if higher order composed one step methods are possible since we are
using a first order scheme for the biogeochemical model in the nutrient cycle simulations.
Although we did not investigate if our proof technique can be generalized, we nevertheless
assume that higher order consecutive schemes may exist, since one can resemble the classical
exponential operator splitting methods in our abstract setup. In contrast, our proof of first
order consistency for the concurrent variant uses the Local Stability Theorem in a way
which does not allow to derive higher order schemes. Therefore, even if higher order
concurrent variants exist, one would need to investigate other proof techniques.
Appendix
Theorem 2.17 (Discrete Gronwall Lemma [84, p. 46f.])
Let (wn)n≥0, (an)n≥0 and (bn)n≥0 be sequences of non-negative real numbers with w0 ≤ b0 and
wn ≤
n−1∑
i=0
aiwi + bn (n ≥ 1) .
If the sequence (bn)n≥0 is monotonically increasing, then
wn ≤ exp
( n−1∑
i=0
ai
)
bn (n ≥ 1)
holds.
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Theorem 2.18 (Implicit Function Theorem [41, p. 292],[77, p. 128])
Let G ⊂ Rp and H ⊂ Rq be non-empty open sets, and the function F : G×H −→ Rq continuously
differentiable. Furthermore, let ξ ∈ G and η ∈ H be points with
F (ξ, η) = 0 and ∂F
∂y
(ξ, η) invertible.
Then there exists a neighborhood U ⊂ G of ξ and a neighborhood V ⊂ H of η and exactly one
continuous function f : U −→ V with
f(ξ) = η and F (x, f(x)) = 0 ∀x ∈ U .
Moreover, for any fixed x ∈ U is f(x) the only solution of F (x, y) = 0 which lies in V .
Theorem 2.19 (Convergence Theorem for the Newton iteration, following theorems 10.2.1 and
10.2.2 in [77, p. 310ff.])
Let f : D ⊂ Rn −→ Rn be differentiable in an open neighborhood D0 ⊂ D of some point
x∗ ∈ int(D) with f(x∗) = 0. Let ∇f be continuous at x∗ and the Jacobian ∇f(x∗) be non-
singular. Then there exists an open neighborhood S ⊂ D0 of x∗ such that the Newton iteration
xk+1 = xk −∇f(xk)−1f(xk) , k = 0, 1, ... (2.46)
is applicable with any initial vector x0 ∈ S and the iterate xk converges super-linearly towards
x∗. Moreover, if f is continuously differentiable on S and the second derivative of f exists at x∗
and satisfies
∇2f(x∗)(x, x) 6= 0 ∀x ∈ S , x 6= 0 ,
then the convergence is even quadratic.
In practice, the Newton iteration (2.46) is endowed with some stopping criterion. Widely used
stopping criteria are based on prescribed tolerances for the residual norm or a maximum number
of iterations. The following algorithm states the Newton iteration as we used it in this work.
Algorithm 1 Newton iteration
1: Set initial vector x0, tolerance  > 0, kmax > 0, and k = 0.
2: while ‖f(xk)‖ >  and k < kmax do
3: Solve ∇f(xk)ck = −f(xk) for ck ∈ Rn.
4: Set xk+1 = xk + ck, and k ← k + 1.
5: end while
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3 Numerical experiments on the
convergence of the composed one step
schemes
In this chapter we present numerical experiments on the convergence of the composed one step
schemes which we presented in the previous Chapter 2. Our experiments are based on a natural
convection fluid flow scenario. This scenario comprises an incompressible fluid flow model using
the Boussinesq approximation to account for buoyancy, and a temperature evolution model. We
use a second order monolithic solver to compute a reference solution which we compare with
results obtained from the first order composed one step schemes. In the first section of this
chapter, we outline the natural convection scenario in terms of the underlying modeling and
discretization. The second section is dedicated to the numerical experiments on the convergence
of the consecutive and the concurrent operator splitting schemes using the monolithic scheme as
a reference.
3.1 Natural convection scenario
Our natural convection scenario is situated in some bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd, where Rd represents
the physical space of dimension d = 2 or d = 3. We consider a time interval (0, T ) with initial
time t = 0 and final time t = T > 0 for evolution of the scenario. For the derivation of the
model, we first recall the definition of a material volume and the Reynolds Transport Theorem.
Definition 3.1 (Material Volume)
The material volume V (t) ⊂ Ω of a set of fluid particles is the volume which is occupied by the
particles at time t ∈ (0, T ).
Theorem 3.1 (Reynolds Transport Theorem [7])
Let V (t) ⊂ Ω, t ∈ (0, T ) be a material volume. Then for any scalar differentiable function
φ : Ω× (0, T )→ R holds
d
dt
∫
V (t)
φdx =
∫
V (t)
∂tφ+∇ · (φu) dx in (0, T ) , (3.1)
where u is the velocity field of the fluid.
3.1.1 Continuity equation
The total mass m of the fluid particles building a material volume V (t) is
m =
∫
V (t)
ρ dx
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where ρ denotes the density of the fluid. Since the mass of this material volume does not change
over time we have according to Thm. 3.1
0 =
d
dt
m =
d
dt
∫
V (t)
ρ dx =
∫
V (t)
∂tρ+∇ · (ρu) dx .
Since the material volume was chosen arbitrary, this leads to the continuity equation
∂tρ+∇ · (ρu) = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) , (3.2)
which expresses the physical principle of conservation of mass.
3.1.2 Cauchy equation of motion
According to the second Newton axiom, the temporal variation of the momentum I is equal to
the resultant force F , i.e. dI/dt = F . The momentum of a material volume is
I =
∫
V (t)
ρu dx
and the resultant force F = F v + F s is the sum of a volumetric and a surface force. The
volumetric force
F v =
∫
V (t)
ρfv dx
acts on the fluid particles in V (t) and is proportional to the mass, where fv denotes the accel-
eration acting on the particles. The surface force
F s =
∫
∂V (t)
fs ds
acts on the boundary ∂V (t) and is proportional to the surface area, where fs denotes the force
per unit area acting on the surface. Using Thm. 3.1 we can write component wise∫
V (t)
∂t(ρui) +∇ · (ρuiu) =
∫
V (t)
ρfvi dx+
∫
∂V (t)
fsi ds (i = 1, ..., d) ,
where d = 2 or d = 3 is the dimension of the physical space. It has been proved that there exists
a second order tensor T , the stress tensor, such that
fs = n · T ,
where n denotes the outer unit normal field on ∂V (t) [7]. By means of the Gauss Theorem [41]
it follows ∫
∂V (t)
fs ds =
∫
V (t)
d∑
j=1
∂Tji
∂xj
dx (i = 1, ..., d) .
Since the material volume was chosen arbitrary, this leads to the Cauchy equation of motion
∂t(ρui) +∇ · (ρuiu) = ρfvi +
d∑
j=1
∂Tji
∂xj
in Ω× (0, T ) (i = 1, ..., d) , (3.3)
which expresses the momentum balance of a continuum under the influence of volumetric and
surface forces.
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3.1.3 Constitutive equations
The constitutive equations define the relation of the stresses in the continuum and the deforma-
tion or the rate of deformation. A fluid is characterized by the property that it can be arbitrarily
deformed by shearing forces. The shearing force necessary to cause a deformation tends to zero
whenever the rate of deformation tends to zero. This property born from the viscosity defines
a fluid [99]. Due to the conservation of angular momentum in the fluid the stress tensor S can
be assumed to be symmetric [7]. Polar fluids, where the angular momentum is not conserved in
general, are not considered in this work.
A stress is called hydrostatic if on any surface element it acts in normal direction and is inde-
pendent of the orientation. A hydrostatic stress has the form
Sij = −pδij (i, j = 1, ..., d) ,
where δij denotes the Kronecker symbol. In general the stress can be written
Sij = −pδij + Pij (i, j = 1, ..., d) (3.4)
with a second order tensor P , the viscous stress tensor. To derive constitutive equations for a
non-elastic fluid, assumptions with respect to the stress tensor are made. A Stokesian fluid is
characterized by the following assumptions:
1. The stress tensor S is a continuous function of the deformation tensor e = 12 (∇u +∇u>)
and of the thermodynamic state, but independent of other kinematic quantities.
2. The fluid is homogeneous, i.e. S does not explicitly depend on x.
3. The fluid is isotropic.
4. The stress is hydrostatic if there is no deformation, i.e. Sij = −pδij for e = 0.
The stress tensor of a Stokesian fluid has the form
Sij = −pδij + αδij + βeij + γ
d∑
k=1
eikekj (i, j = 1, ..., d) ,
where α, β and γ are functions of the invariants of the deformation tensor. A Newtonian fluid is
defined as a linear Stokesian fluid, i.e. the viscous stress tensor is a linear function of e. Therefore
β is a constant, and γ = 0. The only linear invariant of the deformation tensor e is its trace
∇ · u. Due to the fourth assumption of a Stokesian fluid, α must be a linear function of ∇ · u.
Thus P has the form
Pij = λ(∇ · u)δij + 2µeij (i, j = 1, ..., d) (3.5)
with constants λ, µ ∈ R, where µ is called the dynamic viscosity.
3.1.4 Boussinesq approximation
The Boussinesq approximation assumes the fluid to be incompressible, yet incorporating buoy-
ancy effects. Due to the incompressibility assumption, the continuity equation (3.2) reduces
to
∇ · u = 0
and the Cauchy equation of motion (3.3) becomes
ρ
[
∂tu + (u · ∇)u
]
= ρfv +∇p+ µ∆u . (3.6)
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As volumetric force we have ρfv = −ρged with the gravitational acceleration g and upward
vertical unit vector ed. Introducing a hydrostatic ground state with density ρ0, pressure p0, and
temperature θ0 which only depend on the vertical coordinate and which fulfill
∂p0
∂xd
= −gρ0
and the ideal gas law
p0 = Rρ0θ0 ,
we write the actual quantities as ρ = ρ0 + ρˆ, p = p0 + pˆ and θ = θ0 + θˆ, where the hat symbol
denotes the deviation from the ground state. Therefore, (3.6) reads
ρ0
(
1 +
ρˆ
ρ0
)[
∂tu + (u · ∇)u
]
− µ∆u = −ρ0ged − ρˆged −∇p0 −∇pˆ = −ρˆged −∇pˆ .
Assuming furthermore that the variations of density, pressure and temperature are small com-
pared to the ground states, the momentum equation simplifies to
∂tu + (u · ∇)u− ν∆u + 1
ρ0
∇pˆ = − ρˆ
ρ0
ged ,
where ν = µ/ρ0 is the kinematic viscosity. This equation is known as the Boussinesq approxi-
mation of the equation of motion with the buoyancy term ρˆ/ρ0ged [28, p. 184]. From the ideal
gas law the simplification −ρˆ/ρ0 = θˆ/θ0 can be derived [28, p. 184 ff.]. This leads to the form
∂tu + (u · ∇)u− ν∆u + 1
ρ0
∇pˆ = θˆ
θ0
ged . (3.7)
3.1.5 Heat equation
We use the heat equation to model the evolution of the temperature θ of the fluid. Following
[18], the conservation of heat energy derived from the first law of thermodynamics leads to
ρc
dθ
dt
−∇ · (k∇θ) = 0 ,
where c denotes the specific heat capacity and k the thermal conductivity of the medium. Using
Thm. 3.1 the heat equation reads
ρc
[
∂tθ +∇ · (θu)
]
−∇ · (k∇θ) = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) . (3.8)
3.1.6 Natural convection model
We use a two-dimensional natural convection model for our numerical experiments. It is com-
posed of the continuity equation (3.2), the Boussinesq approximation of the momentum equation
(3.7), and the heat equation (3.8). We defined the ground states as ρ0 ≡ 1 kg/m3, p0 ≡ 0 kg/ms2,
and θ0 ≡ 273.15K. Assuming the fluid being incompressible, the continuity equation (3.2) re-
duces to ∇ · u = 0. Using this, and an isotropic thermal conductivity k ≡ const, the heat
equation (3.8) simplifies to
∂tθ + (u · ∇)θ − α∆θ = 0 ,
where α = k/ρc denotes the thermal diffusivity.
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Summing up, the natural convection model reads
∂tu + (u · ∇)u− ν∆u− 1
ρ
∇pˆ− θˆ
θ0
ged = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) , (3.9a)
∇ · u = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) , (3.9b)
∂tθ + (u · ∇)θ − α∆θ = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) , (3.9c)
u(0) = 0 in Ω , (3.9d)
−α∆θ(0) = 0 in Ω . (3.9e)
u = 0 on ∂Ω , (3.9f)
θ = θhot on Γhot , (3.9g)
θ = θcold on Γcold , (3.9h)
∇θ · n = 0 on ΓN , (3.9i)
where Ω = (0, 1) × (0, 1) is the domain with boundary ∂Ω = Γhot ∪ Γcold ∪ ΓN, and (0, T )
with T = 30 is the time interval. We use the Dirichlet-type boundary conditions (3.9g) and
(3.9h) to model a heated wall Γhot = {0} × [0, 1] and a cooled wall Γcold = {1} × [0, 1]. On the
remaining boundary part ΓN = (0, 1)×{0}∪ (0, 1)×{1} we use the homogeneous Neumann-type
boundary condition (3.9i) to model thermally insulated walls. For the velocity, we impose the
no-slip condition (3.9f) on the whole boundary. In the initial state, we assume the fluid to be
at rest by means of the initial condition (3.9d), and an equilibrium temperature state (3.9e).
As parameters, we used the kinematic viscosity ν = 1.57 × 10−5 m2/s, the thermal diffusivity
α = 1.9× 10−5 m2/s, the gravitational acceleration g = 9.81m/s2, the heated wall temperature
θhot = 283.15K, and the cooled wall temperature θcold = θ0 = 273.15K. These parameters are
realistic for an air flow scenario. The Rayleigh number is
Ra = g(θhot − θ0)
ναθ0
≈ 109 .
Theory on existence and uniqueness of strong and weak solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations
can be found e.g. in [102] and [98].
3.1.7 Spatial discretization
We use a conforming Lagrange finite element Galerkin method for the spatial discretization of
the natural convection model (3.9). The domain Ω is covered by a grid Ωh of quadrilateral cells.
For the velocity and pressure variable we use inf-sup-stable Q2/Q1 Taylor-Hood elements, and for
the temperature we use Q2 elements [27]. Denoting the trial and test functions for the velocity
variable by ϕ, for the pressure variable by ψ, and for the temperature variable by φ, the finite
element ansatzes read
uh(x, t) =
nu∑
i=1
ui(t)ϕi(x) ,
for the discrete velocity field uh where the ϕi form a nodal basis of the Q2 finite element space
Uh = {ϕ ∈ Q2(Ωh) , ϕ = 0 on ∂Ω} ⊂ H10 (Ω), and
ph(x, t) =
np∑
i=1
pi(t)ψi(x)
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for the discrete pressure field ph where the ψi form a nodal basis of the Q1 finite element space
Ph = {ψ ∈ Q1(Ωh)} ⊂ L2(Ω), and
θh(x, t) =
nθ∑
i=1
θi(t)φi(x)
for the discrete temperature field θh where the φi form a nodal basis of the Q2 finite element
space Th = {φ ∈ Q2(Ωh) , φ = 0 on Γhot ∪ Γcold} ⊂ H1(Ω). For t ∈ (0, T ), the time-dependent
coefficients can be written in vector form as
u(t) =
(
u1(t), ..., unu(t)
)>
∈ Rnu ,
p(t) =
(
p1(t), ..., pnp(t)
)>
∈ Rnp ,
θ(t) =
(
θ1(t), ..., θnθ (t)
)>
∈ Rnθ .
Using above ansatz, the following variational form results from the natural convection model:
nu∑
i=1
u˙i(ϕi,ϕk) +
nu∑
i,j=1
uiuj((ϕi · ∇)ϕj ,ϕk)
+ν
nu∑
i=1
ui(∇ϕi,∇ϕk)− 1
ρ
np∑
i=1
pi(∇ψi,ϕk)
− g
θ0
nθ∑
i=1
θi(φied,ϕk) = 0 in (0, T ) (k = 1, ..., nu) ,
(3.10a)
nu∑
i=1
ui(∇ ·ϕi, ψk) = 0 in (0, T ) (k = 1, ..., np) , (3.10b)
nθ∑
i=1
θ˙i(φi, φk) +
nθ∑
i=1
θi((uh · ∇)φi, φk)
+α
nθ∑
i=1
θi(∇φi,∇φk) = 0 in (0, T ) (k = 1, ..., nθ) ,
(3.10c)
uk(0) = 0 (k = 1, ..., nu) , (3.10d)
pk(0) = 0 (k = 1, ..., np) , (3.10e)
θk(0) = θhot if node k lies on Γhot , (3.10f)
θk(0) = θcold if node k lies on Γcold , (3.10g)
α
nθ∑
i=1
θi(0)(∇φi,∇φk) = 0 if node k lies in Ω ∪ ΓN . (3.10h)
Here, the boundary conditions (3.9f)-(3.9i), which are incorporated in the finite element spaces,
have been treated in the usual way as indicated e.g. in [27] or [9] and are thus implicitly
included in the variational form. Equation (3.10) represents an initial value problem for the
time-dependent coefficient vectors u, p and θ. Although not present in the continuous model
(3.9), where the pressure has the role of a Lagrange multiplier for the velocity, we artificially
introduced the initial condition (3.10e) on the pressure to avoid ambiguity. The methodology
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of discretizing a partial differential equation with respect to space and obtaining an ordinary
differential equation in time, which is subsequently treated by means of an integrator, is called
the method of lines [94]. We introduce the following short notation to represent Eq. (3.10):
M [ϕ]u˙+N [ϕ,ϕ,ϕ](u, u) + νA[ϕ]u− 1
ρ
B[ψ,ϕ]p− g
θ0
C[φ,ϕ]θ = 0 in (0, T ) , (3.11a)
D[ϕ, ψ]u = 0 in (0, T ) , (3.11b)
M [φ]θ˙ +N [ϕ, φ, φ](u, θ) + αA[φ]θ = 0 in (0, T ) , (3.11c)
u(0) = 0 , (3.11d)
p(0) = 0 , (3.11e)
αA˜[φ]θ(0) = θ˜ , (3.11f)
where(
M [ϕ]
)
ki
= (ϕi,ϕk) ,
(
N [ϕ,ϕ,ϕ](x, y)
)
k
=
nu∑
i,j=1
xiyj((ϕi · ∇)ϕj ,ϕk) for x, y ∈ Rnu ,
(
M [φ]
)
ki
= (φi, φk) ,
(
N [ϕ, φ, φ](x, y)
)
k
=
nu∑
i=1
nθ∑
j=1
xiyj((ϕi · ∇)φj , φk) for x ∈ Rnu , y ∈ Rnθ ,(
A[ϕ]
)
ki
= (∇ϕk,∇ϕi) ,
(
A[φ]
)
ki
= (∇φk,∇φi) ,(
B[ψ,ϕ]
)
ki
= (∇ψi,ϕk) ,
(
C[φ,ϕ]
)
ki
= (φied,ϕk) ,
(
D[ϕ, ψ]
)
ki
= (∇ ·ϕi, ψk) ,
(
A˜[φ]
)
ki
=
{
δki if node k lies on Γhot ∪ Γcold
(∇φk,∇φi) else
, θ˜k =

θhot if node k lies on Γhot
θcold if node k lies on Γcold
0 else
.
In order to apply the operator splitting schemes proposed in Section 2, we use the form
(u˙, θ˙)> = F(u, p, θ) + G(u, θ) in (0, T ) , (3.12a)
(u, θ)>(0) = (0, θ0)> , (3.12b)
where
F(u, p, θ) =
(
−M [ϕ]−1
(
N [ϕ,ϕ,ϕ](u, u) + νA[ϕ]u− 1ρB[ψ,ϕ]p− gθ0C[φ,ϕ]θ +D[ϕ, ψ]u
)
0
)
,
G(u, θ) =
(
0
−M [φ]−1
(
N [ϕ, φ, φ](u, θ) + αA[φ]θ
) )
,
θ0 = A˜[φ]
−1θ˜ .
Clearly, F represents the Boussinesq fluid model, whereas G represents the temperature evolution
model.
3.2 Numerical experiments
Our goal is to study the impact of the operator splitting approaches from Section 2.4.1 on the
quality of the solution of the natural convection scenario. To this end, we conduct numerical
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experiments where we use the operator splitting schemes with different time step sizes, and
compare to a reference solution. We define three test series which differ in the time stepping
scheme as follows:
1. Monolithic test series: (3.12) is integrated as a fully coupled system using the Crank-
Nicolson time stepping scheme as stated in Alg. 2.
Algorithm 2 Monolithic solution scheme for (3.12) using the Crank-Nicolson integrator.
1: Set initial solution (u0, θ0)> = (0, θ0)>.
2: for n = 1, 2, ... do
3:
Solve (un, θn)> = (un−1, θn−1)> + ∆t
2
[
F(un, p, θn) + G(un, θn)
+ F(un−1, p, θn−1) + G(un−1, θn−1)
]
.
4: end for
2. Consecutive operator splitting test series: (3.12) is integrated using the consecutive
operator splitting scheme as stated in Alg. 3, where the Crank-Nicolson method is used
separately for the fluid and the temperature model.
Algorithm 3 Consecutive operator splitting scheme for (3.12) using the Crank-Nicolson inte-
grator.
1: Set initial solution (u0, θ0)> = (0, θ0)>.
2: for n = 1, 2, ... do
3: Solve (uˆn, θˆn)> = (un−1, θn−1)> + ∆t2
[
F(uˆn, p, θˆn) + F(un−1, p, θn−1)
]
.
4: Solve (un, θn)> = (uˆn, θˆn)> + ∆t2
[
G(un, θn) + G(uˆn, θˆn)
]
.
5: end for
3. Concurrent operator splitting test series: (3.12) is integrated using the concurrent
operator splitting scheme as stated in Alg. 4, where the Crank-Nicolson method is used
separately for the fluid and the temperature model.
Algorithm 4 Concurrent operator splitting scheme for (3.12) using the Crank-Nicolson integra-
tor.
1: Set initial solution (u0, θ0)> = (0, θ0)>.
2: for n = 1, 2, ... do
3: Solve (uˆn, θˆn)> = (un−1, θn−1)> + ∆t2
[
F(uˆn, p, θˆn) + F(un−1, p, θn−1)
]
.
4: Solve (u˜n, θ˜n)> = (un−1, θn−1)> + ∆t2
[
G(u˜n, θ˜n) + G(un−1, θn−1)
]
.
5: Set (un, θn)> = (uˆn, θˆn)> + (u˜n, θ˜n)> − (un−1, θn−1)> .
6: end for
We use the same spatial finite element discretization according to Sec. 3.1.7 in all test configu-
rations. The rectangular computational grid Ωh comprises 256×256 cells. We use inf-sup-stable
Q2/Q1 Taylor-Hood elements for the velocity and pressure, and Q2 elements for the temperature,
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Figure 3.1: Error ‖(u, θ)ref − (u, θ)mono‖ be-
tween the reference and the so-
lution computed by means of the
monolithic scheme using Alg. 2.
which results in 855,556 spatial degrees of
freedom. In every test series, we com-
pute solutions with varying time step sizes
∆t = 12 ,
1
4 , ...,
1
64 . We take the solu-
tion computed with the monolithic scheme
with the time step size ∆t = 1128 as
the reference solution for comparison. For
each test case out of the three test se-
ries, we compute the Euclidean error norm
with respect to the reference solution at each
time step. Our expectation is to observe
the second order convergence of the Crank-
Nicolson scheme for the monolithic test se-
ries, and to observe the first order con-
vergence of the consecutive and concurrent
operator splitting schemes as we proved in
Section 2.4.1 for the two other test se-
ries.
The results from the first test series using the monolithic integration scheme are plotted in Fig.
3.1. They show the convergence of the solution (u, θ)mono with successively smaller time step
sizes ∆t = 12 ,
1
4 , ...,
1
64 towards the reference solution (u, θ)ref. Note that the reference solution
was also computed using this monolithic scheme with the time step size ∆t = 1128 . As stated
above, we expect second order convergence for the monolithic test series. Though, for ∆t ≥ 116
our results do not meet this expectation. Although the time step size is successively decreased
by a factor 2 using ∆t = 12 ,
1
4 ,
1
8 ,
1
16 , the error decreases less than the expected factor 22 = 4.
While the deviation from the expectation is only small for short integration times up to t ≈ 7, it
is certainly significant for larger integration times when using time step sizes ∆t ≥ 116 . We also
observe a considerable increase of the error at t ≈ 7 for all time step sizes. Nevertheless, when
Figure 3.2: Error ‖(u, θ)ref − (u, θ)csos‖ be-
tween the reference and the so-
lution computed by means of
the consecutive operator splitting
scheme using Alg. 3.
Figure 3.3: Error ‖(u, θ)ref − (u, θ)ccos‖ be-
tween the reference and the so-
lution computed by means of
the concurrent operator splitting
scheme using Alg. 4.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 5 (c) t = 6
(d) t = 7 (e) t = 8 (f) t = 9
(g) t = 10 (h) t = 15 (i) t = 20
Figure 3.4: Reference temperature distribution (color) and flow velocity (arrows) at selected time
steps. Note that the first vortices form up in the corners of the domain at t ≈ 7. The
vortices subsequently travel counterclockwise, and eventually cover large parts of the
domain.
further decreasing the time step size to ∆t = 132 ,
1
64 the expected second order convergence is
actually achieved.
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the results from the consecutive and concurrent operator splitting test
series, respectively. They both show very accurately the expected first order convergence for
small integration times up to t ≈ 7. For larger integration times, the first order convergence is
only maintained when using the smallest time step sizes ∆t = 132 ,
1
64 . However, the concurrent
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Figure 3.5: Error norm at times t = 6 (left column), t = 7 (middle column) and t = 8 (right
column) between the reference uref and the monolithic solution (top row), the consec-
utive OS solution (middle row) and the concurrent OS solution (bottom row) using
∆t = 1/16. Note that the color bars reflect the observed error increase around t ≈ 7.
operator splitting scheme does not maintain the first order convergence for integration times
larger than t ≈ 20. As in the first test series, we also observe a noticeable error increase at t ≈ 7
in these two test series.
In all three test series we observe that the expected order of convergence of the time stepping
schemes is achieved accurately, or with only small deviations, for integration times up to t ≈ 7.
Furthermore, all three test series show a remarkable error increase at t ≈ 7. The reason for that
lies in the behavior of the natural convection scenario. As can be seen from the visualization
of the reference solution in Fig. 3.4, a global clockwise flow evolves from the initial equilibrium
temperature distribution. At t ≈ 7 the first vortices form up in the corners of the domain. The
vortices start to travel counterclockwise along the boundary, and eventually cover large parts
of the domain. The visualizations of the error between the reference solution and the solutions
from the three test series in Fig. 3.5 show the error growth around t ≈ 7, and they show that
the main error contributions appear in the corners. It is this change of the flow regime which
is reflected in the error curves in Figures 3.1-3.3. Obviously, the initial flow regime allows for
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larger time step sizes ∆t ≥ 116 in all three test series, whereas the flow regime dominated by
vortices requires smaller time step sizes ∆t ≤ 132 . Interestingly, among all three test series, the
flow regime change causes the most drastic error deterioration for the second order monolithic
integrator. As stated above, the first order operator splitting schemes also exhibit a remarkable
error increase, but less drastic than the monolithic scheme. In the initial flow regime, the mono-
lithic scheme is significantly more accurate than the operator splitting schemes. However, in the
vortex-dominated flow regime the consecutive operator splitting yields an accuracy of the same
order of magnitude as the monolithic scheme for ∆t ≤ 14 , and the concurrent operator splitting
yields only slightly less accurate solutions.
We conclude from the results of our experiments that both the consecutive and the concurrent
operator splitting scheme can yield accurate results for the time integration of the natural convec-
tion scenario. Since the operator splitting schemes investigated in this work are of first order as
proved in Section 2.4.1, one cannot expect to achieve the same accuracy as higher order schemes
for non-stiff problems. Indeed, the second order monolithic scheme shows better accuracy than
the splitting schemes in the initial flow regime. Nevertheless, we indeed observed the expected
first order convergence of the splitting schemes in the numerical experiments. However, the
monolithic scheme for the fully coupled natural convection model showed its expected second or-
der convergence only for the smallest time step sizes ∆t ≤ 132 . In contrast, the splitting schemes
showed their expected first order convergence very accurately already for the larger time step
sizes ∆t ≤ 12 . In the vortex-dominated flow regime, the operator splitting schemes performed
similarly well as the monolithic scheme with respect to the achieved accuracy, although the split-
ting schemes are of lower order than the monolithic scheme. This is due to the stiffness of the
ODE system induced by the flow regime change, which imposes stronger restrictions on the time
step size. It turns out that the second order monolithic scheme suffers drastically from the flow
regime change in the sense of a largely increased error. This error increase is much smaller, yet
still noticeable, for the first order splitting schemes. All three schemes end up with a comparable
accuracy for all but the smallest time step sizes. Remarkably, only for the smallest time step
size ∆t = 164 is the monolithic scheme significantly more accurate than the concurrent operator
splitting scheme, and equally accurate as the consecutive scheme.
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4 Dynamic parallel communication
mechanism in OpenPALM
As indicated in the introduction, we employ the OpenPALM [57, 80, 13] software coupler tool to
realize the model coupling. Based on our work [109], in this chapter we recapitulate the develop-
ment of the new features for advanced dynamic parallel communication routines in OpenPALM,
which we use in the nutrient cycle simulations. OpenPALM is a coupler with advanced features
like dynamic and concurrent execution models, the ability to couple parallel codes, and a flexible
communication scheme. It is a general purpose coupling tool, although its main focus lies on
scientific computing and numerical simulation. The fundamental concept of OpenPALM is to
consider applications as a composition of models which can be coupled by means of a data trans-
fer mechanism. One may in principal regard anything which can be implemented and executed
as a computer program as a model in terms of OpenPALM. Models may represent a vast variety
of computational tasks. Typical examples include reading or writing files, performing algebraic
operations, solving systems of equations, up to large applications such as complete climate codes
or ocean models. In our case, we regard biogeochemical and hydrological models as the building
blocks to be coupled for nutrient cycle simulations. OpenPALM’s goal is to easily enable the
coupling of new and of existing models and codes, even if they were not meant to be coupled
in the first place. Each model may be implemented individually. This offers the possibility to
develop specialized solvers for the coupled models or to reuse existing codes with only minimal
modifications. However, as we outlined in Sec. 1.1.3, OpenPALM’s communication features are
restricted to the case where data sizes and data distributions among the models are known a
priori. In this chapter, we present the basic terms and concepts of the legacy OpenPALM version
4.1.4, and our developments towards the new dynamic features available in the current version
4.2.3 as open source1.
OpenPALM consists of three main components: a graphical user interface named PrePALM , the
driver and the library. The user can compose a coupled application in a pre-processing step with
the help of the PrePALM graphical user interface (GUI). Its main feature is a canvas where the
user can describe the coupling algorithm in a graphical form. This is done by defining execution
paths, named branches in OpenPALM, scheduling the models by arranging them on the branches,
and by connecting the models to indicate data transfer. Figure 4.1 shows an example of two
independent execution branches, with one model scheduled to each of them.
OpenPALM allows dynamic control flows in the coupling algorithm. This includes the conditional
execution of models where it is not known a priori if and when conditions are fulfilled, repeated
execution of models in loops where it is not known a priori if and how often the loop will be
executed, or execution switches with multiple alternative paths. Complex control flows can be
defined using an arbitrary number of branches.
OpenPALM features two levels of parallelism. On the one hand, models can run concurrently
on separate sets of processors when they are scheduled to separate execution branches. On the
other hand, OpenPALM is able to couple models which are internally parallelized supporting
both shared and distributed memory parallel models, which may internally use message passing,
1http://www.cerfacs.fr/globc/PALM_WEB/user.html retrieved on June 13, 2017
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Figure 4.1: The canvas of the PrePALM graphical user interface. The coupling algorithm in this
example has two independent execution branches, depicted as the blue and green
vertical bars. Each of the branches has one model, represented by the two boxes in
the middle, scheduled to it. Data transfer is defined through the connections between
the models.
multi-threading and/or accelerators.
A key feature is the communication mechanism. Owing to OpenPALM’s philosophy of coupling
individual models, it is necessary to facilitate data transfer between models and at the same time
keeping them general and independent from any particular application. Models are viewed as
entities which produce and/or consume data and perform certain computational tasks, so that
generality and reusability for any purpose is maintained. Therefore, models cannot know about
communication partners. Instead, they need a way to request for input data or to announce the
availability of output data without information about source or target of the communication.
OpenPALM offers communication routines for sending and receiving data, which fulfill these
requirements. These routines, among others, are implemented in the library. Developers can use
them in the model’s source code and link against the library. The communication routines are
independent from the specific application at hand by using an abstract description of the data to
be exchanged. These library routines used in the models are complemented by the OpenPALM
driver . The driver is a special entity which is automatically adjoined to any coupled application.
It has two main purposes: to orchestrate the execution of the branches and models, and to act
as a broker for the data transfer between the models. The driver starts, stops, and monitors the
execution of the branches, and controls the models’ access to resources such as files, memory,
or processors. It also forms the counterpart to the communication routines used in the models.
Since models do in general not know their communication partners, they announce data transfer
requests to the driver. The driver then deduces the correct matching of source and target, and
arranges a connection between the corresponding models.
In the following sections we describe the concepts and implementation aspects which are relevant
for the data transfer mechanism in more detail. In particular, we elaborate on the new mechanism
for adapting the communication routes dynamically to changes of the data distribution in parallel
models during runtime.
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4.1 OpenPALM terms and concepts at the application level
4.1.1 Units
In OpenPALM terminology, a component or model that can be scheduled in a coupling algo-
rithm is called a unit. Usually, units are defined by the user and may represent any kind of
computational task. The granularity of the tasks may range from simple algebraic operations
to whole simulation models. In addition, OpenPALM offers a predefined set of linear algebra
units representing BLAS-like routines [3] and linear solvers for use with matrix and vector data
structures.
Units are defined through an identity (ID) card. The ID card declares the properties of a unit
which are relevant for OpenPALM like its name, its internal parallelism in terms of OpenMP
[76] threads or MPI [5] processes, and its data objects which may be exchanged with other units.
Details are described in [72]. The tasks represented by a unit can be implemented by the user
in Fortran 77 [1], Fortran 90 [2], C [4] or C++ [6] programming language, making it possible to
reuse existing codes and to couple units written in different programming languages.
An important aspect of the unit definition is the declaration of data objects which may be ex-
changed with other units. For OpenPALM to be able to manage the data transfer, it is necessary
to describe the data in an abstract way in the ID card. Such an abstract description is composed
of objects, spaces, distributors and localizations, which are explained in the following subsections.
4.1.2 Spaces
An OpenPALM space is an abstract description of a data type. To manage data transfer between
units, OpenPALM needs to know the specification of this data. The space concept is based on
the intrinsic data types of the programming languages for logical variables, characters, integers,
single precision, double precision and complex floating point numbers. Table 4.1 lists the basic
data types which are predefined in OpenPALM. Typically, spaces represent arrays of these basic
types; such spaces are called regular . The rank of the space, i.e. the number of array dimensions,
may be chosen between one and seven. The restriction to a maximum rank of seven is imposed
by the Fortran 90 standard. The shape of the space may have individual extents of arbitrary
length in each dimension. OpenPALM also provides the possibility to define custom spaces for
describing derived types.
Basic data type OpenPALM keyword Fortran 77 / 90 C / C++
logic type PL_LOGICAL LOGICAL int
character type PL_CHARACTER CHARACTER char
integer type PL_INTEGER INTEGER int
single precision floating
point number PL_REAL REAL float
double precision floating
point number PL_DOUBLE_PRECISION DOUBLE PRECISION double
complex floating
point number PL_COMPLEX COMPLEX float complex
derived types PL_AUTO_SIZE
Table 4.1: OpenPALM keywords and corresponding data types of Fortran 77/90 and C/C++
for defining spaces. When using complex numbers in C/C++, it is assumed that
complex.h is included.
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A space must be defined in the ID card of a unit. The required information is a name, a shape,
and the size in bytes of the elements which make up this space. The sizes of the basic element
types are known in OpenPALM. For custom spaces of derived element type, one must describe
the composition of the derived element type out of known types. It is possible to nest the defini-
tion of custom spaces provided that the root of the nesting relies on the basic types. The keyword
PL_AUTO_SIZE must be used for custom spaces so that OpenPALM can infer the derived element
type size from its composition.
4.1.3 Distributors and localizations
If a unit is parallelized for distributed memory architectures using MPI, also its data objects
may be split into parts and distributed among several processes. Any process of the unit may
hold an individual local part of the overall global data. However, data transfer is described in
the coupling algorithm on the unit level where internal parallelism and distribution of objects
are hidden. Whenever data is transferred, OpenPALM must automatically take into account
the local contributions of the processes belonging to the unit. The means for describing the
distribution of data are the distributors and localizations. A distributor defines the decomposition
of the global data into parts and the memory layout of the local storage, whereas a localization
defines the ordered set of processes which take part in the distribution of an object. OpenPALM
automatically assumes the default localization which consists only of the process with the lowest
MPI rank. There are three predefined localizations which cover the following prevalent cases:
• SINGLE_ON_FIRST_PROC
The data is not distributed, but held entirely by the first process of the unit. This is the
default localization for all data without explicit definition of another localization.
• DISTRIBUTED_ON_ALL_PROCS
The data is distributed over all processes of the unit.
• REPLICATED_ON_ALL_PROCS
The data is not distributed, but replicated on all processes of the unit.
For all other cases, custom localizations can be defined in the unit’s ID card. A localization
definition comprises a name, a permutation of the process ranks which take part in the object
distribution, and a keyword to distinguish distributed and replicated data. The user has to
explicitly declare the localization in any other case than the three predefined cases. This is
typically done when an object is distributed only over a subset of the processes belonging to the
unit, or if the order of the local parts in the decomposition is different from the order of the MPI
process ranks.
Regular distributors
Regular distributors can be used to describe a block cyclic decomposition of the data. The
user defines a process grid with the same rank as the space of the data has, and an elementary
block size. The data is split into blocks of the elementary block size. These blocks are cyclically
numbered in each dimension with a cycling length equal to the process grid size in this dimension.
Then the blocks are assigned to the process with the same coordinates in the process grid. Blocks
which are assigned to the same process are stored contiguously in its local memory. Furthermore,
it is possible to define arbitrary coordinates in the process grid to specify the process which shall
receive the first local block. The local memory layout is defined by the shape of the local memory
and an offset for the location of the first local block. Figure 4.2 shows a two-dimensional example
of a regular distributor.
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Figure 4.2: Example of a two-dimensional regular distribution. Four processes are arranged in a
2×2 grid. The data is split into blocks of the elementary block size. The last block
in each dimension is smaller to fit the shape of the data. The block cyclic distribu-
tion begins with process rank 1 which stores block A. The complete distribution is
indicated by the colors of the corresponding process. The lower part of the figure
depicts a possible local memory layout of the four processes. Each processes may
provide local memory with an individual size which is depicted in gray color. The
local blocks are stored contiguously with an individual offset.
Custom distributors
Custom distributors do not rely on a regular pattern of the distribution, but one can describe
any structured or unstructured decomposition of the data. This is done by explicitly specifying
each block through its size, its location in the global data object, the process which stores the
block and its location in the local memory. Figure 4.3 shows a two-dimensional example of a
custom distributor.
4.1.4 Objects
Objects are the identifiers of the actual pieces of data which a unit may send to or receive from
other units. They must be declared in the ID cards of the units. Objects carry a user-given
name which must be unique within the same unit. OpenPALM internally suffixes any object
name with the corresponding unit name so that the declaration is independent from other units.
The data type of an object is defined by a space. Objects can be defined as input, output,
or both, depending on the purpose of the data. If multiple instances of the same object shall
be distinguished, one can use the time and tag attributes. For example, in time dependent
simulations, units may use the same object to exchange the solution for every time step, but the
new solution shall be treated as an additional instance of the object instead of overwriting the
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Figure 4.3: Example for the use of a custom distributor to describe an unstructured two-
dimensional block decomposition. The three processes use an individual memory
layout to store the blocks.
one from the last time step. The tag attribute serves the same purpose to distinguish instances
of the same object, and can be used independently from the time attribute. For parallel units,
the declaration of an object may further include a distributor and a localization to specify its
distribution among the processes of the unit.
4.1.5 Sub-objects
Whenever a situation occurs where not a whole object but only a part of it needs to be exchanged
between units, one can use the sub-objects mechanism. For example, this might be useful for
obtaining the boundary values from a solution which is defined on an entire domain. Sub-objects
act as a filter on the communication. Similar to distributors, there are regular and custom sub-
objects. A regular sub-object describes a block cyclic selection from the data, whereas custom
sub-objects can describe any regular or irregular subset of the data. It depends on the specific
application at hand whether any sub-objects are needed or not. Sub-objects are therefore defined
in PrePALM and not in the ID cards to maintain the independence of the units. Sub-objects can
be used either for the source object or for the target object or for both objects. Figures 4.4 and
4.5 show examples for the use of a regular and a custom sub-object, respectively. For technical
reasons, there is the predefined identity sub-object which actually comprises the whole original
object. The identity sub-object is always assumed implicitly unless the user defines another
sub-object.
4.2 Data exchange between units
OpenPALM provides two basic routines for exchanging data between units, namely PALM_Put
and PALM_Get for sending and receiving, respectively. These routines are implemented in the
OpenPALM library. They can be used in the unit source code by including the OpenPALM
header file and linking the library.
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Figure 4.4: Regular sub-object example. The pattern (center) defines the selection from the
global object (left), which is assembled into the sub-object (right).
4.2.1 The PALM_Put routine
The PALM_Put routine can be used in the units’ source code to send out data objects. It takes
as input parameters the space and object name associated with the data, the time and tag, and
the pointer to the memory location where the data resides; it returns an error code.
Owing to OpenPALM’s philosophy that producing and sending out data objects shall not block
the execution of the source unit, PALM_Put is non-blocking in the sense that it does not wait for
communication partners to receive the object. In case that a target unit is not yet ready for
reception, the data object is temporarily stored in a dedicated mail buffer storage managed by
the driver, so that the source unit can proceed its execution.
4.2.2 The PALM_Get routine
The PALM_Get routine can be used in the units’ source code to receive data objects. It takes as
input parameters the space and object name associated with the data, the time and tag, and the
pointer to the memory location where the received data shall be stored; it returns an error code.
It is assumed that units call PALM_Get only when data is needed to continue the computation.
Therefore, the PALM_Get routine is blocking in the sense that it returns only when the requested
data object has been received, otherwise it waits for the delivery.
4.2.3 Direct communication
A direct communication happens if the target unit has already notified its readiness to receive an
object by calling PALM_Get before the source unit calls the corresponding PALM_Put. In this case,
the OpenPALM driver arranges the connection between the units and the object is transferred
by means of MPI messages directly from the source to the target. If one or both units are
MPI-parallelized and the object is distributed on either side, then the communication is actually
done by transferring the distributed object parts between the individual processes of the units
according to the intersection of the involved distributors and localizations.
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Figure 4.5: Custom sub-object example. Arbitrary selections from the global object (left) can
by defined by means of a custom sub-object. It maps the parts to the assembled
sub-object (right), which is indicated by the arrows in the schematic.
4.2.4 Indirect communication
An indirect communication happens if the target unit is not yet ready to receive an object at
the moment when the source unit calls PALM_Put to send it. In this case, the driver adopts
the role of an intermediate mail storage. It receives the object from the source unit and stores
it temporarily in the so called mailbuf . Later, when the actual target unit is ready to receive
the object and calls PALM_Get, the driver serves this request with the temporarily stored object
from the mailbuf. If one or both objects are MPI-parallelized and the object is distributed on
either side, then the object is put to the mailbuf, temporarily stored, and forwarded to the
individual target processes by parts according to the intersection of the involved distributors and
localizations. The actual data transfer is done by means of MPI messages between the source
unit and the driver for intermediate storage in the mailbuf, and between the driver and the target
unit for later delivery. The mailbuf is volatile in the sense that stored objects are erased once
they have been delivered to the target.
If the driver runs out of memory for storing objects in the mailbuf, it may spawn one or more
additional processes which serve as memory slaves extending the available memory capacity. If
memory slaves are active, the driver may order them to receive and temporarily store the object
from the source unit, and later forward it to the target unit. Whenever a memory slave runs
empty because it has delivered all stored objects to the target units, the driver may terminate
it. Memory slaves can be spawned again if needed.
4.2.5 Buﬀer communication
Users can not only define communication between two units, but also with the buffer. This is a
storage provided by the driver which can be explicitly used as source or target in communications,
in contrast to the mailbuf which is never the source or target of a communication but only an
intermediate storage. The buffer is non-volatile in the sense that stored objects are erased only
upon invocation of corresponding commands by the user, which is another important difference
from the mailbuf where objects are automatically erased after delivery. The preservation of
objects in the buffer allows to receive them multiple times by an arbitrary number of units. It
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is also possible to perform operations on the objects in the buffer, e.g. summation, averaging or
interpolation of data which represents a time series. The driver may use the same mechanism
of memory slaves as described for the indirect communication if its buffer memory capacity is
exhausted.
4.2.6 Optimized communication mode
The purpose of the optimized communication mode is to avoid the interaction with the driver,
which is necessary in the default non-optimized communication mode where the driver needs to
inform the units about the routing table of the object. Instead, the optimized mode enforces
a direct communication using a pre-computed routing table and dedicated MPI communicators
between source and target unit. As a tradeoff, the optimized mode imposes constraints on the
coupling algorithm, since not only the target side but also the source side uses blocking MPI
routines to facilitate the data transfer, thus implying the risk of deadlocks.
4.3 OpenPALM terms and concepts for internal
communication management
We introduce further terms and concepts of OpenPALM which are relevant for the description
of the internal communication mechanism, and for the presentation of our new developments.
4.3.1 Entities
Entities are those structures which can be scheduled in an OpenPALM coupling algorithm and
which may take part in communications. One such type of entity are the units, which are defined
above. In addition to the units, there are other types of entities. These are the driver with its
permanent buffer, the driver or memory slaves with the mail buffer, blocks of units which are
integrated into the same executable, and code which is not part of a unit but directly imported
from PrePALM.
4.3.2 Tubes, communication events, comids, and the commstate table
As can be seen from the example in Fig. 4.1, communication between entities is defined by means
of connections in the PrePALM canvas. Each such communication channel is called a tube, and it
is characterized by its source entity and object and its target entity and object. A communication
event is specified by a tube and a time-tag combination and, in case of replicated objects where the
localization is REPLICATED_ON_ALL_PROCS, the source and target process association. For each
tube, the possible communications through this tube are defined by the time-tag combinations the
user has given in PrePALM and by the localization associations. Since the time-tag combinations
rely only on PrePALM- and other constants and arithmetic expressions of them, and since
the localization associations are given by the distribution of the objects with fixed numbers
of processes, there is only a finite number of possible communication events for each tube.
Therefore, all of the possible communication events can be determined a priori from the user-given
information contained in the coupling algorithm described in PrePALM. However, it is usually
not known in advance, if, how often and when any particular communication event will occur.
Each communication event can be given a unique number by counting all possible communication
events, which is the concept of the comids. A comid is a non-negative integer value, by which a
certain communication event can be identified uniquely throughout the whole application. The
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driver does a bookkeeping of all communication events in its commstate table. It keeps track
of the calls to PALM_Put and PALM_Get, and of the contributions of the individual processes in
the case of MPI-parallel entities. It also does a version control for multiple occurrences of the
same communication event. The driver uses the information contained in the commstate table
to serve the entities’ communication requests.
4.3.3 EOS and DOR
Whenever a communication event occurs, OpenPALM determines the corresponding comid. The
comid then allows to deduce the combination of entity, object and space, short EOS, for both
the source side and the target side of the associated tube. According to these two EOS, one for
each side of the tube, OpenPALM further determines any associated distributors, localizations
and sub-objects. For preparing the communications, OpenPALM computes the intersection of
all relevant distributors, localizations and sub-objects. This intersection generates a distributed
object representation (DOR) for the source and target side of each tube. A DOR specifies the
splitting of the possibly distributed global object into the parts resulting from the intersection,
and the process by process matching of these parts between source and target entity. Thus,
the DOR parts are non-overlapping, each DOR part represents a piece of the object which
is transferred between a specific source process and a specific target process, and their union
resembles the global object. For an actual data transfer, OpenPALM temporarily allocates
memory for the DOR parts. On the source side, the input data is copied piecewise to the DOR
memory, which is called disassembling. The DOR allows to iterate through the parts, which are
sent successively from the DOR memory to the corresponding receiver process. On the target
side, each process receives its DOR parts in the corresponding DOR memory. Once all parts
have arrived at the target, the object is rebuilt by copying the DOR parts to the correct locations
in the output data memory, which is called assembling. After the transmission has completed,
the temporary DOR memory is freed again.
4.4 Internal data transfer mechanism in the legacy
OpenPALM version 4.1.4
In the following, we present the legacy data transfer mechanism as it was implemented in Open-
PALM version 4.1.4. We state the legacy PALM_Put and PALM_Get routines in Algs. 5 and 6,
respectively, and the legacy implementation of the driver’s reactions to these communication
routines in Algs. 7 to 10. Some steps of the algorithms are marked with an asterisk indicating
that an explanatory comment is given below.
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Algorithm 5 Legacy PALM_Put
1: Input: space name, object name, time, tag, pointer to local memory where the local object
is stored.
2: Determine the comids which are relevant for this call to PALM_Put.(∗)
3: Set flag = 0.
4: for each comid do
5: if this is a non-optimized communication then
6: Check local mail buffer flag.(∗)
7: if flag == 0 then
8: Notify the PALM_Put to the driver.(∗)
9: Receive the driver’s answer.(∗)
10: Set flag = 1.(∗)
11: end if
12: Determine rank and current shape of the space.
13: if the space is dynamic then
14: Check that the distributor is SINGLE_ON_FIRST_PROC, otherwise abort.(∗)
15: Compute the DOR according to the distributor intersection from the source side.(∗)
16: end if
17: Allocate temporary memory for the DOR parts and disassemble the local object.
18: Determine which target processes shall receive a part of the disassembled local object
from this source process.
19: for each process of the target’s distributor do
20: if that target process shall receive a part then
21: if the object shall be written to a file then
22: Write the object part to the file.
23: else
24: Send a connection request to the driver.(∗)
25: Receive a connection authorization from the driver.(∗)
26: Extract the communication type, the receiver entity type, and the receiver
MPI process rank from the drivers answer.
27: if the receiver is a unit or a memory slave then
28: Create an MPI intercommunicator to the receiver process.
29: end if
30: Send the object part to the receiver process.(∗)
31: if the receiver is a unit or a memory slave then
32: Delete the intercommunicator to the receiver process.
33: end if
34: end if
35: end if
36: Notify the completion of the transfer of this object part to the driver.
37: end for
38: if the space is dynamic then
39: Delete the DOR which was just created in step 15.
40: else
41: Deallocate the temporary memory for the DOR parts.
42: end if
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43: else this is an optimized communication
44: Get the MPI intracommunicator for this object.
45: Determine rank and current shape of the space.
46: if the space is dynamic then
47: Check that the source distributor is SINGLE_ON_FIRST_PROC, otherwise abort.(∗)
48: Compute the DOR according to the distributor intersection from the source side.(∗)
49: end if
50: Allocate temporary memory for the DOR parts and disassemble the local object.
51: for each process of the target distributor do
52: if that target process shall receive a part then
53: Create an MPI intercommunicator to the receiver process.
54: Send the object part to the receiver process.(∗)
55: Delete the intercommunicator to the receiver process.
56: Call MPI_Barrier on the local process group of this object’s MPI intra-
communicator.(∗)
57: end if
58: end for
59: if the space is dynamic then
60: Delete the DOR which was just created in step 48.
61: else
62: Deallocate the temporary memory for the DOR parts.
63: end if
64: end if
65: end for
Explanatory comments on Alg. 5:
Step 2: Note that the calling EOS might be the source in several tubes. For each affected tube,
the time-tag and localization matching is done, and the corresponding comids are determined.
The rank of the calling process with respect to the source distributor is derived from the local-
ization.
Step 6: Units which are integrated into the same block can use local mail buffer memory to
exchange data instead of using the driver’s mail buffer.
Step 8: The driver’s reaction to this notification is stated in Alg. 7.
Step 9: The driver’s answer is given in step 15 of Alg. 7.
Step 10: The flag is used to ensure that the driver is notified only once, even if there are multiple
comids. The driver can itself determine all relevant comids.
Steps 14 and 47: This is the reason why the legacy PALM_Put algorithm can only handle dy-
namic spaces for non-distributed objects.
Steps 15 and 48: Since dynamic spaces are only possible with non-distributed objects in the
legacy PALM_Put, the resulting DOR just represents the new space shape.
Step 24: The driver’s reaction to this connection request is stated in Alg. 8.
Step 25: The driver’s answer is given in steps 3, 8 or 24 of Alg. 8.
Step 30: The object part is received in step 26 of Alg. 6 in case of a direct communication, or
in step 18 or 20 of Alg. 8 in case of an indirect communication, or in step 12 or 14 of Alg. 8 in
case of a buffer communication.
Step 54: The object part is received in step 49 of Alg. 6.
Step 56: The MPI barrier is called on the local process group, i.e. only on the source side. This
is necessary to avoid race conditions where several source processes could send object parts to
the same target process at the same time.
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Algorithm 6 Legacy PALM_Get
1: Input: space name, object name, time, tag, pointer to local memory where the local object
shall be stored after reception.
2: Check if there is a comid for this call to PALM_Get.
3: if there is a comid then
4: if this is a non-optimized communication then
5: Notify the PALM_Get to the driver.(∗)
6: Receive the driver’s answer.(∗)
7: Check local mail buffer flag.(∗)
8: Determine rank and current shape of the space.
9: if the space is dynamic then
10: Check that the target distributor is SINGLE_ON_FIRST_PROC, otherwise abort.(∗)
11: Compute the DOR according to the distributor intersection from the target side.(∗)
12: end if
13: Get the number of source object parts for this target process.
14: if the object shall be read from a file then
15: Read local object parts from file.
16: end if
17: Receive information from the driver where the object parts are located.(∗)
18: Allocate temporary memory for the DOR parts.
19: for each source process do
20: if that source process contributes an object part then
21: Send a connection request to the driver.(∗)
22: Check if an MPI intercommunicator is needed.(∗)
23: if an MPI intercommunicator is needed then
24: Create an MPI intercommunicator to the sender process.
25: end if
26: Receive the object part from the sender process.(∗)
27: if an MPI intercommunicator was need then
28: Delete the MPI intercommunicator to the sender process.
29: end if
30: end if
31: end for
32: Assemble the DOR parts to build the local object.
33: if the space is dynamic then
34: Delete the DOR which was just created in step 11.
35: else
36: Deallocate the temporary memory for the DOR parts.
37: end if
38: else this is an optimized communication
39: Determine rank and current shape of the space.
40: if the space is dynamic then
41: Check that the target distributor is SINGLE_ON_FIRST_PROC, otherwise abort.(∗)
42: Compute the DOR according to the distributor intersection from the target side.(∗)
43: end if
44: Get the number of source DOR parts for this target process.
45: Allocate temporary memory for the DOR parts.
46: for each source process do
47: if that source process contributes a DOR part then
48: Create an MPI intercommunicator to the sender process.
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49: Receive the object part from the sender process.(∗)
50: Delete the MPI intercommunicator to the sender process.
51: end if
52: end for
53: if the space is dynamic then
54: Delete the DOR which was just created in step 42.
55: else
56: Deallocate the temporary memory for the DOR parts.
57: end if
58: end if
59: end if
Explanatory comments on Alg. 6:
Step 5: The driver’s reaction to this notification is stated in Alg. 9.
Step 6: The driver’s answer is given in steps 13 or 22 of Alg. 9.
Step 7: Units which are integrated into the same block can use local mail buffer memory to
exchange data instead of using the driver’s mail buffer.
Steps 10 and 41: This is the reason why the legacy PALM_Get algorithm can only handle
dynamic spaces for non-distributed objects.
Steps 11 and 42: Since dynamic spaces are only possible with non-distributed objects in the
legacy PALM_Get, the resulting DOR just represents the new space shape.
Step 17: The object part locations are sent by the driver in step 12 of Alg. 7 in case of a direct
communication, or in step 23 of Alg. 9 in case of an indirect or buffer communication.
Step 21: The driver’s reaction to this connection request is stated in Alg. 10.
Step 22: An MPI intercommunicator needs to be created if the sender is not the driver, to
which an intercommunicator exists anyway, and when the local mail buffer is not used.
Step 26: The object part is sent in step 30 of Alg. 5 in case of a direct communication, or in
step 10 or 12 of Alg. 10 in case of an indirect communication, or in step 3 or 5 of Alg. 10 in case
of a buffer communication.
Steps 49: The object part is sent in step 54 of Alg. 5.
Algorithm 7 Driver reaction on the PALM_Put notification in step 8 of Alg. 5
1: Determine the comids which are relevant for this call to PALM_Put.
2: for each comid do
3: Insert this PALM_Put into the commstate table.
4: Search the commstate table for a waiting PALM_Get matching this comid.
5: if there is a waiting PALM_Get then
6: Update the commstate table that the PALM_Get will be served by this PALM_Put.
7: if the source is the buffer then
8: Determine if the object is located at the driver or a memory slave.
9: end if
10: for each target process do
11: Send answer to target process.(∗)
12: Send object part locations to the target process.(∗)
13: end for
14: end if
15: Send answer to the source process.(∗)
16: end for
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Explanatory comments on Alg. 7:
Step 11: This answer is received in step 6 of Alg. 6.
Step 12: The object part locations are received in step 17 of Alg. 6.
Step 15: This answer is received in step 9 of Alg. 5.
Algorithm 8 Driver reaction on the PALM_Put connection request in step 24 of Alg. 5
1: Query the commstate table if this PALM_Put matches a waiting PALM_Get.
2: if a PALM_Get is waiting for the connection then
3: Send a connection authorization to the source process telling that the communication
type is direct, the target is a unit, and the MPI rank of the receiver process.(∗)
4: else the target is the buffer, or the object must be temporarily stored in the mailbuf
5: Determine if the target is the buffer, or if the mailbuf shall take the object part.
6: Determine if the driver or a memory slave shall receive the object.
7: if the driver receives the object part then
8: Send a connection authorization to the source process telling whether the communi-
cation type is buffer or indirect, the receiver is the driver, and the MPI rank of the
driver.(∗)
9: end if
10: if the target is the buffer then
11: if the driver receives the object part then
12: Receive the object part from the source process and put it in the buffer.(∗)
13: else
14: Order a memory slave to receive the object part and to put it in the buffer.(∗)
15: end if
16: else
17: if the driver receives the object part then
18: Receive the object part from the source process and put it in the mailbuf.(∗)
19: else
20: Order a memory slave to receive the object part and to put it in the mailbuf.(∗)
21: end if
22: end if
23: if a memory slave receives the object then
24: Send a connection authorization to the source process telling whether the communi-
cation type is buffer or indirect, the receiver is a memory slave, and the MPI rank of
the memory slave.(∗)
25: end if
26: end if
Explanatory comments on Alg. 8:
Steps 3, 8 and 24: This answer is received in step 25 of Alg. 5.
Steps 12, 14, 18 and 20: The object part is sent in step 30 of Alg. 5.
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Algorithm 9 Driver reaction on the PALM_Get notification in step 5 of Alg. 6
1: Determine the comids which are relevant for this call to PALM_Get.
2: Query the commstate table to choose a comid.
3: if this PALM_Get does not read from a file then
4: if not all processes of the target entity have announced this PALM_Get yet then
5: Return.(∗)
6: end if
7: if there is neither a matching PALM_Put currently active nor is the object available in the
mailbuf or buffer then
8: Memorize the PALM_Get to be wakened later in step 5 of Alg. 7 when a matching
PALM_Put occurs.
9: Return.(∗)
10: end if
11: else the object is read from a file
12: for each target process do
13: Send a dummy answer to the target process.(∗)
14: end for
15: end if
16: for each target process do
17: for each source process do
18: if the object part is in the mailbuf then
19: Determine whether the object part is stored on the driver or a memory slave.
20: end if
21: end for
22: Send an answer to the target process telling the chosen comid for this PALM_Get.(∗)
23: Send the object part locations to the target process.(∗)
24: end for
Explanatory comments on Alg. 9:
Step 5: The driver only continues to serve this PALM_Get when all processes of the target entity
have announced it. Since the target processes wait for the answer in step 6 of Alg. 6, this implies
a synchronization among the target processes.
Step 9: Since the target processes are waiting for the answer in step 6 of Alg. 6, this makes the
target wait until a matching PALM_Put occurs.
Step 13: This is necessary to let the target entity continue since it is waiting for the answer in
step 6 of Alg. 6.
Step 22: This answer is received in step 6 in Alg. 6.
Step 23: The object part locations are received in step 17 in Alg. 6.
Algorithm 10 Driver reaction on the PALM_Get connection request in step 21 of Alg. 6
1: if the source is the buffer then
2: if the object is stored in the driver then
3: Send the object part to the target process.(∗)
4: else
5: Determine which memory slave has the object and order it to send the object part to
the target process.(∗)
6: end if
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7: else the source is not the buffer
8: if the object part is served from the mailbuf then
9: if the object is stored on the driver then
10: Send the object part to the target process.(∗)
11: else
12: Determine which memory slave has the object and order it to send the object part
to the target process.(∗)
13: end if
14: end if
15: end if
Explanatory comments on Alg. 10:
Steps 3, 5, 10 and 12: The object part is received in step 26 of Alg. 6.
4.5 New features to enable dynamic spaces, distributors and
sub-objects in OpenPALM version 4.2.3
As indicated above, the legacy OpenPALM version 4.1.4 exhibited several restrictions in the
use of spaces, distributors and sub-objects. The goal of our work on OpenPALM is to over-
come these restrictions. We have developed and implemented a mechanism which allows to use
dynamic spaces not only for non-distributed objects, but also for distributed or replicated ob-
jects, in OpenPALM version 4.2.3. Moreover, we have developed and implemented a means for
changing the distributor and sub-object definitions during runtime of OpenPALM applications,
while maintaining the consistency between sources and targets of communications without the
need for additional synchronizations. Using a similar denomination as for the dynamic spaces,
we call them dynamic distributors and dynamic sub-objects. In the following, we describe the
implementation of the new features, and how they are used by means of the new API functions
PALM_Distributor_set and PALM_Subobject_set.
In the legacy OpenPALM version 4.1.4, the dynamic spaces feature already existed, but with the
restriction to be used only for non-distributed objects. Moreover, all distributors and sub-objects
must have been defined at compile time, and could not anymore be changed at runtime. The
new features overcome these restrictions through several modifications of the relevant mecha-
nisms. In particular, it is not anymore necessary to define all distributors and sub-objects at
compile time. All spaces, distributors and sub-objects which are already known at compile time
of the OpenPALM application can be defined in the ID cards of the units, in PrePALM, or
through dedicated functions which are implemented for the purpose of returning a distributor
or sub-object definition, as it was already the case in the legacy version. This makes the new
developments compatible with existing applications. But with the new version, it is also pos-
sible to only declare distributors and sub-objects without defining them, i.e. to only signalize
their existence without providing a concrete distribution or a concrete sub-object definition. The
definition can be given later at runtime through the API functions PALM_Distributor_set and
PALM_Subobject_set, respectively. This new feature is particularly useful in the case when a
distribution or sub-object cannot be known at compile time, e.g. because a parallel unit uses
a domain decomposition which is determined only during runtime. In the legacy OpenPALM
version, one needed to start the unit, memorize its data distribution and sub-objects, stop the
application, provide the distribution and sub-object definitions, recompile the OpenPALM ap-
plication, and finally run it. Even worse, as soon as any distribution or sub-object changed, it
was necessary to repeat these steps. This could happen frequently, e.g. when using a different
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number of processes or a different computational grid. With the new version, one can save this
effort and provide the distributions and sub-objects only when they are known during runtime.
Of course, all affected distributors and sub-objects must be defined before a communication can
be done. But this is no restriction in general, because it would be meaningless for a unit to
communicate without knowing its data distribution and sub-objects. The necessary information
would naturally be available in the units before they send or receive data.
Another modification of the mechanism is the introduction of a dynamicity flag. Each distributor
and sub-object has an individual flag which can either hold the value static or dynamic. The
value static means that the corresponding distributor or sub-object cannot be changed anymore
after it has been defined for the first time, which might be at compile time or later at runtime.
The value dynamic indicates that the corresponding distributor or sub-object is allowed to be
changed an arbitrary number of times. We introduced this flag for a performance reason. It
allows to skip the request for possible updates on distributors or sub-objects if they are static.
All dynamicity flags must be set at compile time in the ID cards or in PrePALM, and they cannot
be altered during runtime. This is no restriction, because the user would usually know whether
a unit needs to change a distributor or sub-object several times, or if it will stay fixed once it
has been defined. Even if this is not known at compile time, one can set the flag to dynamic to
not restrict the unit.
The driver as well as all processes of all entities hold lists of the spaces, of the distributors and
of the sub-objects. These lists are used to keep track of all space, distributor and sub-object
definitions. Whenever a space, a distributor or a sub-object changes, the new definition is ap-
pended as a new version in the corresponding list. Entities can only set new versions for their
own spaces, distributors or sub-objects, and all changes are announced to the driver. This en-
sures that entities cannot disorder each others’ lists, and that the driver is up to date with the
newest versions of all lists at all times. Another consequence is that unnecessary synchroniza-
tion between entities is avoided. Only when a communication event involves a dynamic space,
distributor or sub-object on the remote side, the entity requests the driver for possible updates
before computing the DOR.
Complementing the space, distributor and sub-object lists, we have enhanced the driver’s comm-
state table. In addition to the functionalities described in Sec. 4.3.2, the commstate table also
keeps track of the space, distributor and sub-object versions which were used in a communica-
tion event. This is necessary to check compliance between source and target sides of the affected
DORs. It is also necessary to detect a mismatch situation where the source and the target side
of a tube use different versions of a space, of a distributor or of a sub-object. This mismatch
situation can occur in an indirect communication. When the source entity issues the PALM_Put,
it uses the newest known versions at that time to compute the DOR. If the target entity did not
yet issue the PALM_Get, the object is received and temporarily stored in the mailbuf. If the target
entity later on changes the space, the distributor or the sub-object before it calls the PALM_Get,
then the DOR stored in the mailbuf and the DOR in the target entity do not match. To cope
with that, we have implemented a redistribution functionality which is used in target entities.
In a mismatch situation, when the temporarily stored object in the mailbuf has a DOR with an
outdated version of a space, a distributor or a sub-object, the target entity switches back to that
outdated version to receive the object from the mailbuf. It aborts the transfer if the spaces have
changed, since there is no way to transform an object from one space to another. However, if the
distributor or the sub-object has changed, the object itself is still intact. Only its distribution
or the sub-object selection may have changed. The target entity computes an auxiliary DOR as
the intersection of the outdated distributor and sub-object version and the new distributor and
sub-object version. This auxiliary DOR contains all necessary information so that the target
entity can internally redistribute the object received from the mailbuf to comply with the new
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distributor and sub-object.
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Figure 4.6: Example of distributed sub-objects. Source (top) and target (bottom) unit hold
different global objects, but expose matching sub-objects. The DOR is the result of
the intersection of the two distributed sub-objects. The routing table defines for each
pair of source and target process the transfer of the relevant sub-object parts.
4.5.1 New API routine PALM_Distributor_set
We have developed a new API routine which allows to define distributors in an OpenPALM
application during runtime. Like the PALM_Put and PALM_Get routines, this new API routine
can be used in the source code of units. It takes as input the distributor name and an encoded
definition of the object distribution. It installs the new distributor version in the unit where the
routine is called, and it announces it to the driver. Units can only set new versions for their own
distributors which are marked with the dynamic flag, and for static distributors which have
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only been declared but not yet defined. The routine is described in Alg. 11.
Algorithm 11 PALM_Distributor_set
1: Input: distributor name, encoded definition of the new distribution.
2: Check if the calling entity uses the distributor for at least one of its objects, otherwise return.
3: Check if the calling process belongs to the localization of the distributor, otherwise return.
4: Check if the distributor is dynamic, or if it is static but still undefined, otherwise abort.
5: if this process has rank 0 in the associated localization then(∗)
6: Send a notification to the driver telling the size of the encoded definition of the new
distribution.(∗)
7: Send the encoded definition to the driver.(∗)
8: end if
9: Append the new version in the local distributor list.
10: Call MPI_Barrier on the localization.(∗)
Explanatory comments on Alg. 11:
Step 5: Only the first process in the localization communicates with the driver.
Step 6: The driver’s reaction to this notification is stated in Alg. 12.
Step 7: The driver receives the encoded distributor definition in step 1 in Alg. 12.
Step 10: Without this barrier, it could happen that a process other than the first process
finishes setting the new distributor version and issues a communication before the first process
has announced the new distributor version to the driver. This would result in a wrong mapping
of the object parts between source and target. The barrier is necessary to prevent from that.
Algorithm 12 Driver reaction on the PALM_Distributor_set notification in step 6 of Alg. 11
1: Receive the encoded definition from the entity.(∗)
2: Append the new version in the driver’s distributor list.
Explanatory comments on Alg. 12:
Step 1: The encoded distributor definition is sent in step 7 of Alg. 11.
4.5.2 New API routine PALM_Subobject_set
Similar to the PALM_Distributor_set routine, we have developed another new API routine
which allows to define sub-objects in an OpenPALM application during runtime. Like the
PALM_Put and PALM_Get routines, this new API routine can be used in the source code of units.
It takes as input the sub-object name and an encoded definition of the sub-object filter. It in-
stalls the new version in the unit where the routine is called, and it announces it to the driver.
Units can only set new versions for their own sub-objects which are marked with the dynamic
flag, or for static sub-objects which have only been declared but not yet defined. The routine
is described in Alg. 13.
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Algorithm 13 PALM_Subobject_set
1: Input: sub-object name, encoded definition of the new sub-object filter.
2: Check if the calling entity owns the sub-object, otherwise return.
3: Check if the calling process belongs to the localization of the object using this sub-object,
otherwise return.
4: Check if the sub-object is dynamic, or if it is static but still undefined, otherwise abort.
5: if this process has rank 0 in the associated localization then(∗)
6: Send a notification to the driver telling the size of the encoded definition of the new
sub-object.(∗)
7: Send the encoded definition to the driver.(∗)
8: end if
9: Append the new version in the local sub-object list.
10: Call MPI_Barrier on the localization.(∗)
Explanatory comments on Alg. 13:
Step 5: Only the first process in the localization communicates with the driver.
Step 6: The driver’s reaction to this notification is stated in Alg. 14.
Step 7: The driver receives the encoded sub-object definition in step 1 in Alg. 14.
Step 10: Without this barrier, it could happen that a process finishes setting the new sub-object
version and issues a communication before the first process has announced the new sub-object
version to the driver. This would result in a wrong mapping of the object parts between source
and target. The barrier is necessary to prevent from that.
Algorithm 14 Driver reaction on the PALM_Subobject_set notification in step 6 of Alg. 13
1: Receive the encoded definition from the entity.(∗)
2: Append the new version in the driver’s sub-object list.
Explanatory comments on Alg. 14:
Step 1: The encoded sub-object definition is sent in step 7 of Alg. 13.
4.5.3 Enhanced API routines PALM_Put and PALM_Get
In this subsection, we present the enhanced data transfer mechanism which is able to use dynamic
spaces, dynamic distributors and dynamic sub-objects. We state the enhanced PALM_Put and
PALM_Get routines in Algs. 15 and 16, respectively, and the enhanced implementations of the
driver’s reactions to these communication routines in Algs. 18 to 21. Some steps of the algorithms
are marked with an asterisk indicating that an explanatory comment is given below.
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Algorithm 15 Enhanced PALM_Put
1: Input: space name, object name, time, tag, pointer to local memory where the local object
is stored.
2: Determine the comids which are relevant for this call to PALM_Put.(∗)
3: if at least one of the affected spaces, distributors or sub-objects is dynamic, or static but
still undefined then
4: Send an update notification to the driver.(∗)
5: Send the last known versions of the spaces, distributors and sub-objects to the driver.(∗)
6: Receive the list of available updates from the driver.(∗)
7: for each new space, distributor or sub-object version do
8: Receive the definition of the new space, distributor or sub-object version from the
driver.(∗)
9: Append the new version in the corresponding local space, distributor or sub-object
list.
10: end for
11: end if
12: Set flag = 0.
13: for each comid do
14: if this is a non-optimized communication then
15: if flag == 0 then
16: Notify the PALM_Put to the driver.(∗)
17: for each relevant comid do
18: Receive information from the driver whether this is a new object version.(∗)
19: if this is the first process which contributes a part to the object then
20: Determine the newest available distributor and sub-object versions for the
target entity.
21: if source and newest target sub-object do not comply then
22: Determine the sub-object which this source process has last used for the
target.
23: if source and last used target sub-object do not comply then
24: Use the IDENTITY sub-object for the target.
25: end if
26: end if
27: if source and newest target distributor do not comply then
28: Determine the distributor which this process has last used for the target.
29: if source and last used target distributor do not comply then
30: Use the SINGLE_PROC distributor for the target.
31: end if
32: end if
33: Send the chosen distributor and sub-object versions to the driver.(∗)
34: else
35: Receive the chosen distributor and sub-object versions from the driver.(∗)
36: end if
37: end for
38: Receive the driver’s answer.(∗)
39: Set flag = 1.(∗)
40: end if
41: Determine rank and current shape of the space.
42: if the source distributor or sub-object have changed since the last communication
event then
43: Compute the intersection of the source distributor and sub-object.
44: end if
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45: if the target distributor or sub-object have changed since the last communication
event then
46: Compute the intersection of the target distributor and sub-object.
47: end if
48: if there is a new source or target distributor or sub-object version, or the source space
has changed since the last communication event then
49: if there is an old DOR then
50: Delete the old DOR.
51: end if
52: Compute the new DOR.
53: end if
54: Allocate temporary memory for the DOR parts and disassemble the local object.
55: Determine which target processes shall receive a part of the disassembled local object
from this source process.
56: for each process of the target’s distributor do
57: if that target process shall receive a part then
58: if the object shall be written to a file then
59: Write the object part to the file.
60: else
61: Send a connection request to the driver.(∗)
62: Receive a connection authorization from the driver.(∗)
63: Extract the communication type, the receiver entity type, and the receiver
MPI process rank from the drivers answer.
64: if the receiver is a unit or a memory slave then
65: Create an MPI intercommunicator to the receiver process.
66: end if
67: Send the object part to the receiver process.(∗)
68: if the receiver is a unit or a memory slave then
69: Delete the intercommunicator to the receiver process.
70: end if
71: end if
72: end if
73: Notify the completion of the transfer of this object part to the driver.
74: end for
75: Deallocate the temporary memory for the DOR parts.
76: else this is an optimized communication
77: Get the MPI intracommunicator for this object.
78: Determine rank and current shape of the space.
79: if the source distributor or sub-object have changed since the last communication
event then
80: Compute the intersection of the source distributor and sub-object.
81: end if
82: if the target distributor or sub-object have changed since the last communication
event then
83: Compute the intersection of the target distributor and sub-object.
84: end if
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85: if there is a new source or target distributor or sub-object version, or the source space
has changed since the last communication event then
86: if there is an old DOR then
87: Delete the old DOR.
88: end if
89: Compute the new DOR.
90: end if
91: Allocate temporary memory for the DOR parts and disassemble the local object.
92: for each process of the target distributor do
93: if that target process shall receive a part then
94: Create an MPI intercommunicator to the receiver process.
95: Send the object part to the receiver process.(∗)
96: Delete the intercommunicator to the receiver process.
97: Call MPI_Barrier on the local process group of this object’s MPI intra-
communicator.(∗)
98: end if
99: end for
100: Deallocate the temporary memory for the DOR parts.
101: end if
102: end for
Explanatory comments on Alg. 15:
Step 2: Note that the calling EOS might be the source in several tubes. For each affected tube,
the time-tag and localization matching is done, and the corresponding comids are determined.
The rank of the calling process with respect to the source distributor is derived from the local-
ization.
Step 4: The driver’s reaction to this notification is stated in Alg. 17.
Step 5: The driver receives the last known versions in step 1 of Alg. 17.
Step 6: The driver sends the list of available updates in step 3 of Alg. 17.
Step 8: The driver sends the new versions in step 5 of Alg. 17.
Step 16: The driver’s reaction to this notification is stated in Alg. 18.
Step 18: This information is sent by the driver in step 4 of Alg. 18.
Step 33: The chosen versions are received by the driver in step 6 of Alg. 18.
Step 35: The chosen versions are sent by the driver in step 8 of Alg. 18.
Step 38: The driver’s answer is given in step 27 of Alg. 18.
Step 39: The flag is used to ensure that the driver is notified only once, even if there are multiple
comids. The driver can itself determine all relevant comids.
Step 61: The driver’s reaction to this connection request is stated in Alg. 19.
Step 62: The driver’s answer is given in steps 3, 8 or 24 of Alg. 19.
Step 67: The object part is received in step 48 of Alg. 16 in case of a direct communication, or
in step 18 or 20 of Alg. 19 in case of an indirect communication, or in step 12 or 14 of Alg. 19
in case of a buffer communication.
Step 95: The object part is received in step 96 of Alg. 16.
Step 97: The MPI barrier is called on the local process group, i.e. only on the source side. This
is necessary to avoid race conditions where several source processes could send object parts to
the same target process for the same communication event.
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Algorithm 16 Enhanced PALM_Get
1: Input: space name, object name, time, tag, pointer to local memory where the local object
shall be stored after reception.
2: Check if there is a comid for this call to PALM_Get.
3: if there is a comid then
4: if this is a non-optimized communication then
5: Notify the PALM_Get to the driver.(∗)
6: Receive the driver’s answer.(∗)
7: Send the last known versions of the spaces, distributors and sub-objects to the
driver.(∗)
8: Receive the list of available updates from the driver.(∗)
9: for each new space, distributor or sub-object version do
10: Receive the definition of the new space, distributor or sub-object version from the
driver.(∗)
11: Append the new version in the corresponding local space, distributor or sub-object
list.
12: end for
13: Receive the versions of the source and target distributors and sub-objects which the
sender has used for this object.(∗)
14: Check local mail buffer flag (∗)
15: Determine rank and current shape of the space.
16: if the source distributor or sub-object have changed since the last communication
event then
17: Compute the intersection of the source distributor and sub-object.
18: end if
19: if there is a new target distributor or sub-object version since the last communication
event, or the source entity did not use the current target distributor and
sub-object then
20: Compute the intersection of the target distributor and sub-object.
21: end if
22: if there is a new source or target distributor or sub-object version, or the source space
has changed since the last communication event then
23: if there is an old DOR then
24: Delete the old DOR.
25: end if
26: Compute a new DOR as the intersection of the source distributor and sub-object
and of target distributor and sub-object which the source entity has used.
27: end if
28: Get the number of source object parts for this target process.
29: if the object shall be read from a file then
30: Read local object parts from file.
31: end if
32: Receive information from the driver where the object parts are located.(∗)
33: Determine if the object must be redistributed within the target entity after reception.
34: if the object must be redistributed after reception then
35: Allocate temporary memory for the local object redistribution.
36: end if
37: Allocate memory for the DOR parts.
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38: for each source process do
39: if that source process contributes an object part then
40: Send a connection request to the driver.(∗)
41: Check if an MPI intercommunicator is needed.(∗)
42: if an MPI intercommunicator is needed then
43: Create an MPI intercommunicator to the sender process.
44: end if
45: if the object must be redistributed after reception then
46: Receive the object part from the sender process in the temporary memory.(∗)
47: else
48: Receive the object part from the sender process in the local object
memory.(∗)
49: end if
50: if an MPI intercommunicator was needed then
51: Delete the MPI intercommunicator to the sender process.
52: end if
53: end if
54: end for
55: if the object must be redistributed then
56: Compute a temporary DOR as the intersection between the outdated target dis-
tributor and sub-object versions which the source entity has used, and the newest
target distributor and sub-object versions.
57: Assemble the local object from the DOR which the source entity has used into the
temporary memory.
58: Disassemble the local object from the temporary memory into the source side of
the temporary DOR.
59: for each process of this entity which shall receive an object part from this process
in the internal redistribution do
60: Call the non-blocking MPI_Isend to send the object part to that process.
61: end for
62: for each process of this entity which shall send an object part to this process in
the internal redistribution do
63: Call the non-blocking MPI_Irecv to receive the object part from that process.
64: end for
65: Call MPI_Waitall to wait for the completion of all send and receive operations.
66: Assemble the local object from the target side of the temporary DOR into the
local object memory.
67: Delete the temporary DOR and deallocate the temporary memory.
68: else
69: Assemble the local object from the target side of the DOR into the local object
memory.
70: end if
71: Send a notification to the driver telling that this process has finished the PALM_Get.
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72: else this is an optimized communication
73: Determine whether any affected space, distributor or sub-object might require an
update.
74: if an update is required then
75: Send an update notification to the driver.(∗)
76: Send the last known space, distributor and sub-object versions to the driver.(∗)
77: Receive the list of available updates from the driver.(∗)
78: for each available update do
79: Receive the new version from the driver and append it to the corresponding
space, distributor or sub-object list.(∗)
80: end for
81: Unpack all updates into the corresponding version lists of the affected spaces,
distributors and sub-objects.
82: end if
83: Determine rank and current shape of the space.
84: Determine whether a new DOR must be computed.
85: if a new DOR must be computed then
86: if there exists already an old DOR then
87: Delete the old DOR.
88: end if
89: Compute the new DOR.
90: end if
91: Get the number of source DOR parts for this target process.
92: Allocate temporary memory for the DOR parts if necessary.
93: for each source process do
94: if that source process contributes a DOR part then
95: Create an MPI intercommunicator to the sender process.
96: Receive the object part from the sender process.(∗)
97: Delete the MPI intercommunicator to the sender process.
98: end if
99: end for
100: Assemble the local object from the DOR.
101: end if
102: end if
Explanatory comments on Alg. 16:
Step 5: The driver’s reaction to this notification is stated in Alg. 20.
Step 6: The driver’s answer is given in step 17 of Alg. 18 or in step 13 or 22 of Alg. 20.
Step 7: The driver receives the last known versions in step 18 of Alg. 18 or in step 23 of Alg.
20.
Step 8: The driver sends the list of available updates in step 19 of Alg. 18 or in step 24 of Alg.
20.
Step 10: The driver sends the new version in step 21 of Alg. 18 or in step 26 of Alg. 20.
Step 13: The driver sends the chosen versions in step 23 of Alg. 18 or in step 28 of Alg. 20.
Step 14: Units which are integrated into the same block can use local mail buffer memory to
exchange data instead of using the driver’s mail buffer.
Step 32: The object part locations are sent by the driver in step 24 of Alg. 18 in case of a direct
communication, or in step 29 of Alg. 20 in case of an indirect or buffer communication.
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Step 40: The driver’s reaction to this connection request is stated in Alg. 21.
Step 41: An MPI intercommunicator needs to be created if the sender is not the driver, to
which an intercommunicator exists anyway, and when the local mail buffer is not used.
Step 46: The object part is sent in step 10 or 12 of Alg. 21.
Step 48: The object part is sent in step 67 of Alg. 15 in case of a direct communication, or in
step 10 or 12 of Alg. 21 in case of an indirect communication, or in step 3 or 5 of Alg. 21 in case
of a buffer communication.
Step 75: The driver’s reaction to this notification is stated in Alg. 17.
Step 76: The driver receives the last known versions in step 1 of Alg. 17.
Step 77: The driver sends the list of available updates in step 3 of Alg. 17.
Step 79: The driver sends the new versions in step 5 of Alg. 17.
Steps 96: The object part is sent in step 95 of Alg. 15.
Algorithm 17 Driver reaction on the space, distributor or sub-object update notification in
step 4 of Alg. 15 or in step 75 of Alg. 16
1: Receive the last known versions of the spaces, distributors and sub-objects from the entity.(∗)
2: Compare the last known versions of the entity with the newest available versions to determine
the necessary updates.
3: Send the list of available updates to the entity.(∗)
4: for each available space, distributor or sub-object update do
5: Send the definition of the new version to the entity.(∗)
6: end for
Explanatory comments on Alg. 17:
Step 1: The last known versions are sent in step 5 of Alg. 15 or in step 76 of Alg. 16.
Step 3: The list of available updates is received in step 6 of Alg. 15 or in step 77 of Alg. 16.
Step 5: The definition of the new version is received in step 8 of Alg. 15 or in step 79 of Alg.
16.
Algorithm 18 Enhanced driver reaction on the PALM_Put notification in step 16 of Alg. 15
1: Determine the comids which are relevant for this call to PALM_Put.
2: for each comid do
3: Insert this PALM_Put into the commstate table.
4: Send information to the source process whether this is a new object version.(∗)
5: if if this source process is the first process for this PALM_Put then
6: Receive the space, distributor and sub-object versions which the source process uses
for this PALM_Put, and store them in the commstate table.(∗)
7: else
8: Read the space, distributor and sub-object versions which the first process used for
this PALM_Put from the commstate table, and send them to the source process.(∗)
9: end if
10: Search the commstate table for a waiting PALM_Get matching this comid.
11: if there is a waiting PALM_Get then
12: Update the commstate table that the PALM_Get will be served by this PALM_Put.
13: if the source is the buffer then
14: Determine if the object is located at the driver or a memory slave.
15: end if
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16: for each target process do
17: Send answer to target process.(∗)
18: Receive the last known space, distributor and sub-object versions from this target
process.(∗)
19: Determine if updates are available for this target process, and send the list of
available updates to the target process.(∗)
20: for each available update do
21: Send the new version to the target process.(∗)
22: end for
23: Read the space, distributor and sub-object versions which the source entity uses
for this PALM_Put from the commstate table, and send them to this target
process.(∗)
24: Send object part locations to this target process.(∗)
25: end for
26: end if
27: Send answer to the source process.(∗)
28: end for
Explanatory comments on Alg. 18:
Step 4: This information is received by the source process in step 18 of Alg. 15.
Step 6: The chosen versions for the spaces, distributors and sub-objects are send in step 33 of
Alg. 15.
Step 8: The chosen versions for the spaces, distributors and sub-objects are received in step 35
of Alg. 15.
Step 17: This answer is received in step 6 of Alg. 16.
Step 18: The last known versions are sent in step 7 of Alg. 16.
Step 19: The update list is received in step 8 of Alg. 16.
Step 21: The new version is received in step 10 of Alg. 16.
Step 23: The chosen versions for the space, distributors and sub-objects are received in step 13
of Alg. 16.
Step 24: The object part locations are received in step 32 of Alg. 16.
Step 27: This answer is received in step 38 of Alg. 15.
Algorithm 19 Enhanced driver reaction on the PALM_Put connection request in step 61 of Alg.
15
1: Query the commstate table if this PALM_Put matches a waiting PALM_Get.
2: if a PALM_Get is waiting for the connection then
3: Send a connection authorization to the source process telling that the communication
type is direct, the target is a unit, and the MPI rank of the receiver process.(∗)
4: else the target is the buffer, or the object must be temporarily stored in the mailbuf
5: Determine if the target is the buffer, or if the mailbuf shall take the object part.
6: Determine if the driver or a memory slave shall receive the object.
7: if the driver receives the object part then
8: Send a connection authorization to the source process telling whether the communi-
cation type is buffer or indirect, the receiver is the driver, and the MPI rank of the
driver.(∗)
9: end if
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10: if the target is the buffer then
11: if the driver receives the object part then
12: Receive the object part from the source process and put it in the buffer.(∗)
13: else
14: Order a memory slave to receive the object part and to put it in the buffer.(∗)
15: end if
16: else
17: if the driver receives the object part then
18: Receive the object part from the source process and put it in the mailbuf.(∗)
19: else
20: Order a memory slave to receive the object part and to put it in the mailbuf.(∗)
21: end if
22: end if
23: if a memory slave receives the object then
24: Send a connection authorization to the source process telling whether the communi-
cation type is buffer or indirect, the receiver is a memory slave, and the MPI rank of
the memory slave.(∗)
25: end if
26: end if
Explanatory comments on Alg. 19:
Steps 3, 8 and 24: This answer is received in step 62 of Alg. 15.
Steps 12, 14, 18 and 20: The object part is sent in step 67 of Alg. 15.
Algorithm 20 Enhanced driver reaction on the PALM_Get notification in step 5 of Alg. 16
1: Determine the comids which are relevant for this call to PALM_Get.
2: Query the commstate table to choose a comid.
3: if this PALM_Get does not read from a file then
4: if not all processes of the target entity have announced this PALM_Get yet then
5: Return.(∗)
6: end if
7: if there is neither a matching PALM_Put currently active nor is the object available in the
mailbuf or buffer then
8: Memorize the PALM_Get to be wakened later in step 11 of Alg. 18 when a matching
PALM_Put occurs.
9: Return.(∗)
10: end if
11: else the object is read from a file
12: for each target process do
13: Send a dummy answer to the target process.(∗)
14: end for
15: end if
16: for each target process do
17: for each source process do
18: if the object part is in the mailbuf then
19: Determine whether the object part is stored on the driver or a memory slave.
20: end if
21: end for
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22: Send an answer to the target process telling the chosen comid for this PALM_Get.(∗)
23: Receive the last known space, distributor and sub-object versions from this target
process.(∗)
24: Determine if updates are available and send the list of available updates to the target
process.(∗)
25: for each available update do
26: Send the new version to the target process.(∗)
27: end for
28: Read the space, distributor and sub-object versions which the source entity uses for this
PALM_Put from the commstate table, and send them to this target process.(∗)
29: Send the object part locations to the target process.(∗)
30: end for
Explanatory comments on Alg. 20:
Step 5: The driver only continues to serve this PALM_Get when all processes of the target entity
have announced it. Since the target processes wait for the answer in step 6 of Alg. 16, this
implies a synchronization among the target processes.
Step 9: Since the target processes are waiting for the answer in step 6 of Alg. 16, this makes
the target wait until a matching PALM_Put occurs.
Step 13: This is necessary to let the target entity continue since it is waiting for the answer in
step 6 of Alg. 16.
Step 22: This answer is received in step 6 in Alg. 16.
Step 23: The last known versions are sent in step 7 of Alg. 16.
Step 24: The update list is received in step 8 of Alg. 16.
Step 26: The new version is received in step 10 of Alg. 16.
Step 28: The chosen versions are received in step 13 of Alg. 16.
Step 29: The object part locations are received in step 32 in Alg. 16.
Algorithm 21 Enhanced driver reaction on the PALM_Get connection request in step 40 of Alg.
16
1: if the source is the buffer then
2: if the object is stored in the driver then
3: Send the object part to the target process.(∗)
4: else
5: Determine which memory slave has the object and order it to send the object part to
the target process.(∗)
6: end if
7: else the source is not the buffer
8: if the object part is served from the mailbuf then
9: if the object is stored on the driver then
10: Send the object part to the target process.(∗)
11: else
12: Determine which memory slave has the object and order it to send the object part
to the target process.(∗)
13: end if
14: end if
15: end if
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Explanatory comments on Alg. 21:
Steps 3, 5, 10 and 12: The object part is received in step 46 or 48 of Alg. 16.
4.6 Realization of the concurrent operator splitting scheme
using OpenPALM
In this section, we review our work [107] on the implementation of the concurrent operator split-
ting scheme for the natural convection scenario presented in Sec. 3. Our goal is to illustrate the
use of OpenPALM to realize the concurrent operator splitting. This allows to actually propagate
the fluid model and the temperature model concurrently while synchronizing only at global time
steps. Both models are internally parallelized by means of individual domain decompositions on
separate sets of processes. This allows to adapt the allocation of computing resources for the
models to meet their individual computational demands. We recapitulate the performance tests
conducted in our work [107] showing that the concurrent operator splitting can yield superior
parallel efficiency compared to a monolithic solution scheme.
Figure 4.7 shows a schematic of the realization of the concurrent operator splitting using Open-
PALM. The coupling results in a multiple program, multiple data (MPMD) setup where the two
Figure 4.7: Schematic of the realization of the concurrent operator splitting using OpenPALM.
The coupling results in a multiple program, multiple data (MPMD) setup where the
two models and the OpenPALM driver are each compiled into their own executable
and run on separate sets of processes. Both models are internally parallelized using
individual domain decompositions. Figure taken from [107].
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(a) 64 processes in total. (b) 128 processes in total.
(c) 256 processes in total. (d) 512 processes in total.
Figure 4.8: Runtime per computed time step [sec] for the fluid model (blue) and the tempera-
ture model (red) in the concurrent operator splitting scheme with varying parallel
configurations, and of the monolithic solution scheme (black) for comparison. The
parallel configurations are indicated as a+b+1 where a and b are the number of pro-
cesses of the fluid and of the temperature model, respectively, plus one OpenPALM
driver process. The total number of processes is kept constant within each test series.
Figures taken from [107].
models and the OpenPALM driver are each compiled into their own executable.
We performed runtime performance tests with varying parallel configurations. Fig. 4.8 shows the
runtime results for computing one time step using the concurrent operator splitting scheme with
varying parallel configurations. The parallel configuration is indicated as a+ b+ 1 where a and b
are the number of processes used for the fluid model and for the temperature model, respectively,
plus one OpenPALM driver process. The total number of processes is kept constant within each
of the test series using a + b + 1 = 64, 128, 256, 512. The fluid model runtime is indicated in
blue, and the temperature model runtime in red. For comparison, we indicate the monolithic
scheme’s runtime using the total number of processes in black. In all cases, the time needed
for data transfer between the models in the concurrent operator splitting tests was negligible.
Therefore, the global runtime of concurrent operator splitting computations was equal to the
runtime of the slower model. The computational demand of the fluid model is much larger than
that of the temperature model. This is due to the nonlinearity of the fluid model, and due to
the larger individual model problem size. Therefore, we used considerably more processes for the
fluid model than for the temperature model in the concurrent scheme. In all four test series we
achieved smaller runtimes for the concurrent operator splitting scheme than for the monolithic
scheme by appropriately allocating processes to the models. For the parallel configurations using
64 processes in total (Fig. 4.8a) and 256 processes in total (Fig. 4.8c), the runtime benefit was
only moderate. The 128 processes in total configuration (Fig. 4.8b) yielded considerable speedup
of the concurrent over the monolithic scheme. Remarkably, the 512 processes in total concurrent
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configuration (Fig. 4.8d) yielded tremendous speedup over the monolithic scheme. However, the
concurrent tests showed non-monotone behavior of the model runtimes, and in particular for the
fluid model, when shifting processes between the models. The reason is that the efficiency of
the block-Jacobi incomplete LU decomposition preconditioner used for the GMRES linear solver
[93] depends in a non-monotone way on the domain decomposition of the models. This evoked
the variation of the runtime results. Nevertheless, we proved that the inherent parallelism of
the concurrent operator splitting scheme on the level of the coupling algorithm can be exploited
to improve the overall parallel performance compared to monolithic schemes. Furthermore, we
demonstrated that OpenPALM is a suitable tool to implement the concurrent scheme using
individually parallelized models.
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5 Biogeochemistry-hydrology coupling
for nutrient cycle simulations
This chapter is dedicated to the modeling and implementation of the biogeochemistry-hydrology
coupling which we use for nutrient cycle simulations. First, we outline the role of nutrients and
related biogeochemical processes in ecosystems. As indicated in Chap. 1, we regard those chem-
ical elements as nutrients which are essential for the growth of living organisms. Carbon (C),
oxygen (O), hydrogen (H) and nitrogen (N) are needed in the largest portion among all nutri-
ents [32, 43]. The predominant appearance of these nutrients is in gaseous form like molecular
nitrogen (N2) or carbon dioxide (CO2), in mineral form, in inorganic ion form like ammonium
(NH+4 ) or nitrate (NO−3 ), and in organic form as part of diverse N and C compounds. Nutrient
cycling denotes the movement of nutrients between the compartments of ecosystems and their
transformation by geochemical and biological processes [78]. C and N cycles in agricultural
soils supply nutrients for vegetation and crop growth, and affect groundwater and surface water
eutrophication, and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions such as nitrous oxide (N2O), CO2, and
methane (CH4). Among these GHG emitted from soils, N2O has by far the largest 100-year
global warming potential (GWP-100) of 265, while CH4 has a GWP-100 of 28 [33]. The global
warming potential is an indicator for the capacity of a chemical compound to retain heat in
the atmosphere. It is defined relative to CO2, whose GWP is set to 1. Nitrous oxide is an
intermediate product of the denitrification pathway of the nitrogen cycle [69, 23]. Denitrifica-
tion denotes the reduction of nitrate and nitrite (NO−2 ) to molecular nitrogen by microbes, with
the intermediate products of nitric oxide (NO) and N2O. Denitrification is closely connected
to the nitrification pathway, which denotes the oxidation of ammonia (NH3) and NH+4 to NO−3
by microbes, with the intermediate products of hydroxylamine (NH2OH) and NO−2 . The main
processes contributing to the nitrification pathway
NH3/NH+4 → NH2OH → NO−2 → NO−3 ,
are heterotrophic nitrification, which includes the conversion of organic N compounds to NH3/NH+4 ,
autotrophic ammonia oxidation and autotrophic nitrite oxidation. The main processes contribut-
ing to the denitrification pathway
NO−3 → NO−2 → NO → N2O → N2 ,
are coupled and distinct nitrification-denitrification, anaerobic or micro-aerobic denitrification,
co-denitrification with NO/N2O, and nitrate ammonification [14]. Nitrification requires aerobic
conditions, i.e. the presence of O2, since it uses oxygen as electron acceptor for oxidizing the
nitrogen. In contrast, the denitrification processes stated above occur under anaerobic condi-
tions, i.e. in absence of O2. Some microbes use denitrification for respiration under anaerobic
conditions, where nitrogen is reduced and thus takes the role of the electron acceptor instead of
oxygen. Another important process that can occur under anaerobic conditions is methanogenesis,
i.e. the microbial formation of CH4 by decomposition of organic matter with the intermediate
product CO2 [23], e.g. the decomposition of acetic acid on the pathway
CH3COOH → CO2 → CH4 .
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This brief outline of some pathways contributing to the carbon and nitrogen cycle in terrestrial
ecosystems indicates the complexity of the biological, geochemical and hydrological processes in-
volved in production, consumption and transport of nutrients in soils, and the fluxes of nutrients
between compartments. Greenhouse gases such as N2O and CH4 are produced in soils mainly
as intermediate or final result of microbial activity in de-/nitrification and de-/composition pro-
cesses. Furthermore, inorganic nutrient forms such as NO−3 play an important role since plant
uptake of nutrients is mostly only possible in ion form [78]. However, excess nitrogen availability
in soils can result in ground water and surface water eutrophication due to nitrate leaching [83],
and in increased emissions of nitric oxide and nitrous oxide. In fact, agricultural soils have been
identified as major anthropogenic sources of surplus nitrate input to water bodies, of N2O green-
house gas emissions, and also as a considerable source of CH4 emissions. Yet, the quantification
of these effects is difficult. Measurement techniques used to assess trace gas exchange between
soil and atmosphere are the traditional closed chamber method, an advanced chamber technique
called fast box, and eddy covariance (EC) techniques in conjunction with tunable diode laser
or quantum cascade laser spectrometers [14]. Closed chambers are easy to use and inexpensive,
but only cover a small site. Spatial and temporal variability is hard to assess with traditional
closed chambers due to their long measurement cycles of 30-60 minutes. Fast box measurements
can be taken in much shorter cycles of seconds allowing for good temporal resolution. Spatial
coverage can be improved with the fast box method by relocating it between measurements,
which is however manpower intensive. Eddy covariance techniques are able to measure N2O
fluxes for areas larger than 1 hectare (ha) [105]. A combination of chamber and EC measure-
ments can be used to obtain both the landscape-scale trace gas fluxes for estimating emissions
and local measurement data to study site-specific processes [14]. However, indirect effects due
to the transport of nutrients are hardly assessable with measurements. Such indirect effects may
appear with large spatial and temporal extent, but they may nevertheless contribute significantly
to GHG and nutrient budgets. Furthermore, the strong influence on the nutrient cycles exerted
by environmental factors such as temperature and moisture, by soil and vegetation properties,
and by land management can result in a high variability of microbial activity. This gives rise
to “hot spots” and “hot moments”, i.e. events of greenhouse gas emissions or nutrient leaching
which are highly localized with respect to space and time.
Understanding the complex interactions of biogeochemical processes, assessing nutrient fluxes on
various spatial and temporal scales, estimating impacts of current and projected future land use,
land management and climate conditions, and developing mitigation strategies are primary goals
in ecosystem research. As indicated above, field measurement techniques are in many situations
useful for investigations. However, they can be cost and manpower intensive, and limited in
spatial and temporal coverage and resolution. For these reasons, it is often difficult to capture
indirect effects, hot spots and hot moments with measurements. In particular, tracing these
effects back to determine their origin and evolution is hardly possible. Furthermore, prediction
of ecosystem feedback on changes in land use, land management and climate, and the evaluation
of mitigation strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and water eutrophication are often
out of the scope of measurements.
Modeling and numerical simulation have been proved to be appropriate approaches to address
these issues. Considerable research has been dedicated to develop biogeochemical process mod-
els with varying scope and complexity [40, 17, 91, 87, 69, 59, 50, 34, 36]. Traditional modeling
approaches focus on the nitrogen and carbon cycle and related microbial activity. However, bio-
geochemical models are typically one-dimensional, representing a single site soil column. Lateral
fluxes are ignored in such models, although they contribute significantly to nutrient cycles. In
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particular, topographical effects on hydrology and lateral transport of nutrients are neglected.
Efforts to overcome these shortcomings include the extension of existing hydrological models with
simple biogeochemical process descriptions as e.g. in [56, 29], or one-way coupling of hydrology
models to biogeochemical models, e.g. [47]. Although aforementioned works present progress in
simulating nutrient cycles and the related biogeochemical and hydrological processes in terrestrial
ecosystems, it still remains a challenging task. All four issues related to multiphysics simulations
which we identified in the introduction are involved. First, the models need to resolve short-
term processes like surface water runoff, infiltration or greenhouse gas emission hot spots on the
scale of days, hours or even minutes, as well as long-term processes like emission and nutrient
inventories on the scale of years or even decades. Second, hydrological models are often given
in terms of partial differential equations, e.g. by means of the Richards equation for subsurface
flow and kinematic wave equations for overland flow, and biogeochemical models are typically
given in terms of functional relations of nutrient availability, microbial activity and other factors.
Therefore, the models demand for different numerical treatment. In particular, the definition
of biogeochemical models has usually not continuous but discrete form in the first place, both
with respect to space in terms of soil layers and with respect to time to adhere to the mostly
fixed time intervals of the given input data series. Third, the models often demand for different
computational resources due to their different mathematical nature. Fourth, existing simulation
codes need to be reused to maintain their well-tested capabilities and due to the prohibitive effort
for re-implementing them for the purpose of model coupling. Together, these four issues form
a major obstacle impeding comprehensive nutrient cycle simulations. Common approaches are
hence often limited in spatial or temporal extent or resolution, or model complexity.
To address this complex of problems, we recently proposed an advanced approach which uses a
bidirectional coupling of the process-oriented biogeochemical model LandscapeDNDC [36, 55, 24]
and the hydrology model Catchment Modelling Framework (CMF) [54]. This coupling of ded-
icated models addressing biogeochemistry and vegetation (LandscapeDNDC), and hydrology
(CMF) has been demonstrated to allow for previously unfeasible simulations of landscape-
scale scenarios addressing greenhouse gas emissions and nitrate leaching from agricultural soils
[108, 64, 92]. We use the OpenPALM coupler tool and our new dynamic distributor develop-
ments described in Sec. 4.5 to realize the model coupling. This allows us to reuse the existing,
well-established simulation codes of LandscapeDNDC and CMF in our multiphysics simulations.
In fact, their different mathematical nature yields largely different demands for numerical treat-
ment and computational resources. Our composed one step schemes described in Sec. 2.4.1 and
their implementation using OpenPALM to couple the models allow us to use high performance
computing appropriately tuned to the individual model demands.
In Sec. 5.1 and 5.2, we outline the biogeochemistry and the hydrology model, respectively. For
the multiphysics simulations we use a hybrid operator splitting scheme derived from the con-
secutive and concurrent scheme proposed in Sec. 2.4.1. We present this hybrid scheme and its
implementation using OpenPALM in Sec. 5.3. Section 5.4 is dedicated to the revision of our
previously published contributions and the new advances in this work.
5.1 Biogeochemical modeling
Biogeochemical modeling is based on extensive efforts to capture the complexity of ecosystem
dynamics. Stating all involved processes and their modeling would clearly exceed the scope
of this work. Instead, we give the exact references demonstrating important developments of
ecosystem models, and where equations and parameterizations of the basic processes related to
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the terrestrial C and N cycle and trace gas emissions can be found.
A model definition for microbial respiration and denitrification in homogeneous soil is given in
[60, p. 338-340]. The model includes microbial growth rates, glucose carbon change rates, CO2
production, electron acceptor change rates of O2, NO−3 , NO−2 , N2O and N2, nitrate assimilation,
and C and N mineralization and immobilization. Model parameters are derived from exper-
iments. In [59], an extension of that model is presented which takes anaerobiosis, soil water
dynamics and transport of dissolved C and N compounds into account. The model is tailored to
represent the simulation counterpart to soil aggregate experiments.
An abstraction of NO and N2O formation from the underlying biogeochemistry is developed in
[69, p. 8, 18]. The authors state that the regulation of N-trace gas production and consumption
in soils is well-understood on the cellular level in terms of substrate availability. However, the
authors stress that the impact of ecosystem properties and factors on the relative proportion
of end products of biogeochemical processes is less well-understood. They introduce a process-
oriented approach where the ecosystem regulation of nitrification and denitrification is modeled
by means of process pipe abstractions with “leaking” N-trace gas emissions.
[17, p. 9762, 9764, 9766f.] presents the basis of the widely-adopted “DeNitrification / De-
Composition” (DNDC) model system. It comprises sub-models for thermal-hydraulic flows, for
(de-)nitrification, and for (de-)composition. Using the process-oriented approach mentioned
above, the model system predicts temperature and moisture profiles from climate input data
which are driving the C and N biogeochemistry in agricultural soils. An extension of the DNDC
model system with a plant growth sub-model and cropping practice routines is presented in [16,
p. 239f.].
A refinement of microbial growth modeling is developed in [8, p. 1744-1747, 1750], where the
authors introduce the index of physiological state as a new state variable. This advanced model
is able to capture microbial transition between active and dormant state, priming action on the
decomposition of insoluble soil organic matter, and reduced efficiency of microbial biosynthesis
under N deficit.
Further advancement and specialization of the DNDC model system is presented in [15, p. 4373,
4376, 4378] for forest ecosystems, and in [61, p. 274-276] for agricultural ecosystems. The former
work describes the construction of the PnET-N-DNDC model system from the Photosynthesis-
Evapotranspiration (PnET) model [49], the DNDC model system [17], and a new nitrification
model. The main model innovation is the consideration of anaerobic micro-sites by means of the
anaerobic volume fraction of the soil, which is termed an “anaerobic balloon in [15]. The second
work mentioned above ([61]) presents an advanced DNDC model system for agricultural soils
consisting of two main components. The first component comprises soil climate, crop growth
and (de-)composition sub-models, and the second component comprises (de-)nitrification and
fermentation sub-models. This model system predicts soil environmental factors such as tem-
perature, moisture, acidity, oxidation/reduction potential and substrate concentrations. Based
on these factors, biogeochemical processes related to the N and C cycles, and in particular NO,
N2O and CH4 fluxes, are calculated.
5.1.1 LandscapeDNDC
LandscapeDNDC is a process-based ecosystem simulation framework [36]. It represents a gen-
eralization of the agricultural and the forest DNDC model system. LandscapeDNDC combines
modules for plant growth, micro-meteorology, water cycling and carbon and nitrogen biogeo-
chemistry for forest, arable, and grassland ecosystems. It was successfully used in various stud-
ies, e.g. plant growth [106], water balance [44], soil respiration and carbon exchange [70], trace
gas emission [24, 53] and NO3 leaching [83, 53]. The key model objects of LandscapeDNDC are
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one-dimensional “kernels” representing a single soil column. Multiple kernels can be arranged
in a lateral grid to extent the model application domain from site to regional scales. Vertical
discretization is done by means of subsurface soil layers and above ground vegetation and canopy
layers. Kernels can be configured to represent specific soil properties, vegetation structure and
microbiology and the related biogeochemical processes by attaching the corresponding process
modules. The water cycle module of LandscapeDNDC uses a tipping bucket approach which
models the vertical downward seepage of soil water through the layers. LandscapeDNDC does
not account for any lateral exchange.
Seeking to capture the high complexity of natural ecosystems, LandscapeDNDC comprises a
multitude of state equations to model the various involved processes. Here we explicitly state
only the most important model equations related to microbial nitrification and denitrification,
and to the N2O greenhouse gas emissions. The presentation given here follows our previous work
[108]. The derivation of these equations, and of the other model components, can be taken from
the references given at the beginning of the section.
To address the high sensitivity of nitrification and denitrification on the presence or absence of
oxygen, LandscapeDNDC uses the anaerobic volume fraction fav which is modeled as
fav = exp(−
√
αc(O2)) ,
where α > 0 is a scaling parameter and c(O2) is the concentration of oxygen. Generally, we
denote the concentration of some chemical species as c(·). The main steps of nitrification are
the oxidation of ammonium (NH+4 ) and ammonia (NH3) to nitrite (NO−2 ), and the oxidation of
nitrite to nitrate (NO−3 ). The nitrification rate is
∂tc(NO−2 ) = k[NO−2 ]
2fact,NO−2
(T, θ)
1
fNO−2
(pH) +
1
fNO−2
(c(NH+4 ))
(1− fav) ,
where k[NO−2 ] is a model parameter, fact,NO−2 (T, θ) is an activity factor of NO
−
2 -producing mi-
crobes which depends on temperature T and soil water content θ as introduced in [8], and
fNO−2
(pH) and fNO−2 (c(NH
+
4 )) are factors modeling the impact of acidity and ammonium con-
centration on the nitrification rate. The formation of N2O as a byproduct of the nitrification
pathway is modeled as
∂tc(N2O) = k[N2O]fact,N2O(T, θ)fN2O(pH)∂tc(NO2) .
The modeling of denitrification, i.e. the reduction of NO−3 via NO−2 , NO and N2O to N2, follows
[60]. To unify the notation for the denitrification pathway, we denote the set of reducible nitrogen
compounds as Nred = {NO−3 ,NO−2 ,NO,N2O}. The denitrification rates are then modeled as
∂tc(N ) = −cfact,N (T, θ)
(
µ(N )
Y (N ) +m(N )
c(N )
c¯(N¯ )
)
c¯(N¯ )
k[N ] + c¯(N¯ )fN ,CfavfN (pH) + ∂tc(N
−)
for N ∈ Nred, where again k[·] are model parameters, fN ,C are factors modeling the impact of
carbon availability, and
c¯(N¯ ) =
∑
N∈Nred
c(N ) .
The term ∂tc(N−) denotes the turnover rate of the next higher reduced N compound, e.g. NO−2
is the next higher reduced N compound from NO−3 . The vertical diffusion of volatile species V
through the soil matrix depending on water content and temperature is modeled as
∂tc(V) = ∂z
[
DV(1− θ)ν1nν2
(
T
T0
)ν3
∂zc(V)
]
,
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where n is the soil porosity, T0 is the reference temperature, DV is the species’ diffusion coefficient
for θ = 0, n = 1, T = T0, and ν1, ν2, ν3 are model parameters. The vertical partial derivatives
are approximated using first order finite differences between adjacent soil layers.
This brief outline of some of the equations making up the LandscapeDNDC model system demon-
strates its mathematical nature with time dependent state variables including species concen-
trations, microbial biomass and their active and dormant fractions, and water content. The full
model definition including the components which are not presented here, e.g. the vegetation,
water and micro-climate models, or the (de-)composition and other processes, can be taken from
the references given above. Overall, the underlying mathematical form is a system of ordinary
differential equations. The model states are discrete in space since they are associated to soil
layers, and dependent on time.
As we discussed above, we are coupling LandscapeDNDC with the dedicated hydrology model
Catchment Modelling Framework (CMF) to account for lateral exchange of nutrients. Therefore,
we disable the water cycle module of LandscapeDNDC and leave all calculations related to the
movement of water and transport of dissolved substances to the hydrology model. The shared
state variables of CMF and LandscapeDNDC are the soil water content and the concentrations
of solutes. We use w to denote the shared water states, and s to denote the shared solute states.
Conceptually, the action of the biogeochemical model on the shared states can be written as
∂t(w, s) = fbgc(w, s, t), (5.1)
where fbgc denotes the functional representation of the model action on the shared state vari-
ables. Note that, although we disable the water cycle module of LandscapeDNDC, it still acts
on the water states through the calculation of ice in the micro-climate module. However, Land-
scapeDNDC does neither expose its shared model states (w, s) in the sense of vectors to the user,
nor the functional representation fbgc of its action on them. Instead, LandscapeDNDC exposes a
function for propagating the model system by one time step. The time step size must be chosen
as an integer fraction of 24 hours due to internal restrictions on the preprocessing of input data.
The propagation is computed by means of a quasi steady state approximation (QSSA). Fast
processes are assumed to attain equilibrium instantaneously, and corresponding states are thus
approximated from algebraic relations. Slower processes are integrated by means of the explicit
Euler method. Using the notation introduced in Sec. 2.4.1 for composed one step methods, we
denote this biogeochemistry integrator by Fbgc and the corresponding procedure by ΦFbgc . The
computation of one time step for the biogeochemistry model then reads
(w˜n, s˜n) = Φ
Fbgc(fbgc, tn, tn−1, wn−1, sn−1) . (5.2)
We denote the solution for the new time instance with the tilde symbol to emphasize its role as
preliminary result used in a concurrent operator splitting scheme to form the global result.
5.2 Hydrological modeling
We consider porous media flow in the subsurface soil and free surface flow above the ground,
including advection of dissolved substances. Our models are based on the equation of continuity
for the water and for the substances, respectively:
∂tθ +∇ · q = γ (5.3a)
∂t(cθ) +∇ · (cq) = η (5.3b)
where c is the concentration of any dissolved substance in the water, and γ and η represent any
sources or sinks of water and substances. θ and q have different meaning for subsurface and
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overland flow, which we outline in the following paragraphs.
Overland ﬂow
For overland flow, we label all terms with an “o” superscript. θ = θo in (5.3a) and (5.3b) means
the volume of water per unit area, i.e. water height above ground, and q = qo means volume
of water crossing horizontal unit width in unit time. We treat overland flow as a special case of
an open channel flow, which is often described with a kinematic wave approach. The mean flow
velocity is given by vo = qo/θo. Equating gravitational force ρgSA(θo)L and frictional force
fρv2PL yields
v =
(gSA(θo)
fP
) 1
2
= C
√
RS
with cross-sectional flow area A(θo), channel length L, whetted perimeter P , friction coefficient
f , slope of the energy line S, downstream flow speed v, and C :=
√
g/f , R := A(θo)/P [62]. R
is also known as hydraulic radius, and the slope of the energy line S is obtained as the derivative
of the overland water hydraulic head z + θo in direction of the flow, where z is the elevation of
the ground with respect to a given reference. Based on the assumption that friction varies with
R as f ∝ R−1/3, Manning derived the formula
v =
1
nM
√
SR
2
3 (5.4)
where nM is a coefficient describing the roughness of the flow bed, also called “Manning’s n”
[20]. The kinematic wave approach thus yields the flow in downstream direction as
qo =
1
nM
√
Sθo
5
3 .
Subsurface ﬂow
For the subsurface porous media flow, we label the terms with an “s” superscript. According to
[12], porous media is characterized through the following properties:
• The space is occupied by a number of phases. A phase is defined as that portion of the
space which is occupied by a material with uniform properties, and which is separated from
other materials by a well-defined interface.
• At least one of the phases is solid.
• The phases are distributed throughout the whole space.
Clearly, the solid phase in our case is the soil. The voids or open spaces between the solid soil
particles are called pores. The pore space is occupied by a wetting phase and a gas phase, in
our case water and air. A common assumption in hydrology is that the gas phase pressure is
uniform in space. Therefore, the two-phase model decouples, and often only the water flow is of
interest [45]. An important porous media characteristic is its porosity
n = lim
vol(V )→0
pore space in V
vol(V ) ,
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which is to be understood in terms of a density as a representative pore ensemble average in the
soil. The volumetric water content of the soil θs is defined similarly as
θs = lim
vol(V )→0
volume of water in V
vol(V ) .
Clearly, θs ≤ n since the maximum soil water content is achieved when the pores are entirely
filled. This state is called full saturation, where θs = n by definition.
With respect to the equations of continuity 5.3, we write θ = θs and q = qs meaning volumetric
water content of the soil and volumetric flux, i.e. volume of water crossing unit cross-sectional
area in unit time, respectively. According to Darcy’s law (1856) for saturated flow in porous
media, the volumetric flux is related to the total soil water potential ψsw by
qs = −K∇ψsw ,
where K denotes a proportionality factor known as hydraulic conductivity [12, 97]. Buckingham
postulated in 1907 that Darcy’s law is also valid in the case of unsaturated soils [75], where the
hydraulic conductivity becomes a function of the water content K = K(θs) yielding [12]
qs = −K(θs)∇ψsw .
Using this flux law, Richards derived in 1931 from (5.3a) the equation
∂tθ
s −∇ ·
[
K(θs)(∇ψm + ρgez)
]
= γ , (5.5)
which is known as the Richards equation [90]. ψm denotes the matrix potential of the soil, and
the total soil water potential is ψsw = ψm + ρgz. We use the van-Genuchten-Mualem model
[73, 104] to approximate the soil water retention curve θs(ψm) and the hydraulic conductivity
K(θs).
Interface condition between overland and subsurface ﬂow
At the interface ΓS between subsurface and overland flow, water may infiltrate or escape the
soil. Since the free surface overland water flow is explicitly included in our hydrology model, we
can treat infiltration by means of Richards approach, thus avoiding limited flux boundaries and
switching conditions. The infiltration/exfiltration flow depends on the difference of the hydraulic
head across the soil surface ΓS. The overland water hydraulic head is ho = θo + z. According to
Richards’ approach we model the flow qS through the soil surface in upward vertical direction as
qS = −K(θs|ΓS)(ho − hs|ΓS) = −K(θs|ΓS)(θo − ψm|ΓS) , (5.6)
where θs|ΓS , hs|ΓS and ψm|ΓS are the traces of the soil water content, of the soil water hydraulic
head, and of the matrix potential on the soil surface ΓS, respectively. The soil surface ΓS is
on the one hand the overland flow domain, and on the other hand the upward boundary of the
subsurface flow domain. Therefore, the infiltration/exfiltration flow qS through ΓS represents
source or sink with respect to the overland flow, and a Neumann boundary condition with
respect to the subsurface flow.
The advection of solutes must take the direction of the flow into account. For infiltration, the
solute flow is determined by the concentration in the overland water, while for exfiltration it is
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determined by the concentration in the soil water. We denote by c(qS) the concentration at the
origin of the flow as
c(qS) =

cs if qS > 0 ,
co if qS < 0 ,
0 else .
Therefore, the solute flow through the soil surface ΓS in upward vertical direction is c(qS)qS.
Boundary conditions
In the neighborhood Γout of the lowest point on the boundary, we impose boundary conditions
which ensure that water may flow out of the area of study, but not into it. For the overland flow,
we prescribe a slope Sout pointing downwards from Γoout := Γout∩ΓS. According to Manning’s law
(5.4), this causes an overland outflow qoout whenever θo > 0 holds at Γoout, or no flow otherwise,
i.e. qoout = 0. For the subsurface flow, we prescribe a Dirichlet condition on the water potential
ψsout. On all other parts of the boundary, denoted Γ0 and Γo0 := Γ0∩ΓS, we prescribe the no-flow
homogeneous Neumann conditions qo/s = 0. No boundary conditions for the concentrations co/s
need to be prescribed on Γout and on Γ0, since no inflow can happen through these boundaries.
Meteorological and environmental factors
We model the precipitation as a source term γprec for the overland flow. In contrast, evaporation
acts as a sink of water. Depending on the state of the system, it may happen either with ponding
water on the soil surface, or in near-surface soil layers without ponding water. We denote the
corresponding sink terms as γoevap(θo, θs) and γsevap(θo, θs), respectively. Finally, the source/sink
terms γbgc(θs) and ηbgc(θs, cs) for the subsurface system represent the net result of the biogeo-
chemical processes in the soil with respect to water and solutes, respectively.
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5.2.1 Hydrology problem formulation
Summing up the above considerations, we state the hydrology problem as the following system
of partial differential equations:
∂tθ
o +∇ · qo = qSez + γprec + γoevap(θo, θs) on ΓS × (0, T ) (5.7a)
∂t(c
oθo) +∇ · (coqo) = c(qS)qSez + cprecγprec on ΓS × (0, T ) (5.7b)
∂tθ
s +∇ · qs = γsevap(θo, θs) + γbgc(θs) in Ω× (0, T ) (5.7c)
∂t(c
sθs) +∇ · (csqs) = ηbgc(θs, cs) in Ω× (0, T ) (5.7d)
qs = qSez on ΓS × (0, T ) (5.7e)
csqs = c(qS)qSez on ΓS × (0, T ) (5.7f)
qo = qoout on Γoout × (0, T ) (5.7g)
ψsw = ψ
s
out on Γout × (0, T ) (5.7h)
qo = 0 on Γo0 × (0, T ) (5.7i)
qs = 0 on Γ0 × (0, T ) (5.7j)
θo(0) = 0 on ΓS (5.7k)
co(0) = 0 on ΓS (5.7l)
θs(0) = θs0 in Ω (5.7m)
cs(0) = 0 in Ω (5.7n)
5.2.2 Discretization
We use a cell-centered finite volume method for the spatial discretization of (5.7). It is based
on a grid Ωh =
⋃Ns
i=1 Ci of N s non-overlapping polyhedral cells Ci (i = 1, ..., N s) covering the
domain Ω. Let No be the number of cells in the top layer which have a face Fi (i = 1, ..., No) at
the soil surface. The vertical projection of Fi onto the plane z = 0 is denoted Aoi . The volume
of overland water on face Fi and the volume of soil water in cell Ci are
woi =
∫
Aoi
θo dσ (i = 1, ..., No) and
wsi =
∫
Ci
θs dx (i = 1, ..., N s) , respectively.
Analogously, the amount of solute on face Fi and the amount of solute in cell Ci are
soi =
∫
Aoi
coθo dσ (i = 1, ..., No) and
ssi =
∫
Ci
csθs dx (i = 1, ..., N s) , respectively.
The average concentration of the solute in the overland water on face Fi and in the soil water in
cell Ci is
coi =

soi
woi
, if woi > 0
0 , else
 and csi =

ssi
wsi
, if wsi > 0
0 , else
 , respectively.
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Integrating Eq. (5.7a) over a face Fi and applying the divergence theorem [41] yields
∂tw
o
i +
∫
∂Fi
n · qo dς =
∫
Fi
[
n · qS + γprec + γoevap(θo, θs)
]
dσ .
Let Ioi denote the index set of the adjacent faces to Fi. The boundary integral above turns into
a sum of fluxes to the adjacent faces∫
∂Fi
n · qo dς =
∑
j∈Ioi
qoijA
o
ij ,
where qoij denotes the volumetric flux from Fi to Fj over the edge ∂Fi ∩ ∂Fj with cross-sectional
width Aoij . According to Manning’s formula (5.4), the flow qoij is taken as
qoij =
sign(zi − zj)
nM
√
Sij
(
hoij
) 5
3 (5.8)
where the Sij =
|hoi−hoj |√
(xi−xj)2+(yi−yj)2
is the slope of the energy line, i.e. the overland water
potential difference, between the faces Fi and Fj , and
hoi = w
o
i /vol(Aoi ) , hoij =
{
woi /vol(Aoi ) if zi ≥ zj ,
woj/vol(Aoj ) if zi < zj
is the average water height on the face where the flux originates from. For the advection of
solutes, a similar treatment of Eq. (5.7b) yields∫
∂Fi
n · (coqo) dς =
∑
j∈Ioi
coijq
o
ijA
o
ij ,
where coij is defined as
coij =

coi if qoij > 0 ,
coj if qoij < 0 ,
0 else ,
which is the average concentration of the solute on the face where the flux originates from.
We skip the details of the finite volume discretization for the subsurface flow since it uses the
same techniques. We only give the approximation of the flow according to Eq. (5.5)
qsij = −
2
1/K(W si ) + 1/K(W
s
j )
hsi − hsj
‖xi − xj‖2 , (5.9)
where
W si =
wsi
volume of the pore space in Ci
is the wetness and hsi = ψm(W si ) + ρgzi is the average water potential in cell Ci.
At the interface ΓS, let Ck(i) be that cell of Ωh which has Fi ⊂ ΓS as a face. The flux through
Fi is approximated as
qS,i = − 2
1/Ksat + 1/K(W sk(i))
hoi − ψm(W sk(i))
0.5× height(Ck(i)) , (5.10)
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where Ksat denotes the saturated conductivity of cell Ck(i) . The solute concentration is denoted
cS,i =

coi if qS,i < 0 ,
csk(i) if qS,i > 0 ,
0 else .
The spatially discretized system reads
w˙oi +
∑
j∈Ioi
qoijA
o
ij = γ¯
o
i in (0, T ) (i = 1, ..., No) , (5.11)
s˙oi +
∑
j∈Ioi
coijq
o
ijA
o
ij = η¯
o
i in (0, T ) (i = 1, ..., No) , (5.12)
w˙si +
∑
j∈Isi
qsijA
s
ij = γ¯
s
i in (0, T ) (i = 1, ..., N s) , (5.13)
s˙si +
∑
j∈Isi
csijq
s
ijA
s
ij = η¯
s
i in (0, T ) (i = 1, ..., N s) , (5.14)
woi (0) = w
o
i,0 , s
o
i (0) = s
o
i,0 (i = 1, ..., N
o) , (5.15)
wsi(0) = w
s
i,0 , s
s
i(0) = s
s
i,0 (i = 1, ..., N
s) , (5.16)
where the terms on the right hand sides of Eqs. (5.11) - (5.14) are
γ¯oi = qS,iA
o
i +
∫
Fi
γprec + γ
o
evap dσ ,
η¯oi = cS,iqS,iA
o
i +
∫
Fi
cprecγprec dσ ,
γ¯si =
∫
Fi
γsevap + γbgc dσ ,
η¯si =
∫
Fi
ηbgc dσ .
For simplicity, we introduce the following short-cut notation for the spatially discretized system
(5.11) - (5.14):
∂t(w, s) = fhyd(w, s, t) in (0, T ) , (5.17)
where (w, s) = (wo, ws, so, ss) ∈ R2No+2Ns represents the vector of water and solute states, and
fhyd(w, s, t) =

γ¯oi −
∑
j∈Ioi
qoijA
o
ij (i = 1, ..., N
o)
γ¯si −
∑
j∈Isi
qsijA
s
ij (i = 1, ..., N
s)
η¯oi −
∑
j∈Ioi
coijq
o
ijA
o
ij (i = 1, ..., N
o)
η¯si −
∑
j∈Isi
csijq
s
ijA
s
ij (i = 1, ..., N
s)

denotes the complete right-hand-side function of the hydrology problem.
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Problem (5.17) is highly nonlinear due to the nonlinear dependency of the conductivity on the
soil water content [11, 73, 104]. Additionally, it shows multi-scale nature in terms of the tem-
poral scale of the various hydrological processes including subsurface flow under arid conditions,
steep infiltration fronts, and surface runoff upon intense rainfall. Therefore, powerful numerical
integration schemes are needed to accurately compute the temporal evolution of the hydrologi-
cal model. We use an integration scheme with a time step size control mechanism based on the
CVODE solver package for ordinary differential equation initial value problems [22, 42]. CVODE
is used in its stiff integration mode. In this mode, CVODE represents an implicit backward differ-
entiation formula (BDF) of variable order q between 1 and 5 with variable time step size. It uses
Newton’s method to solve the nonlinear system for each time step, employing preconditioned
Krylov subspace methods [93] for the solution of the linear system in each Newton iteration.
Inside the linear solver, the matrix vector product of the Jacobian matrix J = ∇fhyd and a
vector v, i.e. the directional derivative, is approximated by a finite difference as explained above.
We employ CVODE’s parallel vector data structure for evaluating the right-hand-side function
fhyd and all internal computations of the CVODE routines. We denote the hydrology integrator
by Fhyd and the corresponding procedure by ΦFhyd , so that the computation of one time step for
the hydrology model reads
(wˆn, sˆn) = Φ
Fhyd(fhyd, tn, tn−1, wn−1, sn−1) . (5.18)
Here we denote the solution for the new time instance with the hat symbol to emphasize its role
as preliminary result used in a concurrent operator splitting scheme to form the global result.
5.2.3 Implementation and parallelization of the hydrology model
We use Catchment Modelling Framework (CMF) [54] to realize the spatial finite volume dis-
cretization presented above. It is a C++ library for creating hydrological simulation models.
It offers a variety of classes and functions which represent the ingredients of a finite volume
discretization as proposed by Qu and Duffy [81]. Hydrological models are set up as a network
using node and connection objects within the soil. The nodes of the network represent the cells
of the spatial discretization in Ωh. They have the hydrological meaning of a water storage keep-
ing track of the water content. They are equipped with material specific constants, boundary
conditions and a position in the geometry. The connection objects represent the edges of the
network between adjacent cells. They contain the definition of the flux approximation, like the
Richards approximation for subsurface flow between adjacent cells, kinematic wave approxima-
tion for overland flow, and evaporation and rainfall on the soil surface.
For modeling the transport of dissolved substances like nitrate (NO−3 ) or dissolved carbon (DOC),
CMF attaches solute storage objects to each water storage. The solute storages keep track of the
solute content in the cells. Both storage types provide methods to calculate the time derivative of
their state. For each cell Ci ∈ Ωh, the corresponding water storage computes w˙i, and the attached
solute storage computes s˙i by iterating over the flux connections and evaluating the contribu-
tions using the flow approximations (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10). Thus, the CMF model calculates the
right hand side function fhyd of Equation (5.17). Furthermore, it offers routines to transfer the
values of the hydrological model states from the CMF model core into vector form and vice versa.
For simulations with CMF, one usually employs a numerical integration scheme to compute the
temporal evolution of (5.17). The use of explicit schemes is straight forward since they rely on
evaluations of fhyd with known arguments from already computed past time steps. However,
explicit schemes may be restricted to small time step sizes and therefore possibly require a large
number of time steps resulting in a large number of function evaluations. Implicit schemes often
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allow for larger time step sizes, but in general they require the solution of a nonlinear system
of equations to compute the new time step. The nonlinear system is often solved by means of
a Newton iteration, which approximates the solution in a sequence of linear problems involv-
ing the Jacobian matrix J(w, s, t) = ∇fhyd(w, s, t). Since the Jacobian matrix is not available
in CMF, implicit schemes need to rely on a finite difference approximation of the directional
derivative J(w, s, t)[wˆ, sˆ] ≈ 1h [fhyd(w + hwˆ, s + hsˆ, t) − fhyd(w, s, t)], again resulting in a large
number of evaluations of fhyd. Either way, a great portion of the overall computational effort for
CMF simulations is spent on function evaluations. Therefore, the target of our parallelization
approach for CMF is the parallelization of the function evaluation of fhyd and a corresponding
parallelization of the numerical integrator and the vector data structures.
Our concept to enable parallel computations on distributed memory machines using MPI [5] is
based on a horizontal domain decomposition of the computational domain Ωh. Since the hydro-
logical catchment which we consider as our computational domain has by far greater extent in
the horizontal than in vertical direction, we use a two-dimensional horizontal domain decomposi-
tion. We assume that all grid cells are aligned in vertical direction, such that those cells which lie
upon another can be viewed as a vertical soil column. This conceptual lateral grid of vertical soil
columns is split into non-overlapping sub-domains Ωr =
⋃
i∈Ir Ci (r = 1, ..., p) according to the
number p of MPI processes, so that each MPI process is assigned to one sub domain. Ir denotes
the index set of all cells Ci belonging to sub domain Ωr. The partitioning is computed with the
help of the graph partitioner tool METIS [51] to obtain a balanced decomposition Ω=
⋃p
r=1 Ωr
with a similar number of cells in each sub domain Ωr. The MPI processes have access only
to the cells of their own sub domain, and each MPI process is responsible for evaluating those
component functions of fhyd which correspond to any of its water or solute states.
Looking at the structure of the component functions which describe the temporal variation of
the water and solute state in a cell C ⊂ Ωr belonging to process r, it is necessary to compute
the water and solute fluxes between the cell C and all adjacent cells. This is a straight forward
calculation if all relevant cells are accessible by the MPI process r, i.e. if all relevant cells be-
long to the same sub domain Ωr. However, if C lies at the sub domain boundary of Ωr and
an adjacent cell belongs to the sub domain Ωs of another MPI process s 6= r, fluxes across sub
domain boundaries have to be calculated. To account for fluxes between different sub-domains,
each sub domain is extended by ghost cells which mirror the adjacent cells on neighboring sub-
domains. MPI processes use the ghost cells in read-only mode to calculate the fluxes across sub
domain boundaries which contribute to the temporal variation of the water and solute states in
the cells of their own sub domain. Before the calculation, the MPI processes need to commu-
nicate the values of water and solute states at sub domain boundaries to keep the ghost cells
up to date. Such ghost update is necessary before any function evaluation performed by the
integrator. Therefore, the integrator is equipped with an appropriate communication function-
ality. It derives the communication pattern based on the adjacency of the sub-domains during
initialization. The actual transfer of ghost update values is implemented with the non-blocking
MPI send and receive routines MPI_Isend and MPI_Irecv, respectively. This allows to overlap
communication and computation in the integrator.
5.3 Simulation with OpenPALM using a hybrid operator
splitting method
Our goal is to employ the concurrent operator splitting scheme in order to benefit from its
inherent parallelism on the level of the coupling scheme by running both models concurrently
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on separate sets of processors. However, care must be taken with respect to the feasibility of
the results in terms of their physical meaning. Even if both models safely respect the physics
individually, the concurrent operator splitting scheme may yield unphysical results. This is due
to the concurrent scheme’s nature of propagating both models independently and afterwards
combining their individual results as
(wn, sn) = Φ
Fhyd(fhyd, tn, tn−1, wn−1, sn−1) + ΦFbgc(fbgc, tn, tn−1, wn−1, sn−1)− (wn−1, sn−1) .
The separation of the model propagation from the subsequent formation of the global result
implies the possibility of yielding results which are mathematically correct, but unphysical. In
our case, negative solute concentrations may result from the concurrent scheme if the sum of
transported and consumed solute from the hydrology and the biogeochemistry model during
one time step exceed the available amount before that time step. Provided that the continuous
multiphysics system and the individual model integrators are physically sound, the issue of
possible unphysical results of the concurrent scheme is clearly only a matter of the time step
size since it is first order consistent and convergent as we proved in Sec. 2.4.1. Therefore, one
possibility to prevent from unphysical results is to reduce the global time step size. However, we
refrain from varying the global time step size in our application for practical reasons. Instead,
we employ a hybrid form of the concurrent and consecutive operator splitting scheme which
also prevents from unphysical results. Provided that the continuous multiphysics system and
the individual model integrators are physically sound, the consecutive scheme maintains the
physical feasibility since it does not separate the model propagation from the formation of the
global result. Therefore, we use the consecutive scheme as fallback position to recompute a time
step whenever we encounter unphysical results from the concurrent scheme. This hybrid operator
splitting scheme is stated in Alg. 22.
Algorithm 22 Hybrid operator splitting scheme for the hydrology biogeochemistry coupling.
1: Given initial states w0, s0.
2: for n = 1, 2, ... do
3: Compute one time step for the coupled models using the concurrent operator splitting
scheme (wn, sn) = ΦFhyd+Fbgc(fhyd, fbgc, tn, tn−1, wn−1, sn−1).
4: if sn < 0 in some component then
5: Recompute the time step for the coupled models using the consecutive operator
splitting scheme (wn, sn) = ΦFhyd◦Fbgc(fhyd, fbgc, tn, tn−1, wn−1, sn−1).
6: end if
7: end for
We designed two OpenPALM units, a CMF unit and a LandscapeDNDC unit, which implement
the hybrid operator splitting scheme of Alg. 22 from the hydrology model side and from the
biogeochemistry model side. The CMF unit is stated in Alg. 24, and the LandscapeDNDC unit
is stated in Alg. 23. Figure 5.1 shows the PrePALM graphical user interface with the coupling
scheme we used for our simulations. The blue and green vertical bars depict the two independent
execution branches of the application. The boxes sitting on the branches represent the units.
Each unit has a variety of plugs which are connected to each other. Plugs on the top side of a unit
represent input data, and plugs on the bottom side represent output data. By connecting the
plugs, units can communicate with each other. OpenPALM’s communication routines are used in
the units’ source code to perform the actual exchange of the data. As we run the hydrology model
with internal parallelization, the data to be exchanged is distributed among the corresponding
MPI processes on the hydrology side. OpenPALM derives the communication paths between the
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Algorithm 23 LandscapeDNDC unit implementing the hybrid operator splitting scheme of Alg.
22 from the biogeochemistry model side. The LandscapeDNDC unit interacts with the CMF unit
in Alg. 24 by means of the OpenPALM communication routines.
1: Read input data and build the LandscapeDNDC project.
2: PALM_Put cells and topology information.
3: PALM_Put initial values w0, s0, vegetation parameters and climate data.
4: for n = 1, 2, ... do
5: Compute one time step for the biogeochemical model to obtain
(w˜n, s˜n) = Φ
Fbgc(fbgc, tn, tn−1, wn−1, sn−1), where w˜n = wn−1 according to (5.2).
6: PALM_Put the solute states s˜n of the biogeochemical model, vegetation parameters and
climate data.
7: PALM_Get water and solute states wn, sn.
8: end for
individual processes of the units. This avoids to collect the distributed data on one process before
the communication, and to broadcast it afterwards. Instead, the data is transferred in portions
according the intersection of the individual data distributions in the units. The OpenPALM
driver and the two units are each compiled into their own executable. The simulations are then
carried out as a multiple program multiple data (MPMD) application. All input data necessary
for initializing and driving the simulations are read by the LandscapeDNDC unit from files. This
includes the geometric and topological information of the cells, the soil parameters, the initial
states of the models, the time series of climate and vegetation parameters, and the time series of
land use and land management actions. The LandscapeDNDC unit uses these data to initialize
and drive its biogeochemistry model computations. Furthermore, it sends the initialization and
driving data which are required by the hydrology model to the CMF unit. Table 5.1 lists the
initialization data transferred from the LandscapeDNDC unit to the CMF unit in the setup
Algorithm 24 CMF unit implementing the hybrid operator splitting scheme of Alg. 22 from
the hydrology model side. The CMF unit interacts with the LandscapeDNDC unit in Alg. 23
by means of the OpenPALM communication routines.
1: PALM_Get cells and topology information.
2: Build CMF project and determine domain decomposition.
3: PALM_Distributor_set the data distribution in CMF.
4: PALM_Get initial values w0, s0, vegetation parameters and climate data.
5: for n = 1, 2, ... do
6: Compute one time step for the hydrology model to obtain
(wˆn, sˆn) = Φ
Fhyd(fhyd, tn, tn−1, wn−1, sn−1).
7: PALM_Get the solute states s˜n of the biogeochemical model, vegetation parameters and
climate data.
8: Combine the states of both models as (wn, sn) = (wˆn, sˆn)+(w˜n, s˜n)−(wn−1, sn−1), where
w˜n = wn−1 according to (5.2).
9: if sn < 0 in some component then
10: Recompute the time step for the hydrology model to obtain
(wn, sn) = Φ
Fhyd(fhyd, tn, tn−1, w˜n, s˜n).
11: end if
12: PALM_Put water and solute states wn, sn.
13: end for
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the coupling
algorithm in PrePALM.
phase of the simulation. From the LandscapeDNDC unit point of view, this is done by calling
the PALM_Put routine in steps 2 and 3 of Alg. 23. From the CMF unit point of view, the
corresponding calls to PALM_Get are in steps 1 and 4 of Alg. 24. During the time stepping
loop, the LandscapeDNDC unit computes one time step for the biogeochemical model in step
5 of Alg. 23, and then sends its new solute states and the climate and vegetation parameters
for the next time step to the CMF unit by calling PALM_Put in step 6. The data transferred
from the biogeochemistry model to the hydrology model is detailed in Tab. 5.2. The CMF unit
concurrently computes one time step for the hydrology model in step 6 of Alg. 24, and then
receives the solute states and the climate and vegetation parameters from the LandscapeDNDC
unit in step 7. Furthermore, the CMF unit combines the states of both models in step 8, checks
for possible negative concentrations and recomputes the time step if necessary in step 10. Finally,
it sends the new global water and solute states by calling PALM_Put in step 12 of Alg. 24, which
is complemented by the LandscapeDNDC unit’s call to PALM_Get in step 7 in Alg. 23. The data
transferred from the hydrology model to the biogeochemistry model is detailed in Tab. 5.3.
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quantity transferred
CMF ←− LandscapeDNDC
units [·] and conversion factor α
[CMF] ←− [LandscapeDNDC] × α
soil layer depth m ←− m
soil saturated conduct. mday ←− cmmin × 14.4
soil porosity m3m3 ←− m
3
m3
water on surface m3 ←− m3m2 × cell surface area
water in layers m3m3 ←− m
3
m3
solutes on surface kg ←− kgm2 × cell surface area
solutes in layers kg ←− kgm2 × cell surface area
solutes in precipitation kgm3 ←− gm3 × 10−3
solute retention factor % ←− %
harvest event {0, 1} ←− {0, 1}
leaf area index (LAI) m2m2 ←− m
2
m2
vegetation height m ←− m
canopy closure % ←− %
root fraction % ←− %
ice fraction % ←− %
current air temp. °C ←− °C
max. air temp. °C ←− °C
min. air temp. °C ←− °C
ground temp. °C ←− °C
relative vapor pressure Pa ←− % rel. humidity × 10−2 abs. vapor pressure
wind speed ms ←− ms
radiation 106Jday m2 ←− Wm2 × 0.0864
precipitation 10−3mday ←− m∆t × 1000 ∆tday
Table 5.1: Parameters and model states transferred from the LandscapeDNDC biogeochemistry
model to the CMF hydrology model in the setup phase of the simulation, with the cor-
responding unit conversion where applicable. The LandscapeDNDC biogeochemistry
model sends the data in step 3 of Alg. 23, and the CMF hydrology model receives the
data in step 4 of Alg. 24.
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quantity transferred
CMF ←− LandscapeDNDC
units [·] and conversion factor α
[CMF] ←− [LandscapeDNDC] × α
solutes on surface kg ←− kgm2 × cell surface area
solutes in layers kg ←− kgm2 × cell surface area
solutes in precipitation kgm3 ←− gm3 × 10−3
harvest event {0, 1} ←− {0, 1}
leaf area index (LAI) m2m2 ←− m
2
m2
vegetation height m ←− m
canopy closure % ←− %
root fraction % ←− %
ice fraction % ←− %
current air temp. °C ←− °C
max. air temp. °C ←− °C
min. air temp. °C ←− °C
ground temp. °C ←− °C
relative vapor pressure Pa ←− % rel. humidity × 10−2 abs. vapor pressure
wind speed ms ←− ms
radiation 106Jday m2 ←− Wm2 × 0.0864
precipitation 10−3mday ←− m∆t × 1000 ∆tday
Table 5.2: Parameters and model states transferred from the LandscapeDNDC biogeochemistry
model to the CMF hydrology model in each time step of the simulation, with the cor-
responding unit conversion where applicable. The LandscapeDNDC biogeochemistry
model sends the data in step 6 of Alg. 23, and the CMF hydrology model receives the
data in step 7 of Alg. 24.
quantity transferred
CMF −→ LandscapeDNDC
units [·] and conversion factor α
[CMF] −→ [LandscapeDNDC] × α
water on canopy m3 −→ m3m2 × 1 / cell surface area
snow on surface m3 −→ m3m2 × 1 / cell surface area
water on surface m3 −→ m3m2 × 1 / cell surface area
water in layers m3m3 −→ m
3
m3
ice fraction % −→ %
solutes on surface kg −→ kgm2 × 1 / cell surface area
solutes in layers kg −→ kgm2 × 1 / cell surface area
infiltration flux m3day −→ m∆t × ∆t / (day × cell surface area)
water throughfall m3day −→ m∆t × ∆t / (day × cell surface area)
solute throughfall kg
3
day −→ kg∆t m2 × ∆t / (day × cell surface area)
water discharge m3day −→ m∆t × ∆t / (day × cell surface area)
solute discharge kgday −→ m∆t × ∆t / (day × cell surface area)
Table 5.3: Parameters and model states transferred from the CMF hydrology model to the Land-
scapeDNDC biogeochemistry model in each time step of the simulation, with the cor-
responding unit conversion where applicable. The CMF hydrology model sends the
data in step 12 of Alg. 24, and the LandscapeDNDC biogeochemistry model receives
the data in step 7 of Alg. 23.
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5.4 Numerical experiments
This section is devoted to the numerical experiments with our hydrology-biogeochemistry cou-
pling. We present two scenarios, one focusing on nitrous oxide greenhouse gas emissions, and
one focusing on nitrate leaching to water bodies. Furthermore, we present parallel performance
tests of the coupled model system. Both scenarios and the performance tests have already been
published in our works [108, 64, 92]. We review these results in the following sub-sections in the
chronological order of their publication. We present the nitrous oxide emission scenario in Sec.
5.4.1, the performance tests in Sec. 5.4.2, and the nitrate leaching scenario in Sec. 5.4.3.
5.4.1 Soil N2O emission scenario
The first scenario was designed as a numerical experiment to demonstrate the feasibility of our
coupling approach. Here we present the conception and the results of this numerical experiment,
details can be found in our previously published work [108].
The computational domain was chosen as a virtual landscape in the form of a valley with a
slope of 5%. The discretization details are stated in Tab. 5.4. A Dirichlet boundary condition
with hydraulic head set to 0.1 m below surface was used to model an outflow at the lowest part
of the domain. All other soil boundary parts were equipped with no-flow conditions. At the
entities physical extent per entity
horizontal 40×41 soil columns 10m×10m
vertical canopy, surface water,8 soil layers
soil layers top to bottom:
5, 5, 20, 30, 30, 30, 30, 50 cm
Table 5.4: Discretization parameters of the computational domain shown in Figs. 5.2a and 5.2b.
surface, open water and canopy water elements were attached to the top soil layer to account
for surface runoff, rainfall interception, and infiltration. In this scenario we considered transport
only for NO−3 as it was sufficient to demonstrate the effect of lateral exchange on N2O emissions.
Figures 5.2a to 5.2d show the results after 420 simulated days. Precipitation and subsequent
infiltration and redistribution of soil water created a saturated zone at the bottom of the valley
as shown in Fig. 5.2a. Nitrate was produced through mineralization and nitrification of plant
litter in upper soil layers, and transported into deeper layers and towards the valley (Fig. 5.2b).
Notably, NO−3 concentrations were highest in medium depths of the flanks, and near the valley
surface. These were exactly those target regions where nitrate was transported to, but which
were not saturated, i.e. aerobic regions where nitrification was active and denitrification was
inhibited due to the presence of oxygen. In contrast, NO−3 concentrations were very low in the
deepest layers of the flanks and in all but the top layers of the valley. This was due to the high
saturation of these regions inducing anaerobic conditions where nitrification is inhibited, but
denitrification was active. Figure 5.2c shows the nitrous oxide emission pattern. The emission
pattern was clearly pronounced at the boundary of the saturated zone in the valley. This was
exactly the transition zone between aerobic and anaerobic conditions where the denitrification
pathway was intermitted and N2O was formed. The dinitrogen (N2) emission pattern in Fig.
5.2d was concentrated at the saturated region in the valley where denitrification can completely
reduce nitrate.
This scenario successfully demonstrated the feasibility of our coupling approach using the biogeo-
chemical model system LandscapeDNDC together with the hydrology model CMF. The explicit
consideration of lateral movement of water and transport of solutes results in more realistic
emission patterns. In particular, our model coupling approach enables to consider the indirect
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(a) Soil water content [mm/m3]. (b) Nitrate (NO3) concentration [kg N/ha] inthe soil water.
(c) Spatial distribution of accumulated nitrous
oxide (N2O) emissions [kg N/ha].
(d) Spatial distribution of accumulated dinitro-
gen (N2) emissions [kg N/ha].
Figure 5.2: Results after 420 simulated days.
effects which are known, but which were so far hardly reflected in models. Moreover, the com-
bination of a detailed biogeochemistry model coupled to a dedicated hydrology model allows for
the previously unmatched capability of catching local emission events, i.e. hot spots and hot
moments.
5.4.2 Parallel performance tests
We briefly review our parallel performance tests published in [64]. As shown in Fig. 5.3a, we
used a similar domain as in the N2O emission scenario described above. Our goal was to asses the
ability or our coupling approach using OpenPALM to address the issue of the models’ different
computational demands. To this end, we ran test series on two different domain sizes with
varying parallel configurations of the hydrology model, since it requires by far more computing
power than the biogeochemistry model. The spatial discretization lead to 34,800 unknowns for
the small test case, and to 870,000 unknowns for the large test case. Total simulation time was
three years with a time step size of one hour, resulting in 26,280 time steps. Figures 5.4 and 5.5
show the state of the system after more than 1.5 years.
For our performance tests, we ran the simulation both with our new concurrent operator splitting
scheme, as well as with the consecutive scheme for comparison. We report average runtimes in
seconds per time step taken from the first 96 hours of the simulation. For both test cases, we
measured the runtime of the consecutive and of the concurrent operator splitting scheme. In
addition, we report the individual runtime of the biogeochemistry model. Figures 5.6a and 5.6b
show the runtimes for the two test cases. The green line represents the individual runtime of
the biogeochemistry model, and the blue line represents the runtime of the coupled application
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5 %
x
y
z
(a) Computational domain of the small test case
with outflow boundary at the forefront.
(b) Anthropogenic land use on the three do-
main parts. Grassland (blue), intensive
maize cultivation (red) and extensive maize
cultivation (gray).
Figure 5.3: Domain and land use.
Figure 5.4: Cut view into the domain showing the water content of the soil after 16,348 hours.
The lower part of the soil is fully saturated (red color) and the water table balances
the slope of the domain. The saturation drops (gray to blue color) near the soil
surface and at the outlet.
Figure 5.5: Zoomed cut view into the domain showing the nitrate (NO−3 ) concentration after
15,013 hours. High concentration near the soil surface in the area with intensive
maize cultivation (dark red), medium concentration in the area with extensive maize
cultivation (light red), and low concentration on the grassland (blue). Percolation and
downstream transport of nitrate can cause high concentrations in lower soil layers.
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(a) Average runtime per time step for the small
test case.
(b) Average runtime per time step for the large
test case.
(c) Parallel efficiency for the small test case. (d) Parallel efficiency for the large test case.
Figure 5.6: Runtimes and efficiency of the consecutive and the concurrent operator splitting
schemes for the small and large test cases.
using the consecutive scheme. Therefore, the difference between the green and the blue line is
the individual runtime of the hydrology model. The time needed for the data transfer between
the models is negligible compared to the computation time. From the p = 1 cases, one can see
that the hydrology model demands for approximately 8 to 9 times the computational effort of the
biogeochemistry model. When using more processes for the hydrology model, the runtimes for
the coupled applications decrease for both operator splitting schemes. The consecutive scheme
has a runtime which is the sum of the two models. In contrast, the concurrent scheme has
a runtime equal to the slower of the two models. For p = 10, the concurrent scheme shows
nearly the same runtime for coupled application as for the biogeochemistry model alone. That
means, the parallelization of the hydrology model yields a speedup for its execution such that
the runtimes of both models are balanced. We calculated the parallel efficiency from the runtime
measurements as E(p) = T (1)/
[
pT (p)
]
, where p is the number of MPI processes of the hydrology
model, and T (p) is the corresponding runtime of the coupled application. Shown in Figures 5.6c
and 5.6d, the graphs illustrate the advantage of the concurrent scheme. It maintains an efficiency
of approximately 80 % for the p = 10 case where the runtimes of the two models are balanced,
while the efficiency of the consecutive scheme drops to less than 40 %.
5.4.3 Vegetated buﬀer strip scenario
In our second scenario we address the impact of vegetated buffer strips on the lateral transport of
nutrients and the related input to water bodies through leaching, and on N-trace gas emissions.
Here, we briefly introduce the setup of the study which has been published in [92]. In the sense
of this work, vegetated buffer strips are patches of land covered with vegetation which separate
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areas under cultivation from water bodies such as streams or rivulets, or from other areas. Due
to their capability to retain nitrate and other nutrients, vegetated buffer strips are an option to
mitigate nitrate leaching from agricultural soils to water bodies. The scenario domain is a 100
×100 meter domain of one meter depth with 5% downslope towards south-east. The study area
is subject to agricultural land management including different crops and N fertilizer application.
Vegetated buffer strips are located along the south and east boundary of the domain. Different
buffer strip sizes ranging from zero (no buffer) to 20 meters were tested. The main results
reported in [92] are largely increased denitrification rates and corresponding N2 emissions from
buffer strips with high water content, and reduced nitrate leaching.
The aforementioned work provides quantitative results on N2 and N2O emission inventories and
nitrate loss to water bodies.It used the consecutive operator splitting scheme, and a time step
size of one hour. We complement the study by using the concurrent operator splitting scheme
implemented with OpenPALM, and the domain decomposition parallelization of CMF in our
simulations. This allows for a refinement of the time step size to 30 minutes while at the same
time speeding up the simulations. Figure 5.7 shows qualitative results for three model runs
no buffer strip 10 meter buffer strip 20 meter buffer strip
Water filled pore space [%] after 1000 days.
Nitrate load [kg N/ha] after 1000 days.
Nitrate load [kg N/ha] after 1090 days.
Figure 5.7: Simulation results for buffer strip sizes 0, 10 and 20 meters (left to right). Top row:
water filled pore space after 1000 days. Middle row: nitrate load after 1000 days.
Bottom row: nitrate load after 1090 days. The plots are scaled by factor 10 in vertical
direction for better visibility.
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without buffer, or with 10 or 20 meters buffer width, respectively. One can see that the buffer
strip holds significantly more moisture than other parts of the soil. Also nitrate retention in
the buffer strip is clearly visible. The high water content and nitrate availability in the buffer
strip causes increased denitrification rates. This leads to the reported higher N2 emissions and
reduced nitrate leaching.
5.5 Résumé
We applied our multiphysics model coupling approach for the simulation of nutrient cycles in
soils. We showed the coupling of the hydrology model CMF with the biogeochemical model Land-
scapeDNDC to assess nutrient and emission inventories in different scenarios. In this Chapter we
presented new developments and qualitative results, and we reviewed our previously published
contributions. We demonstrated the ability of our approach to capture indirect and local effects
in ecosystem simulations. The spatial extent of our scenarios investigated so far was moderate,
which is natural in this early stage of development, but nevertheless appropriate to give a proof of
concept. Moreover, performing simulations for the relevant temporal extent of years to decades
with small time steps of hours or less is evenly challenging. We showed that this can be suc-
cessfully addressed with the proposed multiphysics simulation technique due to its ability to use
high performance computing effectively. Possible future work could address the parallelization of
all model parts including LandscapeDNDC. This would allow for simulations of larger domains
and higher spatial resolution.
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6 Conclusion
In this work we presented a new approach to nutrient cycle simulations for terrestrial ecosystems.
We considered a coupling of dedicated models for the involved biogeochemical and hydrologi-
cal processes leading to a system of ordinary and partial differential equations. The system
describes the temporal evolution of a common state variable under the simultaneous influence
of the coupled models. For the time integration of the coupled models, we proposed specific
operator splitting schemes by means of a composition of one step methods. These schemes use
one step methods as local model integrators to compose global solutions on a global time grid for
the coupled system. We established two variants of composed one step methods, a consecutive
operator splitting and a concurrent operator splitting, respectively. In the consecutive variant,
the output of one model integrator is used as input to another model integrator. In the concur-
rent variant, models are integrated independently of each other until the next synchronization
point is reached. The consecutive operator splitting resembles the well-known Lie(-Trotter) split-
ting in our setup, whereas the concurrent operator splitting has no classical counterpart. The
main results of Chap. 2 are the proofs of first order in time consistency and convergence of
the composed one step methods with respect to the global system. These proofs solely assume
continuity, boundedness and Lipschitz conditions for the functional model representation in the
abstract formulation, and consistency and Lipschitz continuity for the one step methods used on
the local model level. We presented numerical experiments on the convergence of the composed
one step methods using a natural convection scenario in Chap. 3. The results accurately show
the expected first order in time convergence for both the consecutive and the concurrent variant
in different flow regimes.
To facilitate the model coupling, we employed the OpenPALM software coupler tool. It enables
the coupling of dedicated model codes, controls their execution and manages data transfer be-
tween models. We extended the data transfer mechanism of OpenPALM by means of dynamic
distributors, which is the main result of Chap. 4. Our development allows to dynamically
change data sizes and data distributions among models during the simulation, while at the same
time keeping OpenPALM’s internal routing table consistent. This feature supports the online
configuration and adaption of the data transfer mechanism during runtime. Without dynamic
distributors, the configuration needed to be derived from oﬄine tests before the simulation could
be started, and it could not be adapted during runtime. Furthermore, the OpenPALM coupling
technology allows to allocate adequate computing resources to the individual models. This is
essential to effectively use high performance computing and to achieve a balanced parallel setup
if models demand for different computing resources. We presented performance tests using the
natural convection scenario where we achieved substantial improvements of the parallel efficiency
with the concurrent operator splitting scheme compared to a monolithic solver.
In Chap. 5, we presented the modeling and implementation of the biogeochemical and hydro-
logical processes which we considered in our nutrient cycle simulations. We used the composed
one step methods and the dynamic distributors feature of OpenPALM to realize the model cou-
pling approach in a greenhouse gas emission scenario, and in a nitrate leaching scenario. We
demonstrated that our approach allows to capture indirect and local effects which was previously
unfeasible using standard simulation techniques. Furthermore, we showed that our coupling tech-
nique enables an effective use of high performance computing.
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Our techniques are not restricted to the simulation of nutrient cycles, but they are rather usable
for model coupling in general, using any number and granularity of models. The composed one
step methods allow to propagate the models separately between global time steps. They only
require the local model integrators to represent one step methods with respect to the global time
grid. This allows to use any appropriate numerical integration scheme, and also to compute
sub-steps, as long as the local model integrators synchronize at the global time steps. It is also
possible to stack the composed one step methods, which might be useful if two models require a
tight coupling and a third model only needs to synchronize with larger time steps. We proved
first order in time consistency and convergence of the composed one step schemes, provided that
the local model integrators are of first order or higher. Since the biogeochemical model integrator
used in the scenarios is of first order, we did not investigate if higher order composed one step
methods are possible. As stated in the concluding remarks of Chap. 2, we assume that higher
order consecutive schemes are possible, while the existence of higher order concurrent schemes
is unclear.
The dynamic distributors feature of OpenPALM is also not limited to nutrient cycle simulations,
but a general purpose technique. We used this feature in the hydrology model for the online
configuration of the parallel communication routines to match the domain decomposition which
is determined at runtime. Other use cases include coarsening or refinement, and load balancing
of the coupled models during runtime. The dynamic distributors are integrated into the com-
munication routines and thus available to any software coupling application in the framework of
OpenPALM.
To conclude, our developments to advance nutrient cycle simulations resulted in general purpose
techniques for multiphysics model coupling. The issues we encountered are typical for model
coupling problems, and the proposed methodology is suitable to address them in a wide range
of applications. In this sense, our approach is an enabling technique to tackle interdisciplinary
challenges by means of multiphysics simulations.
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